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What is ASP? 
Since its introduction, the use of Microsoft's Active Server Pages, or ASP, has grown 
rapidly. Many programmers consider it the tool for dynamic, easily maintainable web 
content. The real power of ASP derives firstly from the fact that the HTML for the page 
is only generated when the specific page is requested by the user, and secondly from 
the fact that it is browser-independent, since what ~s sent to the browser is usually 
purely HTML (although it can also include client-side code), rather than relying on the 
browser to support a particular language or application. 

ASP enables us to tailor our web pages to the specific requirements of our users and 
their browser type, as well as our own needs. It allows us to interact with the user, 
which helps to keep our site interesting and up-to-date. Although it is not the first 
technology to offer dynamic page creation, it is one of the fastest and most powerful. It 
is indicative of the impact that ASP has made that it has now got its own imitators. 

This book is for primarily intended for developers who need a reference to the many 
ways in which ASP contributes to the running of web sites and the resources we can 
utilize to achieve that goal. In order to get the maximum benefit from this book you will 
need to have some understanding of both ASP and the Web in general. Some 
knowledge of a scripting language such as VBScript or }Script is assumed. 

This is the book for you if you need easy access to the methods and properties which 
the different components and objects expose, you are looking to expand the scope and 
functionality of your sjte, or you are fairly new to ASP and need an overview of what it 
has to offer. We hope that you benefit from and enjoy this book. 

Firstly in this chapter we explore where ASP is derived from, look at some of the 
essential building blocks of ASP and briefly explore what is new to ASP 3.0. We look at: 

o The origins of ASP 

o ASP, HTTP, HfML and liS 

0 Managing state on the Web . 
0 The role of global. asa 
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1 : What is ASF•? 

0 ASP dimctives 

0 Virtual applications 

0 What's new in ASP version 3.0 

0 What's new in }Script 5.0 

0 What's new in VBScript 5.0 

The Orig~ins of ASP 
At the same tim~~ that the huge business potential of the Web was being realised, the 
limitations of H1fML and HTIP were also becoming very apparent to developers. The 
static, stateless nature of HTML pages means that, although they are great for 'on-line 
brochure' web sites, they do not meet the specific needs and requirements of fast
moving business, building customer loyalty and selling goods and services. Various 
technologies, including ASP, grew out of the need to create pages ~th content specific 
to an individual user. · 

A simple type of customer interaction is processing information entered by a user on an 
IITML form. Thiis normally involves either a user searching for information, or 
altematively the customer entering personal information that needs to be stored by a 
business for further processing. In either easel we probably want to communicate with a 
database/ whi~ cannot be done purely usi?g HTML. The initial solution to these1 and 
other applications that are equally problematic with HTML and HITP~ involved 
,..,,,.t;na fho "".,,. ; ... ,...,,!- :>nrl nrna.-:>rt1rn<~r;r,lhr rY<><~Mno-"' 1'<>c:nnnc:o Tho:> into:>mr<> urhirh ........ ~-~'b ....... ..._~ ..... ..... ,.t'_" -... .. - r~vo_.. ................... -". --.-J _.., ................... b- ·-~r ................... & ........ ... ..... -. ... _ _.._.._._ ··----- --

the server expos,ed to connect HTML and other applications became known as the 
Common Gateway Intedace (CGI), and can be :implemented in any language (the most 
popular being Perl). This approach, however, requires developers to have extensive 
programming knowledge and is restricted by the need to compile the code. Although 
~erl and CGI are: still valuable tools, several alternatives are now also available, 
including ASP. This enables sections of script to be embedded in HTML pages. ASP
embedded code can contain logic which inserts content~ formats data and carries out 
actions depending on decisions relating to how a page is requested. 

ASP, HTirP, HTML and liS 
HyperText Tran11fer Protocol (HTIP) is the protocol that handles requests and responses 
sent between a web server and browser. The HTTP Request is the format of any 
message sent from the client to a server. It includes the URL of the required resource 
and information about the client and the platform they are using. The fiTTP Response 
can contain a res,ource, a redirection to another page or site, an error message, etc. 

ASP provides its. own Request and Response objects, which enable us to access the 
information stoi.Ied in the HTIP Request message and Response headers respectively. 
Using these objects we can check for certificates, read and write cookies, and get access 
to browser infonmation and forms data. We can insert data into the body of the page to 
be sent to the clirmt, redirect the browser, check if the client is connected~ and manage 
the sending of content so that the client does not wait for too long for long sections of 
content. 

The relationship between ASP and HTML can be descri1Jed as follows: 

10 
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ASP, HTTP, HTML and US 

In other words, with ASP we can write a set of instructions that can be used to generate 
HTML and other content just before it is delivered. This makes it a good tool for HTML 
developers, be<:ause of its power and flexibility to generate fresher HTML, and 
ultimately produce more spectacular, interactive, personalized and up-to-date web 
sites. 

But what actually is ASP? It's not a conventional programming language in the sense 
that Pascal and C++ are, although it does make use of existing scripting languages such 
as VBScript or JScript. It's also not an application in the sense that FrontPage and Word 
are. The best way to think of ASP is as a technology for building dynamic and 
interactive web pages. 

An alternative way to create dynamic pages is to use client-side scripting. This must be 
written in a language interpreted by the client browser and hence code generally 
consists of sections of Javasctipt embedded in an HTML page. This can 
programmatically control the layout of the page, how the page reacts to user actions 
and what is shown on the page. This is all useful but has its limitations. Typical uses for 
client-side code are, for example, to respond to user actions like clicking their mouse on 
the page, passing it over certain hotspots, and also checking forms prior to sending 
them. 

Client-side code depends on the browser supporting the scripting language, and can 
fall over if the language is not supported, or includes code which differs between 
implementations and language versions. A second limitation is that the code is 
accessible to the user, which makes it unsuitable for passing, for example, passwords 
and connection strings. 

The alternative then, and this is what ASP relies on, is to include scripts which are 
processed by the server. These server-side scripts do not depend on the browser or the 
user's platform executing, as the result returned to the browser is typically in plain 
HTML (or text, XML etc). However, server--side script is often used in conjunction with 
client-side code- there's no reason why an ASP page can't contain <SCRIPT> sections. 

llS (previously called Internet Wormation Server, but renamed with DS5 to Internet 
Information Services) was Microsoft's answer to dynamic page creation by servers. 
Originally DS 1.0 consisted of a fairly standard setup with CGI support and an interface 
to allow more efficient execution of compiled applications written in languages like C 
and C++. It provided additional features to access the input and output streams. This 
interface is called the Internet Server AppUcation Programming Interface, or ISAPI. 

The ASP scripting engine still uses ISAPI to connect to IISS. It runs in-process with the 
server. This means that it shares .the same memory space with the server and can get 
direct access to values in that memory. This does mean that if the application fails it can 
cause the server to fail, but makes for a very efficient and fast process and generally 
gives ASP the edge over other technologies. 

11 
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1 : What is ASP? 

What doe!s ASP Code Look Like? 
When a web author writes an ASP page, it is likely to be composed of a combination of 
three types of syntax- some ASP, some HTML tags, and some pure text. The following 
table sununarizes these ingredients, their purpose, and their appearance: 

Type Purpose Interpreter Hallmarks 

Text This is hard- The viewer's Simple ASCII text. 
coded browser 
information to be shows the text 
shown to the user 

HTMLtags This consists of · The viewer's Each tag within < > 
instructions to the browser delimiters. 
browser about interprets the I 

Most HTML tags come 
how to format tags to format in pairs (an open tag 
text and display the text and a close tag), e.g. 
images 

<TABLE>,</TABLE>. 

ASP This consists of The web Each ASP section 
statements instructions to the server's DLL contained within<% 

web server asp.dll % > delimiters. 
running ASP performs the 

ASP statements support 
"'"""'•'.J. hn .. u •" ASP 

L 
ULJVU.L J.I.V"" '-V features such as 
create portions of commands 

variables, decision 
the page to be trees, cyclical 
sent out repetitions etc. 

The file containing these constituent parts of the ASP page is saved with an . asp 
extension. 

It's not too hard Ito distinguish the different elements of the ASP page. Anything that 
falls between the~ <% arid % > markers is ASP script, and will be processed on the web 
server by the AS:P script engine. 

Lets take a look at an example and at the same time demonstrate one of the keys to 
ASP's success - how easy it is to get started. For example, consider the few lines of code 
below: 

: <l·• Now 0 't> </P> 

The content of the resulting web page depends on the HTML that is generated by the 
ASP code. In this particular example, the effect of the script code is to generate HTML 
for the time and date that the page is requested, and then to make a decision (based on 
the situation) on what text will be sent to the browser as part of·the mML stream. 

12 
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How does ASP Work 
ASP works with a single DLL called asp. dll (or alternatively the ASP scripting 
engine). This is installed by default into your WinNT\Sys tem.32\Inetsrv directory. 
This DLL is responsible for taking an ASP page (indicated by the . asp file extension) 
and parsing it for any server-side script content. The script is passed to the appropriate 
scripting engine, to interpret for example the VBScript or ]Script. The results of 
executing the script are combined with any text rund HTML in the ASP page and the 
completed page is then sent back the client browser via the web server. 

To see this, open the Internet Services Manager from the Administrative Tools section of 
your Start menu (for Windows 2000 Server version - or go to it via Administrative Tools 
in your Control Panel with Windows 2000 Professional). This nms the Microsoft 
Management Console (MMC)·to display the entire Internet Information Services tree for 
TIS, which looks something like this: 

DefdFTPSle r-a 
~ 
f.
·Ci Scripts 

·f::i Mail 
-ejM~s 

t;i"Ci News 
W·{i NewsOocs 
$-Ci _vtl_bin 

i
-€j PBServer 
[j PBSOata 
-«'j Rpc 
(fi Printers 

;
ICJ imaQes 
·ltl _pr1Vete 
·fl _vtl_cnf 

1!1· (2J _vtljiJil 
$·EJ _vU_pvt 
$·0 _ vU_scrlpt 
Iii eJ _vtl_bct 

AdmHstratlon Web ste 
Oefd SMTP Virtue! Server 
Oef aUt NNTP Virtual Server 

C:\WINNT\S\Istem32\fnetsrv\lfsedrrW1 
c:\ilell:lUb\iss~ 

c:\progrem flles\convnon fles\system\msedc 
c:\wiri\h~~ 

c:\,netplb\sc ripts 

(: Uneepoo\Piai 
C:\W.ItM\Hob\1'\ai 
C:\InetP!b\hlews 
C:\WINNT\H<~\News 

C:\Prooram Fles\Common Fies\Microsoft Share, .. 
C:\Proorem Fles\Phone BookServlce\Bin 
C:\Progrem Fles\Phone Bock Servlce\Data 
C:\WINNT\S)•stem32\RpcProxy 
C:\WINNT\wl!b\printers 

13 
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1 : What is ASP'? 

Right-click on thE! Default Web Site entry and select Properties, then the Home Directory 
page: 

In the lower half 10f the page there is a· name for the application and the Exe9ute 
Permissions and Application Protection· settings. 

Then, click the Configuration 
button to open the Application 
Configuration dialog. In the 
App Mappings tab, you can see 
the way that liS lilnks each 
type of file (using; the file 
extension) with a specific DLL: .asa C:\WINNT\System32\inetsrv\asp.dU GET,HEAD 

.asp 1'-. C:\WINNT\System32\inetsrv\asp.dl GET .HEAD 

.cdx ~ C:\WINNT\System32\inelstv\asp.dll GET·.HEAD 

.cer C:\WINNT\Systein32\inelstv\asp.dll GET .HEAD 

.h~ C:\WINNT\System32\inelstv\iSilldU OPTIGNS.( 

.htw C:\WINNT\System32\webn~s.dll GET .HEAD 

.ida C:\WINNT\System32\idq,dll GE(HEAD 

.ide C:\WINNr\System32\inetsrv\hltpodbc.dll OPTIONS.( 

.idq C:\WINNT.\System32\idQ.dll GET:HEAO• 

.printer C:\WINNT\System32\msw3prldll GET~POST. 

.shtm C:\WINNT\System32\inelstv\ssinc.dU ' OPTIONS, 
Ml r·\\J.JI~IMT\C:n .. t•m.'l?\in•l.-n.A4'~n,... ~tl · nor c:· 

f" 

Any pages that have the . asp file extension are sent to the asp. dll for processing; 
you can see our g·lobal . as a page (which we discuss later in this chapter) is also 
mapped to the asp DLL, as well as several others. Pages with file extensions that are not 
mapped to a DLL, for example . html and . htm for HTML pages, and . xml for XML 
files, are simply k>aded from disk and sent directly to the client. 

14 
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ASP, HTTP, HTML and liS 

You might like to have a look at the other file types in this page. Pages with 
. ida, . ide, and . idqfile extensions are senl~ to the Dl.L 
h t tpodbc. d 11 for processing. As you can guess from its name, it uses 
ODBC (discussed later in this book) to execute a SQL statement that rehmtS a 
set of records for inclusion in the page. Likewise, the . shtm, . shtml and 
. stmfile extensions are mapped to a DLL named ssinc. dll. These file 
t:ljpes are traditionally used for files that require ~~erver-side include (SSI) 
processi,zg. 

While you have the Application Configuration and Properties dialogs open, you might 
want to briefly explore it (just don't change any scettings for the moment, unless you're 
sure that you know what you're doing, the defau1ts usually suffice!). 

Processing an ASP File 
When asp . dll receives an ASP page, it converts it to an output suitable for the server 
to send to the client. It deals with any script marked for its attention, evaluating it, and 
sending the result on to the server. It does this by first checking the page to see if 
contains any ASP code. Hit does not find any, it informs TIS to send the page to the 
client. A new feature of Windows 2000 means tha.t this is done with no marked 
performance penalty. 

When ASP receives a page that does contain servlf!r-side scripting, it parses it line by 
line and each section of script is passed to the approproate scripting engine for 
compiling and execution. The result of this is inse:rted into any content which does not 
require server intervention by ASP and the wholE! is passed on to the client. 

To make this more efficient, ASP caches the compiled code so that it does not need to be 
compiled again unless the source is changed. The result of this is that subsequent 
requests for the specific page are returned more g[uickly as the compilation stage is 
bypassed. 

Including Separate Script Files 
An additional feature is the ability to include separate files that contain script code. This 
allows us to write generic functions and both encourages and greatly simplifies code re
use. It also allows us to encapsulate processes which depend on the setup of our system 
and our server, and so may change. 

Scripting Performance Issues 
Web servers generally have plenty of spare processor cycles available (except on the 
busiest of sites) because the main task they have is loading pages from disk and sending 
them to the client. Therefore, each page request results in the processor waiting for the 
disk to respond. These spare cycles mean that ASP scripts can usually be executed with 
very little overall hit on performance. To add to this, as most page requests will be for 
pages where a compiled version of the script code is available, only the execution of this 
script needs to take place. 

Of course, as the number of requests, and hence tlh.e server load, increases, the effect of 
having to parse and execute each ASP page takes its toll. It's wise, therefore, to squeeze 
as much performance as possible from the ASP in.terpreter. Here are some useful tips: 

15 
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Avoid Mixing Sc:rlptlng Languages on the Same Page 

Using both scripting languages on any one page has an effect on the execution order of 
the code. This will mean both scripting engines will be loaded by the ASP DLL, 
increasing memory usage and the time taken to process the request. 

Avoid Excessive~ Context Switching Between Script and Other Content 

Having sections of ASP interspersed within other content can have a significant effect 
on the time it tak1es to process the page request. Every time a section of script ends, 
control is passed back to liS (and vice versa) and this will have an impact on 
performance. An alternative to this is to use the Response. Write method (rather than 
using <% = ... % > ) and this is recommended for any but small sections of code. 

Build a Separate Component 

For any complex processes, consider building a separate componant to install on the 
server. This will be far more efficient than instantiating and interpreting ASP script 
code. This will be!come even more important with the next version of ASP (currently 
called ASP+) in which almost everything is done using COM+. 

Managing State on the Web 
In a normal single-user program, such as when we build an executable application (an . 
. exe file for example) using C++, Delphi etc, we take for granted the fact that we can 
dedare a giobal (or Public) variable and then access it from anywhere in our code. All 
the time the appliication is running, the value remains valid and accessible. 

The ability to hold values in memory, and relate specific values to specific users, 
provides state. You can think of it as representing the values and context of the 
applications' and users' internal variables throughout the life of the application. 

When we create web-based applications, we often need be able to provide an individual 
state for each user. This might be as simple as remembering their name, or as complex 
as storing object references or recordsets that are different for each user. lf we can't do 
that, we ~an't reaBonably expect to do anything that requires more than one ASP page, 
as the variables rund other references in that page are all destroyed when the page is 
finished executing. When the user requests the next page, we've lost all the information 
that they've already provided. 

It is also useful to be able to store values that are global to all users. An obvious 
example is a web·-style visitor counter. There's not much· point in giving eacli. user their 
own counter, because they usually want to see the total number of visitors, not just the 
number of times 1that they have visited. The number of visitors needs to be stored with 
application-level state,_rather than user-level state. 

With ASP we need a way of storing state information, othetwise va~iabl.es ~d 
references within a page are destroyed when that page has finished execution. One of 
the ways of providing state between page requests and site visits i,!' thr~ugh cookies, 
which are sent along with each page request to the domain for which the cookie is 
valid. ASP uses a cookie to provide the concept of a user session, which we interact witb 
through the ASP Session object. 

16 
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A new and separate Session object is created for each individual visitor when they 
first access an ASP page on th~ server. A session ,identifier number is allocated to the 
session, and a cookie containing a specially encrypted version of the session identifier is 
sent to the client. The Path of the cookie (see the previous chapter for a description of 
cookie properties) is set to the path of the root of the ASP application running on our 
server. This will be the root of the Default Web site (i.e. "1 ") or the root directory of the 
ASP application containing the page they request. No Expires value is provided in the 
cookie, so it will expire when the browser is closed. 

Every time that this user accesses an ASP page, ASP looks for this cookie, named 
ASPSESSIONIDxxxxxxxx, where each xis an alphabetic character. If found, it can be 
used to connect the visitor with their current Session, which is held in memory on the 
server. 

This cookie doesn't appear in the Request. Cookies or Response . Cookies 
collections. ASP hides it from us, but it's still ther'e on the browser and ASP looks for it 
with each ASP page request. 

If the client browser doesn't accept or support cookies, each new page request forces a 
new session to be created, thus state cannot be maintained without cookies. 

As a warning you might note that if the browser does not support, or is set to reject, 
cookies this function will not be available. What do we do then? An alternative is to 
have server-side cookies. The information is storE;!d on the server and matched to each 
user. We can then persistently store information on that user for a length of time 
determined by ourselves. This just leaves matching the user to their information and 
this can be done with the use of logins. Each time that a user enters the domain of our 
server they can be asked to log in with their nam~! and password. We can then make 
our site available to them according to their specific needs and preferences. 

In addition we can restrict access to resources so that we can expose varying levels of 
access to the general public, clients of the companty or subscribers, staff or site 
administrators. Now we are starting to have a level of control over our site which in 
any other application we might take for granted. 

The Role of global.asa 
All ASP applications can contain a file named gl()bal. as a, placed in the root 
directory of the application and which applies to .all sub-directories of this. The 
global. asa file in the root directory of the entire web site (rnet.pub\wwwroot) . 
defines the whole site as being part of the Default ASP application. 

The global. as a file can contain code that instantiates objects and creates and sets the 
values of variables that will be available in either Application-level or Session-level 
scope. Object instances can be created using the Server. Crea teObj ect method or an 
<OBJECT> element. 

Creating Object Instances 
If an <OBJECT> clement is used, the SCOPE attribute can beset to "Application" or 
"Session", and the object is then created in the appropriate context: 

17 
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The remainder of the global. asa file can contain ASP script that defines event 
handlers that run when the application or a user session starts or ends. Using VBScript 
this looks like: 

Or using }Script: 

Within the OnSt art event handlers, script code can be used to instantiate objects with 
the Server. CreateObj ect method. This code creates an instance of the Ad Rotator 
component (see Chapter 15): 

:1.8 
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If placed in the Application_onstart event handler, the object will have 
application-level scope. If placed in the Session._OnStart event handler, the object 
will have session-level scope, ~.e. each visitor willl have a separate instance of the object. 
The Server. CreateObj ect method is covered. in detail in Chapter 7. 

Referencing Object Type Libraries 
Many objects and components provide enumerated and other constants which the 
various methods take as their paramters. This allows us to use the constant's name in 
place of its value. These constants can be referenced through the METADATA directive. 
Using the METADATA directive we can specify a type-library which ASP will then load 
when the page is executed. The syntax for this is shown below: 

<! -- METAOATA TYPE;"TypeLib" 

where: 

FILE~"path..and_name_of_file" I UUID= "type_library_uuid" 
[VERSION= "major_versiol\....[\umboer. minor_versiOilJlUmber"l 
LCID=" locale_id" --> 

0 path_and_name_of_file is the absolute physical path to a type library file 
(. tlb) or ActiveX DLL. H this is not provided the type_library _uuid must 
be specified. 

0 type_l ibrary _uuid is the unique identifier for the t)rpe library. Either this 
or the path_anct_name:_of_file param•eter must be provided. 

0 major_version_number . minor_version_number (optional) defines the 
version of the component required. If this version is not found the most recent 
version is used. 

0 locale_id (optional) is the locale identifier to be used. If a type library with 
this locale is not found the default locale for the machine (defined during 
setup) will be used. 

For example, this code makes the intrinsic ADO pre-defined constants available in an 
ASP page: 

<1-- MEl'ADA'I'A ll",{PE="1>ypeJ!fl:5" 
FILE="c: ~iogram Files \Commo:n Fil:esi\S:(st:~\aao\msado15. d~P 

- -> 

In order to maintain backward compatibility the file name msadol5. dll is 
used for later (i.e. ADO 2.5) versions of the ADO component. 

If ASP is unable to load the type library, it will return an error and halt execution of the 
page. The possible error values are: 

Error 

ASP 0222 

ASP 0223 

ASP 0224 

ASP 0225 

Description 

'Invalid type library specification'. 

'Type library not found'. 

'Type library cannot be loaded'. 

'Type library cannot be wrapped' (i.e. ASP cannot create a 
type library wrapper object from the type library specified). 

19 
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Web Ap1plications 
We have used the term web application a nwnber of times rather loosely, to indicate 
something that isn't really a web site, but isn't a 'traditional' application (an . exe file 
for example) either. We can think of a web application as a set of web pages and other 
resources, such .as COM+ objects, that are designed to carry out some task. 

A COM obj1~ct is an instance of a COM component, which sltould be thought 
of as a compiled piece of code that can provide a service to the system, not just 
a single application. (COM objects are discussed fttrther in Chapter 2, ASP, 
Windows 2000 and Windows DNA.) 

When TIS and ASP are installed in Windows 2000, a Default Web Site is created. This is 
configured as an ASP application, which involves several settings ih the Properties 
dialog, that we looked at earlier. The global. asais used to determine the way that 
this default app:Ucation behaves. 

Virtual A1pplications 
In addition to the default web application, ASP virtual applications can be created in 
any subdirectory of the web site. All sub-directories will then be part of this virtual 
application. Now, because the directory is itself within the default application for the 
:::·1'Lle .. t...: .... --.... - .... .a.l......,., : ........ :11 ... k- ... e ~'h"' -1-1-...~1 c"'aroo ,.. .... o.,.,..ort k,, f},g rlaJ::.1t l f- ~T"\n1; ~::at--inn 
'OJ I U U i:> llU::;:a.l t.:) UlQ L JJ, .. VVJ..U. OJ.lQ.L UlC 6.lVI.ICI.I. oy '"-'- 'to.d-'-U."''-\o4 v) ..a.u..- - ............... -......~ 4.ol.t"'.t"',.._._._._..__ .., .. 

object. Any variables stored in the default application are available within the 
application; however, if an ASP page in the virtual application overwites a global value, 
the original value is maintained for the root application. This offers some protection to 
the server and o•ther applications running alongside. 

Creating A!SP Virtual Applications 
In Internet Services Manager, right-click on the directory in which you wish to create 
the new virtual application, select New, then Virtual Directory. Titis starts the New 
Virtual Directory· Wizard, which steps through the settings required. This includes the 
name (or alias) for the new virtual application. Combined with the path of the directory 
selected in Internet Services Manager, this will become the URL of the application. To 
convert an existing directory into an application with the same name as the directory, 
select the directl;)ry containing the one you want to convert and use the directory name 
in the Virtual Directory Alias page of the wizard. 

The wizard also allows you to specify the path that contains the content (pages) for the 
application. You can click Browse to select an existing directory. This is the directory 
that the new virtual application will point to. The iinal step allows you to select the 
access permissions, with the default being Read and Run Scripts. These settings can be 
changed later if required. The wizard then creates the new application, and marks it in 
Internet Services Manager with an 'open box' icon: 
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Right-click the new application and select Properties to see the settings that the wizard 
has chosen. The Local Path, access permissions, and Application Settings can be 
changed here if required. You'll also see a RemovB button, which we can use to remove 
the virtual application: 

LocaiPtlt¥ 

~
S~Qiill: 

ElleQ,te Peln i=U~t: 

21 
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Clicking the Remove button doesn't actually remove the entry in Internet Services 
Manager. Instead, it converts the existing virtual application into a virtual directory. It 
will have a 'foldt~r· icon with a 'globe' on it, indicating that this is a redirection to another 
folder on disk. It is accessed in the same way as the virtual application from which it 
was created (i.e. using the same URL), but does not act as an application. In other 
words, it d<;>esn'1: support its own Application object but inherits the one for the 
default web sitej or for another application within this directory's parent directories. 

To delete a virtual application, select Delete from the right-click shortcut menu for the 
application in Internet Services Manager. 

Virtual Appllication Configuration 
Virtual applications provide control and management of objects and components that 
are instantiated :in pages within that application's directories. The Sl:!ttings for a virtual 
application provide control over whether objects are created in the memory space of the 
web server, or s~~parately in shared or individual out-of-process instances of 
DLLHost. dll. 

The Properties dlialog in Internet Services Manager provides these settings. At the 
bottom of the Home Directory page of the Properties dialog for a virtual application are 
two combo boxes marked Execute Permissions and Application Protection: 

lrll AQplicUnSetlilg; 

rfFRemovo 
j[ J 

l\ppicaliart!M« IDeleu~Appicaoon I 
Strilg pOiri: <Defd WebSie>: 

_.,. 

EHOC:Uie~ j Scripts only 
fll U COtfwatir>n._., -I 

~Piolection" I Medtum (Pooled) EJIIl Unloed I 

t:cw: ur QliJCel 111- ~ 

.. 

Applicat ion Protection and Execution Settings 

The Execute Permissions options are: 
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Execute Permission 

None 

Scripts Only 

Description 

No scripts or executables can be run in this virtual 
application. In effect, this provides a quick and easy 
way to disable an application if required. 

Allows only script files, such as ASP, IDC or others to 
run in this virtual application. Executables cannot be 
run. 

Scripts and E:xecutables Allows any script or executable to run within this 
virtual application. 
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While the Execute Permissions options control the type of execution that can take place 
in the virtual application, the Application Protection options affect the way that 
executables and components are run. The availab.le options are: 

Application 
Protection 

Low (liS Process) 

Medium (Pooled) 

High (Isolated) 

Descrip tion 

All application executables and components for ASP 
virtual applications with this setting are run in the process 
(i.e. the memory space} of the web server executable 
(Inetinfo. exe). Hence the web server is at risk if any 
one of the executables o'r components should fail. This 
provides the fastest and. least resource-intensive 
application execution option. 

(Default) All application executables and components from 
all ASP virtual applications with this setting are run in the 
process (i.e. the memory space) of a single shared instance 
of DLLHost . exe. This protects the web server executable 
(I net in£o. ex e) from the risk of any one of the 
executables or compone:nts failing. However, one failed 
executable or component can cause the DLLHos t . exe 
process to fail, and with it all the other hosted executables 
and components. 

All application executables and components for an ASP 
virtual application 'With this setting are run :in the process 
(i.e. the memory space) ·of a single instance of 
DLLHos t . exe, but eadt ASP application has its own 
irtstance of DLLHost . exe that is exclusive to that 
application. This protect-s the web server executable 
(Inetinfo. exe) from the risk of any one of the 
executables or components failing, and protects the virtual 
application from risk if <m executable or component from 
another virtual application should fail. Microsoft suggests 
that a maximum of ten isolated virtual applications should 
be hosted on any one web server. 

Microsoft recommends a configuration where mission-critical applications run in their 
own processes, i.e. High (Isolated), and all remaining applications in a shared, pooled 
process, i.e. ~edium (Pooled). 

Threading Issues and Object Scope~ 
One other factor that affects the performance of instantiated objects and components is 
the threading model that they use. This also controls the scope in which they will 
perform successftUly. There are five different threa.d:ing models: 

0 Single-threaded components allow only one process to access the component at 
a time, and so each must wait in tum for the component to become available. 
Single-threaded components should never be used in ASP. 

23 
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0 Apartm.ent-threaded components allow multiple instances of an object to be 
created .. with each user getting their own instance. Object instances cannot be 
shared .amongst processes, however. Apartment-threaded components are 
suitable: for use in ASP with certain limitations as described in the table below. 

0 Free-th1readed components allow multiple processes to access them 
concurrently, so a single instance can service more than one process. However, 
access is slower than with apartment-threaded objects as each access has to 
cross a process boundary. Free-threaded objects are suitable for use in ASP 
pages. 

0 Both-threaded components can act as though they are either apartment
threade·d or free-threaded, depending on the context of the calling application.. 
Both-threaded objects are suitable fo.r use in ASP pages. 

0 Neutral-threaded components (new in Windows 2000 with COM+) allow 
multiple instances of the object to be created like apartmerit-threaded 
components. However, they do not limit each instance to always working in 
the same process, and so can be shared amongst requests. Neutral-threaded 
components are the best choice for ASP applications, although few tools are 
currently able to create this type of component 

This ·is o1rtly an ov,erview of the. different llcixi:tponent typ~s. 
11h:readill,g issue~·,are covered~rther in.''dnapter 41, 0plj.mizing 
ASP~Ferforman(je. ·For a1\ exfiiiustive tecliftital discussion.or 
threading issues see Beginning ASP Components from Wrox 
(ISBN 1-86100~,.8~-2>. 

Object instance:s can be created in three different levels of scope: 

0 AppliC2ttion-1evel scope means. that the object will be available to all pages 
within that virtual application (or the default web site). One instance of the 
object will service all requests from all users. For this reason, only both
threadE!d or neutral-threaded components should be used in application~ level 
scope. However, if possible, avoid using any components at application-level 
scope at all as this always risks becoming a performance limitation. 

0 Session-level scope means that one object instance will service all requests from 
a singlE~ user within their ASP session. Both-threaded or neutral-threaded 
components work well at session-level scopef because they do not tie the 
session to a single process thread, as do apartment-threaded objects. Again, if 
possible, avoid using any components at session-level scope unless it is 
absolutely necessary. 

0 Page-level scope means that the object is created and destroyed withiJt a single 
ASP pa.ge. While this seems to be inefficient, the COM+ Component Services 
within Windows 2000 are specially designed to make this fast and provide 
minimum use of resources. Objects can be pooled and/ or recreated very 
quickly. With the exception of single-threaded components, any threading 
model is acceptable a.t page-level scope. However, apartment-threaded objects 
genera!Uy provide the best performance here. 
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ASP Directives 
For each page that we put together we have several options which we can set which 
affect the way that the server processes it. A processing dlrective is always the first line 
of the ASP Page and is delimited by <%® ... %>.The outside section you may recognize as 
the standard way of informing asp. dll that inside it there is content pertinent to it. 
The additional ®sign denotes that it is the processing directive. This may contain all or 
any of the following keywords; if none are requilred this line can be omitted: 

Processing Directives 

CODEPAGE-"code-page" 

ENABLESESSIONSTATE="True 
!False" 

LANGOAGE="language-name" 

. 
LCID="locale-identifier" 

TRANSACTION .. "transaction 
_type" 

Description 

This defines the character set for this page. 
The code page is the numeric value of the 
characteJ: set. This value may differ between 
locales a1nd languages to support both 
additional and alternative characters. 

This valti.e can be set to False in which case 
no sessicm cookie is set to the browser, this 
effectivelly disables sessions. The default is 
True. Tite main reason for doing this is to 
improve efficiency for pages that do not 
require state Wormation. 

This sets the default language for the page. 
This does not preclude use of other 
languages within that page. The default 
language~ if this is not specified is VBScript, 
unless the default for the entire application 
has been changed . 

An integer value which uniquely identifies 
the locale from which the page has been sent. 
This may affect such things as the currency 
symbol u.sed. 

This dire•ctive specifies that the page wiU run 
under a transaction context. See Chapter 34, 
Transactions and Message Queuing. 

What's New in ASP Version 3.0 
If you're already familiar with ASP 2.0, and are lo okirtg for a concise list of what has 
actually changed in version 3.0, you'll find the information below: 

Summary of New Features in ASP 3.0 
These are the new, or substantially changed and improved, features which have been 
added to ASP in version 3.0. (Also see Chapter 2, ASP, Windows 2000 and Windows 
DNA for details of how Windows 2000 improves ASP 3.0.) 
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Scriptless .ASP 
ASP is now much faster at processing . asp pages that don't contain any script. If you 
are creating a site or Web application where the files may eventually use ASP, you can 
assign these files the . asp file extensions, regardless of whether they contain server
side script or only static (HTML and text) content. 

New Flow tControl Capabilities 
A new feature to ASP 3.0 is an alternative to the Response. Redirect statement. 
Effectively this :sent an instruction to the client browser to load an alternative page. 
Unfortunately, 'this is both error-prone and a slow process. In ASP 3.0, two new 
methods to the server object allow page transfers without browser intervention. 

Server. Tram;fer transfers execution to another page, while Seper. Execute will 
execute another page then return control to the original one. Inside the new page you 
can access the origmal page's context, including all the ASP objects like Response and 
Request, but you lose access to page scope variables. If the original page indicates that 
it is a transaction type in the processor directive (the opening <%® ••• b element), the 
transaction conltext is passed to the new page. If this happens and the second ASP file's 
transaction flag ,indicates that transactions are supported or required, then an existing 
transaction will be used and a new transaction will not be started. 

Error Handling and the New ASPError Object 
Configurable error handling is now available, by providing a single custom ASP page 
that is automatically called if an error occurs with the Server. Transfer method. In 
that page, Serv·er. GetLastError can be used to return an instance of the new 
ASPError object, which contains more details about the error including the error 
description and the relevant line n~ber. 

Encoded ASP Scripts 
ASP script and client-side script can now be encoded using Base64 enc1·yption, and 
higher levels of encryption are planned for future releases of ASP. (Note that this 
feature is implemented by the VBScript 5.0 and JScript 5.0 scripting engines, and so 
requires them.) Encoded scripts are decoded at run time by the script engine, so there's 
no need for a SE!parate utility. Although not a secure encryption method, it does prevent 
casual users from browsing or copying scripts. 

A New Wa:y to Include Script Files 
Rather than using the < ! -- #inc 1 ude . . . -- > elementto force TIS to server-side 
include a file wntaining script code, ASP 3.0 can do the 'including' itself. The 
<SCRIPT> element can be used with RUNAT= "SERVER 11 and · 
SRC= "file_p<xth_and_name" attributes to include files containing script code. The 
full and relative physical path or virtual path of the file can be used in the SRC 
attribute: 

<SCRIPT LANG'UAGE="language" RUNAT="SERVER" SRC="path_and_filename"> 
</SCRIPT> 
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Server Scriptlets 
ASP 3.0 supports a powerful ~ew scripting techn.ology called server scriptlets. These are 
XML-format text files that are hosted on the serv•er and become available to ASP as 
normal COM objects (i.e. Active Server Components). This makes it much easier to 
implement (or just prototype) your web application's business logic script procedures 
as reusable components, as well as using them in other COM-compliant programs. 

Performance-Enhanced Active Se1rver Components 
Many of the Active Server Components that come with ASP have been improved to 
provide better performance or extra functionality-. One example is the new Browser 
Capabilities component. In addition, there are some new components, such as the XML 
Parser that allows applications to handle XML fo:rmatted data on the server. Closer 
integration between ADO and XML is also provided (through the new version 2.5 of 
ADO that ships with Windows 2000), which opens up new opportunities for storing 
and retrieving data from a data store in XML format. 

Performance 
A great deal of work has been done to improve performance and scalability of ASP and 
liS. This includes self-tuning features in ASP, whiich detect blocking situations and 
automatically increase the number of available process threads. ASP now senses when 
requests that are currently executing are blocked by external resources, and, 
automatically provides more threads to simultantwusiy execute additional requests and 
to continue normal processing. H the CPU becomes overloaded, however, ASP reduces 
the number of available threads, to minimize the thread switching that occurs when too 
many non-blocking requests are executing simultaneously. 

Changes from ASP Version 2.0 
These are the features that have been changed or updated from version 2.0. 

Buffering Is On by Default 
ASP has offered optional output buffering for some time. Since liS 4.0, this has 
provided much faster script execution, as well as the ability to control the output that is 
streamed to the browser. In ASP 3.0, this improved performance has been reflected by 
changing the default setting of the Response. Buffer property to True, so that 
buffering is on by default. This means that the final output will be sent to the client only 
at the completion of processing, or when the script calls the Response. Flush or 
Response. End method. 

Note that you should turn buffering off by setting the 
Response. Buffer property to False when sending XML-formatted 
output to the client to allow the XML parser 1:o start work on it as it is 
received. You may also want to use Respons:e. Flush to send sections of 
very large pages, so that the user sees some ot.ttput arrive quickly . . 
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Changes t1o Response.lsCiientConnected 
The Response. IsClientConnected property can now be read before any content is 
sent to the client. In ASP 2.0, this only returned accurate information after at least some 
content had be(m sent. This resolves the problem of IIS responding to every client 
request, even though the client might have moved to another page or site. Also, if the 
client is no longer connected after three seconds, the complete output that has been 
created on the Berver is dumped. 

Query Strings with Default Documents 
When a user accesses a site without providing the name of the page they require, the 
default docum1mt is sent back to them. However, if a query string is appended to that 
URL this is now passed to the default page. In previous versions this information was 
lost. For example, if the default page in a directory that has the URL 
http: I /www. wrox. com/store/ is default. asp, then both the following will send 
the name/value pair code= 12 7 4 to the default . asp page: 

lhotp:./.[ww/ .. ,rox. com7store/?coaezl217li 
.ht;.tp..:;;/ /WW!!. wro~. eop~/storejdef~UYe. ~SQ.?code~ 

Server-sid•~ Include File Security 
Server-side indude files are often used for sensitive information, such as database 
connection strings or other access details. In ASP 2.0 specifying the virtual path of a file 
in a server side include to specify a file bypassed the security checking for the file. In 
other words the authenticated or anonymous account was not compared with the 
access control list entries for the file. 

In ASP 3.0 on ns 5.0, these credentials are now checked, and can be used to prevent 
unauthorized c:tccess. 

Configurable Entries Moved to the Metabase 
In llS 5.0, the registry entries for ProcessorThreadMax and ErrorsToNTLog have 
been moved into the metabase. All configurable parameters for ASP can be modified in 
the metabase via Active Directory and the Active Directory Service Interface (ADS!). 

Behavior of Both-Threaded Objects in Applications 
For best performance in ASP, where there are often multiple concurrent requests, 
components should be Both-Threaded (Single Threaded Apartment (ST A) and Multi
Threaded Apartment (MT A)) and support the COM Free-Threaded Marshaller (FfM). 
Both-Threaded! COM objects that do not support the Free-Threaded Marshaller will fail 
if stored in the ASP Applic-7tion state object. 

Earlier Rellease of COM Objects 
In TIS 5.0, instantiated objects or components are now released earlier. In llS 4.0, COM 
objects were oruy released when ASP finished processing a page. In liS 5.0, if a COM 
object does not use the OnEndPage method, and the reference count for the object 
reaches zero, then the object is released before processing completes. 
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COM Object Security 
liS uses the new cloaking feature provided by COM+ so that local server applications 
instantiated from ASP can run in the security con1text of the originating client. ln 
previous versions, the security context assigned to the local server COM object 
depended on the identity of the user who created the instance. 

Components Run Out-of-Process Ely Default 
In earlier versions of ASP, all components created within the context of an ASP page 
ran in-process by default, i.e. within the memory space of the web server. In IIS 4.0, the 
ability to create a virtual application allowed components to be run out-of-process. In IIS 
5.0 and ASP 3.0, components are now instantiated~ out-of-process by default. This is 
controlled by the metabase property AspAllowOutOfProcComponents, which now 
has a default value of 1. Setting it to zero changes the default back to that of IIS 4.0. 

To better fine-tune the component performance to Web server protection trade-off, you 
can now choose from the three options for Application Protection in the Properties 
dialog for a virtual application; see earlier in this chapter. The recommended 
configuration is to run mission-critical applications in their own processes- i.e. High 
(Isolated) - and all remaining applications in a shared, pooled process- i.e. Medium 
(Pooled). It is also possible to set the Execute Permissions for the scripts and 
components that make up each virtual applicationt. The three options are: None, Scripts 
only, or Scripts and Executables. 

What's New in JScript 5.0 
The only change to JScript is the long-awaited introduction of proper error handling. 

Exception Handling 
TI1e Java-style try and catch constructs are now supported in JScript 5.0. For 
example: 

function GetSomeKindOf~ndexThingy() 

try ( 

II If an exception O~CUrS during the execution of thi s 
I I bl,_ock of code, p:rocessing of this e!J.tire block will 
II be 'aborted and will resume with the :first statement in its 
./I t.associated catch. block.. " 
var ·otijSometliing = Servel:'. CreateObject._t;,;SomeComponent'') ; 
var intindex ~ obj~om~thing. getSomernae~O ; 
return intlndex; 

catch. (except ion) { 

} 

II ~his code will execute when •any* .exception occurs during 
/ f ~he. execution of tbis function 
aie;t;. ( 'Oh dear, the object didn 1 t expect y,ou to do that 1 ) ; 
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The built-in }Script Error object has three properties that define the last run-time error. 
We can use the~se in a catch block to get more information about the error: 

alert (Errpr. riumb~ ; II Gives the numeric value of t Jie error number 
j /, •AND tho~ resu~t ~.itb OxFFFF to gj:!t .a 'normal' error number in ASP 

a!l.ert (Er11l)r.,:._d_e_e&rAJ'~oni ; f,j, Giy~es~an_error desc~pqQq as a str-ing 

If you want to throw your own errors, you can raise an error (or exception) with a 
custom exception object. However there is no built-in exception object, so you have to 
define a constructor for one yourself: 

An object like this can then be used to raise custom exceptions within our pages, by 
using the throw keyword and then examining the type of exception in the catch 
block: 

funcJ;ion <JetSomeKindOfindex'l'hinSJi( l 
try { 

} 

var objSometning c Server.CreateObject(•SomeComppn~~·); 

xeturn i ntr'ndex; 

.:tlert ( 'l'tideJC Error: ' + oojException. Descripeion) ; 
else 

a .lert ( •unde"fcined custom en:or: • + objExcept~on.Description); 

What's New in VBScript 5.0 
The features that are available in ASP include those provided by the scripting engines, 
which means that improvements there are also available in ASP. The changes to 
VBScript are a!i follows. 
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Using Classes in Script 
The full Visual Basic Class model is implemented\, with the obvious exception of 
events in ASP server-side scripting. You can create classes within your script, which 
make their properties and methods available to the remainder of the code in your page. 
For example: 

Clas13 'M~lass 

'local variable to hold :value of HalfValy.t3. 
Privat~ ~alfValue 

•execUted to return the HalfValue proper~¥ 
Publig, Property Get HalfValue () 

Half\ralue ~ mJKalfValue 
End Property 

End etas!> 

Set obj~nis . D New Myelass 
r < 

objThis ,..HalfValue • 2~ 

Res{)9nse. Write "Value of Ha·lfvalue property, is • & _ 

objThis .H;~lfValue & "<BR>" 
Response,write "Result of- GetResu1t method i,~ " &: _ 

objThis.GetResult & "<BR>" 

This produces the result: 

Value of HalfValue property is 21 
Result of GetResult method is 42 

The With Construct 

'. 

The With construct is now supported, allowing more compact scripts to be written 
where the code accesses several properties or methods of one object: 

Set obj'l'liis Server. Cr~~teObj ect ( •This .Object •) 

~ "This val'ue'J~ 

3:1 
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String E,ialuation 
The Eval function {long available in JavaScript and JScript) is now supported in 
VBScript 5.0. This allows you to build a string containing script code that evaluates to 
True or False, and then execute it to obtain a result 

If Evaa (s i:rScript) Then 

Responue. Wr.it_e • Ha,ppy Birthday I " 
El!se_ 

Re.s:gonne. wri·~~e ~''.l:iave a ntce.~y/:) '' 
Endi Jif 

Stateme!nt Execution 
The new Exec1ute function allows script code in a string to be executed in much the 
same way as the Eval function, but without returning a result as is usually the case 
with the Eval statement. It can be used to dynamically create procedures that are 
executed later in the code. For example: 

& vbCrlf _ 

. ...... 

Either a carriage return (as shown) or a colon character ': ' can be used to delimit the 
individual stat,ements within the string. 

Setting !Locales 
The new SetLocale method can be used to change the current locale of the script 
engine. This enables it to properly display speciallocale-speciiic characters, such as 
those with accEmts or from a different character set: 

Regular Expressions 
VBScript 5.0 now supports regular expressions (again, long available inJavaScript, 
]Script and oth.er languages). The RegExp object is used to create and execute a regular 
expression. Fo1r example: 
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strTarget = •tesc testing tested attest lat:e start" 
Sec o15{RegExp • New RegExp •create a -t:egul.ar expression 

objRegExp.Pattern • •test*" 
objRegE~.rgnore~ase = Fals~ 
objRegE~:Global • True . ~ 

•set the ~earch pattern 
•set the ca~e sensitivity 
•set the sc:ope 

Set col?1atches • objRegExp.Execute(strTarg~,t) 'execute the .·search 

For Each Match in colMatches 'iterate the colMatches collection 
Response. Write "l~atcli found at position w &- Match. Firstlnd~ & ". • 

Response. Write "~latched value is '• & 'Match;. Value & "'. <Blb" 
Next 

This produces the result: 

Match found at position a. Matched value is • test'. 
Match found at position 5. Matched value is ' test'. 
Match found at position 13. Matched value is •test' . 
Match found at position 22 . Matched value is 'test ' . 

Setting Event Handlers in Cllient-side VBScript 
While not applying directly to ASP scripting techniques, this new feature is useful 
when writing client-side VBScript. You can now assign a reference to a function or 
subroutine to an event dynamically. For example, given a function named 
MyFunction ( i, you can assign it to a button's ONCLICK event using: 

Functio~ ~yFunct;on(l 

'Function implementation code here 

End Puoction 

Set objCmdButton • document .all ( "cmdButton" ,l 
Set objJ:mdButton.onClick :=.· GetRef("MyFunctipn•) 

This provides similar functionality to that existing in JavaScript and JScriptr where 
functions can be assigned as properties of an object: dynamically. 

On Error Goto 0 in VBScript 
Although this technique was not documented previously, it does in fact work in 
existing versions of VBScript (as those of you with a VB background and an inquisitive 
mind will have already discovered). It is now documented, and can be used to 'turn off' 
custom error handling in a page after an On Error Resume Next has been executed. 
The result is that any subsequent errors will raise a browser-level or server-level error 
and the appropriate dialog/response. 

Other New Features 
A couple of other features have been made available in US 5.0. 
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Distributed Authoring and Versioning (DAV) 
1his standard, created by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and now in 
version 1.0, allows authors in several locations to concurrently build and maintain Web 
pages and other documents. It is designed to provide upload and download access, and 
control versions so that the process can be properly managed. Internet Explorer 
contains featur•es that integrate with DAV m TIS 5.0. However, in the IETF standard, 
and in the cument release of IIS 5.0, the versioning capabilities are not yet implemented. 

Referencing Type Libraries 
In the past, it has been common practice to use a server-side include file to add 
constants from a type library (such as sc1ipting objects, ADO, or MSMQ) to an ASP 
page. This is necessary, as ASP does not create a reference to the type library or 
component DLL as does, for example, Visual Basic. In liS 5.0, you ,no longer need to use 
include files fo:r constants. Instead, you can access the type library of a component 
directly using a new IITML comment-style element, placed in the <HEAD> section of 
the page: 

This makes all the constants in the specified file available within the current ASP page. 
{Although this is slated as being new in liS 5.0, it was working but undocumented in llS 
4.) 

FTP Downlload Restarts 
The FTP servic.e now (at last, some would say) provides a restart facility for downloads. 
If a file download stops part way through- perhaps because of a dropped connection at 
the user end- ti t can be resumed from that point. This means that failed file downloads 
do not require the client to download the entire file all over again. 

HTTP Compression 
liS now automatically implements compression of the HTTP data stream for static and 
dynamicaUy generated files, and caches compressed static files as well. This gives faster 
response and reduces network loading when communicating with suitably equipped 
clients. 

New versions of the scripting engines, JScript 5.5 and VBScript 5.5 are 
currently cwailable i1t beta. A description of the kr:tj new features of these can 
be downloaded from our web site. 
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Summary 
In this chapter, we've very briefly looked at many of the major topics that you need to 
be aware of when working with ASP 3.0. We've purposely taken the point of view of 
the expedenced web developer, assuming that either you have previous experience of 
ASP through using an earlier version, or at least you know J\Ow the Web works when 
clients and servers interact. 

By now, you should have a good overall view of what ASP 3.0 offers- both in terms of 
the existing features in earlier versions, and the new features that are available in 
version 3.0. If you feel that you don't fully understand the concepts of the ASP object 
model, or the way that context is used to allow access to this object model from other 
sources, don't worry. Providing you have a broad understanding of the topics we've 
covered here, you will easily be able to follow the next chapter and the following 
section, which cover it all in more detail. 
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Windows I~NA 

In this chapter we focus on Windows 2000, and W.indows DNA, and look at how they 
affect the way we use ASP. 

First let's take a look at Windows 2000. This latest 1release provides us with many 
exciting new technologies such as Active Directory, along with enhancements to 
products like liS and ASP, substantial improvements to core technologies such as 
COM+, and enhancements to supporting techolo&ies like ADO, where a common 
theme is improved XML support. 

A major change over former Wmdows operating systems is that all these technologies 
are more tightly integrated into the Windows 2000 operating system. Some are 
installable components, but many are fundamental[ to the Windows 2000 operating 
system and are ready for us also to use on any Windows 2000 installation. Many of 
these features have the potential to dramatically enhance the functionality, stability, 
integration, and performance of our web applications. 

For the ASP developer, two obvious changes to Windows 2000 are that it ships with 
ASP 3.0 and liS 5.0 as standard. These provide some great new functionality, especially 
in the area of performance. The new versions represent an evolution in each of these 
technologies, with no new programming paradigms to learn and many of the 
improvements being internal. This makes the task of upgrading while continuing to 
get the best out of our applications, much less onerous. 

There are no major new changes to the ASP object 1model (a new AS PError obJect and 
a few methods and attributes here and there), so our existing IIS4 applications should 
continue to work fine in IIS5. You'll also find that tb.e base functionality of TIS isn't 
radically different from before, although a few names have been changed and some of 
the dialogs have be"en streamlined. The fact that, at least on the surface, ITSS doesn't 
appear, much different from IIS4 is deceptive, hoWE!ver. It is much faster and has many 
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new features such as server-side page redirection, nested ASP page execution and 
many new and i.mproved add-on comp011ents and user friendly dialogs. These are 
listed in Chapte'r 1, What is ASP? 

Windows 2000 itself, however, is significantly different to Windows NT, and ASP and 
liS are able to take advantage of many major changes and improvements in the 
underlying operating system. Whilst these benefits may not be .inunediately apparent, 
the net result is that U1e web server is now a fundamental service of the OS rather than 
just an add-on. This is reflected by a new name- Internet Information Services (it was 
previously called Internet Information Server). 

liS 5.0 takes adv·antage of all the native services provided by Windows 2000 such as 
transaction services, object pooling, queued components, role-based security, cloaking 
etc., which now work in a more tightly integrated way. While some of these services 
were available with Windows NT and with add-ons like MTS, they were not 
integrated to th1~ OS or COM and so incurred an overhead in terms of performance and 
programmer sanity. (If you've ever used MTS and forgotten to call SafeRef you know 
what I'm talking about.) 

MTS is still part of Windows 2000: Now it is an integral part of component 
services, rather than a separate add-on, and the name MTS has been. dropped 
(altlzough we still refer to it this way in Chapter 34 for convenience). 

I guess it's an obvious statement, but ASP is now a pivotal technology used by 
hundreds of tho•usands of web sites worldwide today. Based upon the technique of 
combining HfML with server-side scripting to create web pages dynamically, TIS and 
ASP provide a significant amount of infrastructure and functionality that is needed to 
create both simple and advanced intranet/ intemet/extranet applications. In conjuction 
with ADO and other proximate techologies, rich user interfaces and functional web 
applications can easily be created. 

We can create a dynamic page with only a few lines of code. Since ASP script has the 
ability to create and access COM objects, our ASP pages can have staggering power 
and flexibility to scale, adapt, and develop. 

COM is the most important feature of Windows 2000 for ASP programmers (now 
called COM+ to reflect enhancements such as the addition of MTS). COM enables ASP 
to use ADO an ell therefore access databases. It also enables our ASP pages to access 
numerous other· components such as the Ad Rotator, and to use features such as 
transaction support. Even ASP's own object model is a set of COM objects. Moreover, 
not only is it fw1damental to Windows 2000, IISS and ASP, but also the forthcoming 
ASP+ uses COM for just about everything. 

Windows 2000 
Windows 2000 is a functionally rich operating system that comes with numerous 
ready-built services and applications. This frees us, as developers, to focus on our 
application rather than devoting time to the core infrastructures needed to make our 
applications work. 
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Windows 2000 allows us to use USS as our web server, Active Directory to share 
enterpriseinfon.nation, Message Queueing Servic,=s and Transaction support. 
Microsoft's intention is dearly to provide an attractive, all-encompasirtg operating 
system, hosting and supporting all types of applications, ranging from those suited to 
small businesses, up to enterprise-level applications. 

OK, by using Microsoft's built-in services and applications, we may be giving up a 
degree of control (like waiting until the first service pack if we find a serious bug), but 
typically the tradeoff with the amount of time sav•ed not having to write, develop, and 
maintain these compot+ents ourselves is worthwhile. 

So far, Windows 2000 has proved to be a very stable operating system. I would 
recommend installing it sooner rather than later g:iven my experience of it. (Of course, 
don't put it on your production servers before test ing your required configuration on a 
test server first!) Microsoft is also already well underway with major updates to IIS 
and ASP which should be released within 12-18 m.onths. These will extend Windows 
2000 with more operating systems services in the shape of COM+, and some very 
exciting features in ASP 4.0 (ASP+). 

Windows DNA 
In 1997 Microsoft announced Microsoft Windows Distributed interNet Architecture 
(Windows DNA), its framework for designing and implementating web-enabled n-tier 
applications that utiH.ze the power and capabilities o£ the Windows platform. 
Windows DNA is a programming model or blueprint for designing and developing 
distributed component-based applications that ust~ a broad set of products and 
services. 

Microsoft Windows Distributed interNet Architecture 2000 (Windows DNA 2000) is a 
revised version of Windows DNA which uses the functionality of Windows 2000 and 
related Microsoft products such as BizTalk Server 2000 (an e-comn1erce server 
primarily aimed at business-to-business XML document exchange). Another key 
extension to Windows ON A 2000 is its use of non-Microsoft-specific technologies such 
as XML and SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol). The adoption of such technologies 
demonstrates Microsoft's acknowledgment of the ]importance of having Windows 
app lications achieve a good level of interoperability with other p latforms. 

The Structure of a DNA 2000 Application 
The basic premise of Windows DNA 2000 is that applications consist of a number of 
logical tiers. Focussing on each tier of this model helps us factor the overall 
architecture of our applications, making it easier to extend and understand it, as 
shown here: 
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User Services 

Client 
Browser 

Buslnf!ss Services 

liS 

The three tiers shown in this diagram are: 

Data Services 

0 User Se:rvices -This tier is responsible for user interlaces and interactions. As 
ASP programmers, our user interfaces are typically HTML or DHTML (XML, 
XSLT, and XPath are covered in Chapter 35 and 36) pages and communicate 
with the business services tier using HTIP. Alternatively, the user services tier 
could consist of regular WIN32 applications using DCOM to connect to the 
business services tier. Windows DNA defines four types of application that 
exist in this tier depending how they interact with the h1ternet. These are: 

0 intternet-enhanced applications (WIN32 applications, such as 
Microsoft Money, that can be used with or without the Internet). 

0 inJternet-reliant applications (traditional WIN32 applications that 
rE!quire an internet connection to function). 

0 b1rowser-enhanced applications (HTML/DHTML-based but typically 
requiring a specific browser such as IE4/5). 

0 b1rowser-neutral applications (HTML 3.2 based and therefore suitable 
for most Netscape or IE users). 

0 Busine.s:s Services- This tier contains components for carryjng out the core 
processing in our applications, abiding by any business rules or constraints. 
Typically the business logic is either written into ASP pages for simple 
applications, or preferably held in COM' components that are instantiated and 
used by our ASP pages (and/or a regular WIN32 application). This use of 
COM components for our business logic is also good preparation for the 
forthcoming ASP+, which uses this model. 

0 Data Se:rvices -The data services tier contains the data for an application, 
residinlg in one or more data sources such as SQL Server or Oracle. 

Each logical tie:r interacts with its neighbouring tiers. It isn't good practice to bypass 
tiers, for example accessing a data source directly from the user interface, since this 
sacrifices benefits of n-tier design such as encapsulation and scalability. In this 
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example our HTML pages would need to have intimate knowledge of the data source 
structure {and probably the data store type) and hence we'd have to update every 
single HTML page if we wanted to change our database structure or store. 
Alternatively if our HTML pages made use of a COM object to interact with the 
database, we'd only need to update that single point of knowledge, and all our HTML 
pages referencing it would continue to work The same rationale applies for scalability: 
if an additional layer of indirection exists betweert the user interface and the database, 
that middle layer {the mediator) could poten tially· reside on many different machines 
and possibly cache the database state, therefore re:ducing hits upon a database server if 
that's a hot spot in a busy system. 

DNA applications can consist of more than just three tiers. We can add additional tiers, 
maybe sub-dividing tiers into several sub-tiers. For example, the business services tier 
could be sub-divided into three tiers: one containing ASP pages, one containing COM 
components that hold our business logic, and one for COM components that 
encapsulate data access. 

Each tier in an n--ijer web aRplication pnwides a l ayer of indirection 
that af.fords us ~!~~l7jlity !!, th;e potential cost of some perform'!.nce. 

In addition to the logical tiers which are conceptu.ally important, we also need to think 
about the physical tiers across which our application is deployed in practice. A physical 
tier is a :rnac..h.in.e on w!"llch the elements defi_T'led in a logical tier execute. We can either 
have a different physical tier (machine) for each o:f our various logical tiers, or they can 
co-exist on the same machine. For a large system each tier typically is on a different 
machine, for load and performance reasons: 

Logical 
Tiers 

U:ser Services 

Bus! ness Services 

D•3ta Services 

4:1 
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For medium sized applications several logical tiers execute on the same physical tier: 

Using V\findows 2000 DNA for an N-tier 
Infrastructure 
Windows DNA 2000 preswnes you are going to use the technologies, tools, and 
products providled with Windows 2000. The key elements of Windows DNA 2000 are: 

0 Components Services- COM/COM+ 

o TIS & Active Server Pages 

o Data aq:ess (ADO, ADSI) 

0 Transactions 

0 Messagiing 

o XML/Web Services 

ComponE~nt Services - COM/COM+ 
Component Services are the foundations upon which Windows DNA 2000, Windows 
2000, TIS and A~iP are built. Microsoft has made it clear that our web applications 
should be using components if we want them to be usable in the future and in order to 
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make the most ASP+, the next generation of ASP. With ASP+ you'll be able to write 
your ASP pages using VB or C/C++. To use these new features without major 
rewriting of your pages you will need to use components. 

Put simply1 COM is a mechanism by which software components (such as ADO) can 
be written in one programming language, packaged up into a DLL or EXE file, and 
then used by any another programming language or environment that supports COM 
(such as ASP). COM is based on a binary specification which means that it is language 
neutral, as long as the component compiles into an agreed format, it can interact with 
and be used by, any COM-aware language or application. It's specification defines 
how a client can consume the functionality of the object, and on the flip side, how an 
object exposes it's functionality to a client. It is also object-based and builds upon the 
three object-oriented principals of identity, state rund behavior. 

COM+ extends COM by integrating the functiona]ity of MTS into the COM runtime. 
To be more precise, it uses interception and a runtime environment to provide services 
to our COM+ components dynamically at creatio111 time. MTS did this to provide 
transaction support, Just-In-Time activation and As-soon-As-Possible deactivation. 
COM+ uses the s::une tecbrdque Ln a far more generic fashion; and provides a fur 
greater number of services. 

If we look at the Microsoft Management Console (MMC) snap-in for component 
services (the administration tool for COM+ which can be found under comexp.msc) 
we can see the integration between COM+ and !ISS: 

Roles 
~US Utilities 
8 ··!al Components 
I lt··G ASP .ObjectContextTxNotsupportecl, I 
I l!J.Q ASP .ohjectContextTxRequirecl, 1 

I $ .. Q ASP.ObjectContextTxRequlresNew.l 

i 1±1·~ 
fil ... liJ Roles 

ASP .ObjectCc•nte <tT '5uppc•r ted.! 

IIS-{Defaufl: Web Site/IRoot} 

Interfaces Subscriptions 
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Under the COM+ Applications folder we can see the s~b-folders liS In-Process 
Applications, II:S Out-Of-Process Pooled Applications, and liS Utilities. liS has created 
these folders so it can utilitize transaction support, process isolation and other features 
such as fail-saf•e restart from COM+, rather than implementing them itself. Given 
these features '!l"e also probably going to be needed in non-liS applications too, it 
makes sense that Component Services works this way. 

Each COM+ application uses declarative attributes to specify the services it uses. In 
English, declarative attributes mean check boxes in the GUI, that when clicked define 
additional runtime behavior and fl,mctionality the component should inherit when 
used. When art instance of any component within a COM+ application is created, 
COM+ uses interception to ensure that services you specified using declarative 
attributes are correctly injected and used at runtime. 

To create a COM+ application, we can change the Application Protection attribute of a 
web site to be High (Isolated): 
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We'll see that IISS creates a COM+ application by means of which the process isolation 
for that web site is provided: · 

Components 
ASP .obiectContextTXNotSupported.l 
ASP .ObjectcontextTxRequlred.l 
ASP .ObjectcontextTxRequlresNew, I 
ASP .ObjectcontextTxSupported. l 

leJ Roles 
IIS·{ASPProgRef//R.oot} 

· 1i:J Components 

ffi-6 ''!FW!k19'•!liE! 
Role.s 

115-{Default Web Site//Root} 
US-{IDR//Root} 

Subscriptions 

At runtime you'll see an instance of dllhost . e:xe for each highly isolated web site 
and one instance for pooled web sites (medium jsolation). 

If you've used IIS4 and have a good understanding of IIS/COM/MTS relationships, 
you'll see that this isn't very different. The name of MTS has changed due to being a 
COM+ application. However, the key difference is that transactions are now an 
integrated part of the operating system. This intE?gration applies all the way down to 
the context object (see more later), which is the r1~commended way for ASP intrinsic 
objects to be accessed. 

Contexts and Interception 
The most important feature that MTS brings to COM is the notion of the context. This 
information container enables MTS to make a stand-alone object form part of a 
distributed application, with synchronized concurr~cy, distributed transactions, and 
role-based security. You've probably seen this when accessing the ASP intrinsic objects 
with code like this: 
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At first sight this looks like the object context is an ITS intrisic object, but it's not; the 
object context is transparently created by COM+ and is basically used to track and 
service objects. COM+ makes it possible to add services to a component after it is 
compiled, using declarative attributes. We don't have to write additional code to use 
transactions, qUt~uing, security etc., it is done by the COM+ runtime automatically. It 
does this by insE!rting code before and after each method call pertaining to each 
requested service. This technique is referred to as interception. 

Every COM+ object is associated with a single context when it is first created, or pulled 
from an object pool. For example, when IIS processes an ASP file, it creates a COM+ 
object to interpret the contents of the page and execute any ASP script statements. 
Once activated, the context associated with an object such as the ASP interpreter 
remains static throughout the object's lifetime, until the object is returned to a pool, or 
destroyed. The context is being used by COM+ to associate out-of-band information 
with an object throughout its lifetime, data needed to apply services to a component. 
The term 'out-of··band' simply means that the data is managed by COM+ behind the 
scenes. Without the context you would have to maintain such information yourself. 

Several objects can share a context if their runtime requirements are compatible. The 
algorithm COM+ uses for its context compatibly test is not currently documented. If 
you do need to ensure objects are activated within the same context, you can use the 
'Must be activated in caller's context' check box: 

. Milin>.in JXIClla (1 

M~pooldze: 11114S5i& 

l)~'limeoul [m(l: ~Qij[(l 
= 

If two objects cannot be created in the same context, the creation will fail with the error 
CO_E_ATTEMPT_TO_CREATE_OOTSIDE_CLIENT_CONTEXT. 

Within an object, you can obtain a reference to the context object by calling the 
GetObj ectCont:ext API. This returns a COM object called the ObjectContext. The 
default interface 1retumed and used on this object is IObj ectContext. 
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Activation 

The process of getting an objeCt into a state in which a client can use it is known as 
activation. The object creating the object is called !the activator, and the activation 
process occurs when you call CreateObject in an ASP script. A context is associated 
with an object during its activation. 

Objects and Contexts 

The relationship between an object, the object context, and the context is shown here, 
and remains s tatic once an object has been activated: 

C_cont-ext---' 
I ~~-:~~_,e ;~~~~~cc~~-~~~i1s_~?~:~!:_a_t ~~J-~~~~~~~~n~~~?-~~' ~=~ 

:> U"'}'Cl!>t: U U . )'UU J.ULU }'O:::U I:H t: U l)J.J. LO U LO::: LO::AU l l) U UJt\.L \.UU LICAL ClllU 

'context ob ject' interd \a_ngeab ly. 

Context Negotiation 

When a COM+ object is created, the COM+ catalog is used to determine the services a 
component uses. If an existing con text matches the newly-created object's requirements 
it will be used, if not, a new context is created: 

'----'---co_n_te_:=] 
If the services required by the component mean that the context of the activator is 
incompatible with what it needs, a different context (and therefore object context) is 
used for the object 
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COM+ uses interception (sometimes also referred to as a lightweight proxy) to ensure 
that the differences between the contexts of the activator and the object it creates are 
transparently managed at runtime by the COM+ runtime, so we don't have to worry 
about that in owr code- client or component. 

liS and the Context 

ITS uses the cont•ext to provide a COM object with access to the ASP intrinsic objects: 

, J, d, 
..---; Object ~ _____, ::~"!~-~:. I 
L~ ~ 

l 
Cc0n1"ext 

liS (Inetinfo.exe) 

References to all of the ASP intrinsic objects (such as Request and Response objects) 
are held with the context as properties, put there by liS. Any COM object that is 
associated with that context can access those properties through the object context 
associated with the context. Remembering the object context is a COM object that 
provides an intedace into the context from within an object, we can access the liS 
objects and use them: 

What this means is that a COM object can access the functionality of liS (or any other 
application that uses the context to expose functionality) even though there is no 
explicit link or association between liS and the object. 

Using COM+, WI;! can build COM+ applications out of components, leveraging 
foundation services and code from the operating system. These~ services give us a 
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jump-start when developing n-tier applications based upon the Windows DNA 
framework. The applications we create can take a.dvantage of the services and 
infrastructure that COM+ provides, which a typical enterprise application needs, such 
as transaction processing, component management, security and object pooling. A lot 
of Windows DNA 2000 is provided by COM+. 

Each COM+ service is non-trivial to implement a:nd would typically require many 
years of development and testing, but as they are provided as part of Windows 2000, 
all we have to do to make use of them is to use the Component Services Explorer to 
define our applications-a tool to manage and administer our COM+ applications and 
associated components in a very easy-to-use environment. 

Component Services is the umbrella name Microsoft uses to encompass COM, 
COM+, and the related technologies like Microsoft Message Queue (MSMQ). 

liS and Active Server Pages 
The role of IIS and ASP within Windows DNA should be fairly clear: they connect the 
user services tier with the business services tier. Using the HTTP protocol, web pages 
and any others type of document can be sent between the two tiers. One of the 
enhancements in IIS5 is that the ASP Request and Response objects now support 
streaming of data in-memory. This means that a file (such as an XML document) can 
be saved directly to the Response object; or loaded directly from the Request object 
without having to go via file or some other medium. For example, the XML object 
model in IE5 can be used to create anXML document and save it to the Response 
object. In VBScript this looks like: 

<\' 
Response. ContentType = '' tfi[xt/xml '' 
Set obd Response = Server. Crea-teObj ect'( "t.fic rosoft. 'XMLDOM") 

Set objDocElement ~ o~~R·~spgnse. createElement ("GREETING") 
obj DocElement. text = "bel,lo•• 

objResponse.appendChild objPI 
objResponse.appendChil~ objDocElement 

objResponse.save response 
\'> 

Or in }Script: 

<% 
Response.ContentType ~ •textY.xml'; 
var objRespoh~e ~ S~rver.freaseobject('Microsoft.XMLDOM'); 
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If we view this page under a Windows 2000 client (and therefore IES) the browser will 
render the XML: 

Even if you don.'t know much about the XML object model (which is covered in 
Chapter 35) you. can appreciate the benefits of in-memory streaming as the docmnent 
didn't have to he saved to disk As it turns out, this code is also the only way in which 
we can send XN.IL documents in UTF-8 format via ASP. If we tried writing code like 
this: 

you'd find the :XML document sent back to the client would be invalid if it contamed 
characters that were outside of the range 0-126. Characters> 126 (such as Umlauts- D) 
require special encoding. 

That is because the XML property returns a Unicode string which doesn't match the 
UTF-8 encoding; we specified in the XML declaration. 

Transactions 
A transaction is any set of operations which must be performed as a single unit and 
any changes by which must be undone if any one operation fails. There is no 
intermediate state or partial completion; either they all succeed in which case the 
changes are sav,ed or no changes occur. Transactions have the following properties, 
known as ACID: 
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0 Atomicity- the set of operations must be completed as a whole or all will fail, 

0 Consistency- the end result is that which we were trying to achieve, 

o Isolation- from other transactions; any one transaction can complete its tasks 
without needing to know about other such transactions 

0 Durability- which means that only when the transaction has completed 
should i.t report succesful completion. 
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For more information see Chapter 34, Transactions and Message Queueing. 

Transaction support is available to an ASP script :in two ways. The first way uses the 
@TRANSACTION directive inside of an ASP page to cause a transaction to be started 
when the page is first processed, which then completes when the page has been 
completely processed. This looks like: 

<%@ TRANSACTION=Required %~ 

<% 
Some work here 

' and here ... 

The second way of using transactions is within a page using one or more components. 
These need to be installed into Component Services using the MMC (since with 
Windows 2000, MTS is now just another part of Component Services (COM+) known 
as Transaction Services) and marked as transactional. In this scenario the transaction 
starts when an instance of the component is first created, and completes when all 
references to that component are released. 

If we select the properties of a component from within the MMC and select the 
Transactions tab, we see: 

Projectl.ASPProgRefTest Properties -

General 

Transaction support===---=---,====,---=---, 

(" Disa.!;!led 

(" N.Qt Supported 
c. ---.. ·-·-·~-· • l?..~gP._9.!.~~-g 
•(j aeQ!:!ired 

r Requires Ne~ 

r .Q.verrJde gfQbal [t~~fiion timeout value 

Transaction Timeout--==""""'"----:-:------:-:==:;;::,:==--=--:"'1 

T ransaction !imeo~(~conds): JO 
==~=::-....,_,;, 
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When MTS was a layer on top of COM in NT 4.0, COM didn't actually know about it, 
so there was a degree of trickery and overhead in terms of performance and 
programming. With MTS you couldn't pass a reference to a COM object installed 
inside of an MTS package directly. Instead you had to call SafeRef to return a special 
context wrapper (not context object!) that you could pass safely. The context wrapper 
would ensure ihat the runtime envirorunent for an MTS component was setup before a 
method was invoked. Because transaction senrices are now an integral part of COM+, 
both of these overheads have been removed. 

A new feature .of IISS in transactions is that ASP pages can now invoke other ASP 
pages much like subroutines: 

If the second page has a compatible transaction attribute, the same transaction is used 
to encompass the work of both pages anq so actions can be rolled back across several 
pagesi that is, any changes made will not be saved unless all the operations within 
each page have~ processed successfully, and otherwise the system will be returned to 
fhP l':f.::lfP it W::l~ in WhPn WP hPU::In ~ --- ------· .. -- -- .. ----·· .. - --o-·· 

Transaction 

1----=S:.:.e;...:rv:.:.e:..:..:r.Ex::..:.:.ec.:...:u:..:.te.::__-+l • 

~'.?-_,_J 

ASP 

Although not as efficient as using components, this technique of being able to nest 
pages is an interesting way of reusing ASP scripts. Common code that has to be 
transactional can easily be included within other files. This could not be achieved 
using the include directive, as page attributes such as ®TRANSACTION are not valid for 
them. · 

Messaging 
Messaging is an integral part of Windows 2000. It enables asynchronous messages to 
be sent between two parties. If the two systems are disconnected, messages are queued 
until the recipi~mt is accessible. 
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Allowing disconnected operations is important for modem applications as more and 
more people have laptops and. need to work on the move. In this situation they need to 
be able to use their applications whether or not they are connected to their company's 
network. They therefore may or may not have access to the data sources that an 
application typically depends upon. The application must be willing to take an order 
for a salesman even if they are in a plane over the~ Atlantic and may not be connected 
to a network. 

Another example: Imagine a Wrox salesman who is at a customer site. He sells 20,000 
copies of "Professional XML" and 10,000 copies of "Beginning ASP Components". He 
enters the order into his laptop (which is not connected to any network), thanks the 
customer for the order, and then heads off back to the office thinking about his bonus. 
The operation was performed in a disconnected :rnode. The order can't be entered into 
the main order processing database back at Wrox, until he gets back to base/ so the 
application has created a message and placed it in. a queue for later processing. 
Assuming the journey back to the office goes weLl, when· the laptop is connected to the 
Wrox network1 the queue can be processed and the message forwarded to the ordering 
processing system. 

Messaging is also important from a web perspective to allow our applications to work 
in a disconnected mode and may be useful for resource management. For example, we 
might want to be able to still accept orders, even when our database is down for 
maintenance work. We can achieve this by sendir1g all orders via a message queue. An 
interesting application of such messaging is for controlled resource throttling on a 
busy system. Rather than processing every single request (such as an order) 
completely as they are received, we can partially process each one. We can then create 
a message describing the rest of the work to be carried out, and place it in a queue for 
further processing. By using a queue you can decide how many messages are 
processed at once. So, rather than your server trying to process thousands of 
simultaneous orders requests SSLLOOWWLLYY, driving your customers away, you 
can do the initial processing, give the user the initial confirmation quickly, then 
forward the requests for complete processing at your leisure. 

Windows 2000 uses Microsoft Message Queue Ser'Ver (MSMQ) to provide messaging. A 
layer on top of this known as queued components provides the messaging service that 
most component-based Windows 2000 DNA applications will use. This additional layer 
allows you to asynchronously invoke methods on COM objects. The way this works is 
simple but very clever. When you create a COM object you actually get returned a 
reference to a recorder object, and not the actual object. You invoke the methods of the 
COM object as usual, and the queued components layer creates a message that records 
all the methods you called along with all the parameters etc. The message is forwarded 
to a player object that then creates the real COM c•bject and invokes the various 
methods just as if you'd directly called them. This eliminates the need for you to 
implement the recorder I player infrastructure yourself. This is good news because it is 
difficult and time consuming to do/ and it requires knowledge of fairly low-level 
C/C++ programming. 

MSMQ supports and works together with Transaction Services. Using a salesman 
example, when a new order is taken we could log it against the value of sales1 then 
create a message to process the sale later (check availabllty, arrange delivery, charge 
the client) and place it in the new orders queue. Transaction services would ensure 
that, if the order was cancelled for any reason, thE! log entry would be deleted. 
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Last but not least, an important aspect of messaging is reliability. Window 2000 
messaging ensmes that once a message is placed in a queue it will be delivered once 
and only once. 

Universal Data Access 
Most applications today are centered around data in some way: Data is kept in 
spreadsheets, e-mail folders, databases and Mainframes etc. The business services tier 
of our Wmdows DNA application will need access to much of this data. 

In order to access data from many diverse data stores, Microsoft has devised' a strategy 
known as Universal Data Access. UDA describes how we can access structured and 
unstructured data in heterogeneous data sources. It is important to note that UDA isn't 
a database or data source API, but rather a strategy for data access. From an ASP 
perspective the key technologies for implementing UDA are: ADO, OLE DB, and 
ODBC. . . 

Typically, data access is performed by an ASP page or data-access component within 
the business services tier using ActiveX Data Objects (ADO). This is very simple to use 
in ASP, as shown by this small VBScript example that simply opens a connection to an 
Access.·database: 

Or in JScript: 

ADO is a layer on top of OLE DB, that consists of a set of low-level COM interfaces 
and components that define how a data source can be accessed and manipulated. OLE 
DB cannot be dlirectly used in ASP script or VB. This limitation exists because VB and 
ASP script are not 100% COM capable, and cannot access COM interfaces that do not 
use automation-compatible data types, a subset of the full COM data types that can be 
used in C/C++. 

OLE DB 2.5 (tht~ version shipped with Windows 2000) is not defined as an API for 
relational databases like older APis such as ODBC. Instead it is defined as an API for 
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accessing data sources, and is therefore far more flexible. A data source can be just 
about anything, a text file, your e-mail folders or 1the afore-mentioned relational 
database. OLE DB was originally geared towards structured data in the form of 
columns and rows, but OLE DB 2.5 makes accessing unstructured data, such as ASP 
files from your web site a lot easier, thanks to some new interfaces and components. 

XML 
Over the past year or two we've all heard a lot about the promise of XML: the new 
markup language of the Web.lt differs from HTiv1L is that it does not have predefined 
tags and it is primarily concerned with describing; the data rather than how it should 
be displayed. 

For example, an HTML page containing informati.on about a book might look like this: 

<Hl>ASP Prog Re6 3 . 0</Hl;.c 
-<~>The aim of this l:iook ~is to provide a comprehensive reference to 
ootll the ASP techno'lggy its~i.f as well as bhe ways tli~t ASP can be 

·used wtthin the Microso_f~ ~~vironment.</P> 

Whilst a browser understands how to display this., and as humans, we can guess that it 
is information about a book, HTML does not explicitly say that the text within the Hl 
tags is the title of a book, and that the paragraph text is the abstract for the book. Here 
lies the biggest and most important different; with XML you can define your own tags, 
which will describe the content within them: 

<:Book> 
<Tl.tl:e>ASP Prog Ref 3. 0</}l'it:le> 
<.!lbstract>The ainL of. this boo)C, is to provide a com,prehensive 
reference to both th~ Asl1 technology ii:sel.f as wel.I as the 
ways that. ASP can be useg within the Mllcrosoft env-ironment. 
-</Abstract> 

,:< /Book> 

XML allows us to define our own tags that give se:mantic meaning to our data. Book, 
Title, and Abstract are far more evident and allow us more control over the data. 

We can therefore use XML in many different ways within our DNA applications. We 
could pass XML between tiers, maybe to describe orders to be added to a database, or 
we could use XML as a simple client-side caching mechanism to reduce round trips. 
Microsoft is investing heavily in XML and this is reflected in Windows 2000 shipping 
with native support for XML in the form of MSXlv1L. Originally released as an XML 
add-on component for 1E4, MSXML version 2.0 is part of IES, the native browser for 
Windows 2000. 

In the next few months IE 5.5 will be released. Thi1s will ship by default with MSXML 
2.6. This version of MSXML implements the latest W3C working drafts, and is 
significantly more scalable on multiple CPU boxes. 
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Web Services - The Next Generation of Web 
Developnnent 
Currently, information that a company exposes on the Web is mostly only available in 
H1ML format. When we have found jt we can remember it, save it to disk, print it out, 
or write it down, but all of these involve interpretation and are time consuming. We 
can develop a parser to extract the information but this is dependant on the structure 
of that site's pages. 

For example, Amazon.com lists most of the Wrox Press books including this one. As an 
author I like to go to Amazon and see how the books I've been involved with are 
selling. To do this I have to manually go to each page and view the ranking and 
reviews. This is a real pain as I'm not interested in the flashy graphics and plugs for 
other books; I want to see only the two elements of information I'm interested in, the 
ranking of my book and the reviews. In SQL terms, I'd like to write something like this: 

-
SELECT ranking, revie-ws FROM WWW.AMAZON.COM 

NHBRE I?UBLKSHBR = '-WroY. l?ress ' and Author = '1-l.E' 

It would be very useful for me if Amazon would expose function for getting this 
information. It's safe to assume that the data access inf:rastructure is there, so all we 
need is a simple access method which bypasses the adding of all that HTML noise. 

Any solution must take into account platform compatibility issues, it must be fairiy 
easy, and it mus.t be secure. This brings us to XML, or XML over HTTP. If Amazon 
were to use XMJL pages, we could have access to the information in either HTML or 
XML. While I could surf to the page traditionally is which a fairly simple . asp file 
could convert it to IITML, if I were to specifically ask for it in XML format, the page 
would be returned in the following form: 

<Books> 
<Book> 

<Review>I atQ new to XML and ••. </Review> 
<Review>This i?oolc is ... </Review> 
<Review>Another review of this book</_Reyiew> 

<Reviel~S> 

</Book> 

</Books> 

The URL for thl> request might look something like: 

http://www.a.mazon . com/querybooks.asp?publisher=wrox&author=me 
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This output can be generated just like any other HTML page, by using ASP and ADO. 
We've used HTTP, and all we've done is returned an XML document rather than 
HTML. XML is easy to parse, in fact made to parse, so I could easily write an 
application to load this file and process it. The page is not design-specific, that is it 
would be contained in the ASP file, so it wouldn't change if Amazon redesigned its 
site. What we've achieved is the creation of a web service. Using this simple technique 
sites like Amazon can expose all sorts of function to clients. Furthermore, other sites 
can easily consume this data and expose it on their sites. For example, Wrox Press 
could automatically display the Amazon ranking and reviews of their books on 
wrox.com. 

What rve defined as a web service here is what I call a first generation web service. 
XML is re~ned from the server to client, but the client doesn't use XML to talk to the 
server. In a second generation web service XML is used by the client to the talk to the 
server. This gives the client more flexibility because the input data base to the web 
service can be arbitrarily complex. This model also means that more advanced 
services, potentially object-based, can be implemented. This second generation web 
service is what SOAP addresses. 

More details on SOAP can be found at http://www. develop. com/soap. 

Summary 
This introductory chapter contains: 

0 An overview of Windows 2000. 

CJ An overview of Windows DNA. 

0 An overview of Component Services and COM+. 

0 An introduction to the topics covered in the rest of the book . 
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The XML DOM 
XML, or Extensible Markup Language, is rapidly bec:oming an important tool for 
persisting and transmitting structured and semi-structured information. Microsoft has 
provided a library for the manipulation of XML documents. This library is Microsoft's 
implementation of the World Wide Web Consortium's (W3C) Document Object Model 
(DOM) specification for XML. It may be found in msxml. dll, which is installed 
automatically when Internet Explorer 5.0 or higher is installed, and is a standard 
component of Windows 2000. 

What is the XML DOM? 
The XML DOM is the mechanism defined by the W~IC for structural access and 
modification of XML documents. It allows XML documents to be viewed as a tree of 
objects, rather than serialized text. This has several advantages over manipulating the 
text directly: 

0 Using the XML DOM guarantees that any d1:>cument you create will be well
formed; since the document is created as a tree of nodes, rather than serialized 
text, p roblems like forgetting to write the end tag for an element to a stream 
just cannot occur. 

0 Using the XML DOM allows documents bei.Jng read to be parsed for well
formedness and validity (!J a DTD or schem;a is supplied for the document). 

0 Using the XML DOM allows documents to be created ad-hoc, with the 
serialization to a stream only happening after the document has been 
constructed as a tree. 

0 Using the XML DOM allows the use of XSL patterns (and, in version 2.6, XPath 
expressions) to search.XML documents and retrieve nodes quickly. 

Let's take a look at a quick example to understand how the tree view of XML 
documents works. 
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For example, if we .have the XML document below: 

--> 

This document is parsed by the DOM into a tree of nodes: a document node (which is 
always the topmost node in any document), containing a <Catalog> element. This 
contains a single <Book> element, which itself contains two <Chapter> elements and 
a comment. The <Chapter> elements and the comment contain text nodes 
representing their ~~tring values. The DOM generates a tree in memory that looks 
something like this: 

Note the dotted line going to the Author attribute- this is because attributes are 
treated as special node types in the DOM. There are methods and properties 
specifically dedicated to the manipulation of attribute values. 

Which Version Should You Use? 
The version of msxml . dll that ships with Internet Explorer 5 is version 2.0. This 
version provides support for XSL-style transformations, as well as all of the DOM 
functionality. Version 2.6 is available as a download from Microsoft (as of press time), 
and adds full support for newer XSLT-style transformations. The new objects in 
version 2.6 are clearly marked in the reference section; if you don't need to take 
advantage of this functionality, you don't need to obtain the newer version of the DLL. 
Also, if you choose to use version 2.6, be sure to read the documentation carefully- to 
ensure backwards compatibility, Microsoft has elected to embed the 2.6 functionality 
(for the purposes of this release, at least) in a separate DLL, msxml2. dll. You can 
choose to replace the existing msxml. dll with the newer msxml2. dll at install time 
if you like, or run both side-by-side. The package also includes a version of 
msxml . dll that fixes some performance problems with multiple connections from liS, 
so it's worth a look as well. 
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Version 2.6 of the Microsoft XML libraries, together with an SDK containing 
documentation on the new objects1 may be downloaded from: 

hctp://msdn.mi crosoft . com/downloads/webtecrunology/xml/msxml.asp 

Using XML from ASP 
Before we go on to look at the objects provided by the DOM in detail, we'll first have a 
quick look at some of the tasks that are commonly performed when manipulating 
XML documents from ASP, and give some introductory examples: 

o Accessing stand-alone documents from ASP 

o Creating an XML document from scratch 

0 Sending an XML document to the client 

0 Storing an XML document to a file 

Accessing Stand-alone DocUiments from ASP 
Stand-alone documents are accessed from ASP using the objects encapsulated in 
msxml . dll. The XMLDOMDocument object represents an entire XML document, .and is 
used to load and parse XML files, either: from in-m•emory strings or stteams. This 
object should always be the first one created when working with the XML DOM 
objects; the other objects will then be accessible via factory methods or properties of 
the XMLDOMDocument object. To access a stand-alone document from a URL, you need 
to create an instance of the XMLDOMDocument objeoct: 

Dim xmldocument 
Set xmldocument a Serve~r . CreateObject ("Microsoft .-XMLOOM" J 

For the purposes of this example, we'll set the document to load synchronously (if you 
want to load asynchronously, you'll need to set an ~~vent handler on the 
onreadystatechange event): 

xmldocument.async = fa1se 

Then, the document can be loaded and parsed by calling the load method of the 
newly-created object: 

~ 

xmldocument. l oad(•http://myServer/xml/books.xml•) 

We must specify eith~~ a full URL or a fulll physicai path in the Load 
method. 

This will load the document from the remote resowrce and parse it. This document is 
retrieved using HTI'P, so all the same restrictions for other operations that take place 
over HTTP pertain here: do all intervening firewalls allow HTTP traffic? Is the 
documentprotectecF If a proxy server is being used, is the system configured to allow 
proxied access to the document over HITP? 
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Since we set the document to load synchronously, once control is returned to us we 
know that the document has been loaded and parsed. We can now check to see if the 
docume~t parsed oorrectly: 

The JScript equival,ant for this code is: 

,.,. 
i •f (xmldocument. pars~~~or. errorCode ! ~ .o) { 

I I the parue fail·e<!- take some corrective act::ion 
} else { 

II the parue succeeded - continue normally 

A complete list of tlhe errors that may be generated by the MSXML parsing engine may 
be found in Appendix M. 

Alternatively, if you want to load the docwnent asynchronously, you can set the 
async property to true, and then set an event handler for the 
onreadysta techange evePl: 

xmldocument. a!~ync ,. true 
.xmldocument. onreadystaj:echange "HandleDocStaeeChange" 

Or, in JScript: 

xmldocument . a!>ync "' 1 j 
xmldocument . onreadystat;.echange " ''HandleDocState.§liange • ; 

After calling the load method, script execution will continue while the document is 
loaded and parsed in the background. The handler you have specified (in this case, 
HandleDocStateChange) will then be called as the XMLDOMDocument object's state 
changes, from "un:initial ized 11 to 11 loading 11 to "loaded 11 to 11 interactive 11 

(some data is available, but the parsing has not yet been completed) to 11 complete". 
You may write code in the event handler to take action once the parse of the document 
has completed. 

Creating. an XML Document from Scratch 
To create an XML document in memory without loading a document, we must first 
create an empty in~:tance of the XMLDOMDocument object: 

Dim xmldocument 
LSet xmldocume.nt 

Or, in JScript: 

var xmldocument; 
xmldocument • Server ,.C;i~ateObject ( "l~icro_soft._-.XMLDOM" l ; 
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Next, we create our various nodes and attach them to the node tree as we create them. 
For example, to create the root <:Book> element fo:r our document, we could do the 
following: 

Dim ?CIIIlelement 
[set xmlelement = xm~document.createBlement(•Book• ) 
xm~docum~t. appen<!_ChildQanl-e!.._ement) 

Or, in }Script: 

var xmlelement; 
,Xm1element = xmldocum~t:greateElement(•Book'); 
,xnQ.doc(lj11ent .,append~_h~'l~,kil!~ent ). ; 

The entire document may be built in memory in this way. 

If we have information in a serialized format that would lend itself to generation of 
XML text directly, we can also construct the document this way. Simply construct the 
XML text in a string: 

Dim xml.text 
'Xiilltext = '<Book>• 
xmltext = xmltext & "<Author> " 
~ltext = xmltext & "Kev,in W:i:lliams• 
'XIII1!.text = xmltext & •:<:'iA!l~l1.or>' 
~l!exJ;. '=- xmltext J< '!(l!!_~· 

Or, in }Script: 

·var xml text; 
xniltext = '<Book>'; 
·)gnJ..text += "<Author>."; 
xm1text += 'Kevin rliliiams•; 
xmltext += ' </Author>• i 
~text+= '</Bog~· ; 

If we then want to manipulate the document using the XML DOM, w:e can create an 
XMLDOMDocument and use the load.XML method on that document: 

•Dim xmldocument 

Or, in }Script: 

·var xmldocument; 
xmldocument = Server .CreateObject ("Microsoft: .XMLDOM") ; 
~document .loadXML ['£1l_J,t~_£) ; 

The parser will parse the document and populate tihe parseError object accordingly, 
making this method a good way lO verify that you have created a well-formed 
document in your string variable: 

Blse 
• the parse succeeded - continue normall~' 

~d I_f 

it. correctly 
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Or, inJScript 

if (xmldocumeot.parse&rror.errorCode !~ 0) 

b 

II the parE•e failed - we must not ~ave created it correctly 
else· { 
'1/ the pare•e succeeded - continue .no:;,~ally 

Sending an XML Document to the Client 
Once you have modified an existing XML document or created a new·one in memory, 
you will probably want to do something with it. The simplest possibility is just to send 
the document to th1~ client without formatting. To do this, we just need to set the 
Response. Content Type to "text/xml" and then write the contents of the 
document to the Re sponse object: 

Re.spot!se. Conte:ntType : . •text/xml• 
Resggnse. WritE: xmldocument .xml 

Any associated stylesheet will be applied in the browser. Otherwise, the browser's 
default stylesheet will be used: 

PU't.I";mij'·'.ifM·ibH'·'wffllaag~,_ 
View F~es Tools Help 

<?xml version=•t.o• ?> 
- <CataiO,Q> 

- <Bool(> 

·- . 

<Tiltle>ASP Programmer's Reference</Title> 
- <Se!ctions> 

<Section>ASP Intrinsic Objects</Section> 
<Section>Scripting Objects</Section> 
<Section>ASP Components</Section> 
<Section>ActiveX Data Objects</Section> 
<Section>Extending ASP</Section> 
<Section>Perform ance and Security</Section> 
<Section>Miscellaneous Reference</Sect ion> 

</S:ections> 
</Boob 

</Catalog> 

However, this will•:>nly produce meaningful results if we can guarantee that the 
browser supports XML (at the moment, this effectively means IES+). A more useful 
technique over the Jnternet is to use an XSLT stylesheet to transform the XML into 
HTML before sending it to the client by calling the XMLDOMDocument's 
transformNode method: 

678 

objXSL 

• Create XMLDC>MDocumen~ objects for the Xl..U. file and the stjrlesheet 
obj~L;Server. Createobj ect ("Microsoft. Xl.ffibol'l") 

objXS~;Server. CreateObj ect ("Microsoft .XMLDOI'l") 
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XSLT stylesheets are discussed in depth in the next chapter. 

Storing an XML Document t (o a File 
An alternative is to persist the document to a file. This is simple- the Microsoft 
implementation of the XML DOM includes a save' method of the XMLDOMDocument 
object for just this purpose: 

Or, in JScript: 

r,__ -- ~~-~ 
~ao_~;um§.nt ; s_av.ej '' c,; ·~};Xffil;.\,\i-n,ewfi_()o_~s,.xml'!J.<);.;;>'I 

Note that this only allows persistence to a local file, not across the Internet. Also, this 
method cannot be used inside a secured environm1ant such as a web browser, as these 
environments are prevented from accessing-the local file system directly because of the 
potential for abuse by hackers. We should therefor•e only use this method on the 
server. 
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The XML Document Object Model {DOM) 
Manipulation of XML documents is performed via the Document Object Model 
libraries provided ats part of Internet Explorer 5.0 and above. Some of the objects 
exposed by the Microsoft XML DOM libraries are base objects that other objects inherit 
from. The inheritance tree for the Microsoft XML DOMis shown in tile following 
picture: 

XMLOOMitnQiemtrJtatiO<I I liMI.OOMA~Ic liMLOOMCOATAs.ctiO<I 

XMlOOMNa.meoNO<ItMap I XMLOOMCharacterOata XMLOOMCommtnl 

XMLOOMNod•~ . XMI.OOMOO<>ument XMLOOMTcxt 

XMLOOMNodeL~ .• XMU>OMO«umontr.;gmenl ~~~ 

XMLOOMPe!ltError liMLOOMO«umentTyoe 

f~EJ liMl.OOMEltmont 

I ~h__j liMLClOMEnllly 

I XMLDoM~>MOt I XMLOOME:ntltyReferOI\Ce 

XMlOOMNoU>tlon 

BJ M$XML2.u 

'I 
Only three of these objects may be instantiated directly: the XMLDOMDocument, which 
is the root node of the entire document; XMLHttpRequest, which is a helper object 
created to facilitate the transmission of XML documents across the Web; and the 
XSLTemplate obje:ct, which is used to cache compiled XSL templates. The other 
objects must be either referenced through properties of, or created by factory methods 
of, the XMLDOMDOCIUment object. 

XMLDOMA.ttribute 
The XMLDOMAttribute object represents an attribute in an XML document. It has a 
name property representing the name of the attribute, and a value property 
representing the value stored in ti1e attribute. For example, in the foUowing document 
fragment: 

<Book Author• "Kevin Wil1iams" /> 

There would be on~~ XMLDOMAttribute object in the node tree, with a name of 
Author and a valu e of "Kevin Williams". This value is actually contained in a 
child text node, but can be accessed directly through the XMLDOMAttribute object. 

The XMLDOMAttribute objects representing the attributes associated with a 
particular element may be accessed by examining the getattribute, 
getattributenode, setattribute,setattributenode,removeattribute, 
and removeattributenode methods of the XMLDOMElement object, as well as its 
attributes property. 
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For example, to retrieve a reference to an XMLDOMi!l.ttribute using the 
getAt tributeNode method of the element nodE~ to which the attribute belongs: 

" 1 VBScript 
·qim xmlAuthorAttribute. -
' get the Author attribute for the Book elE•ment referenced by the 

• 1 xmlBookElement variable 
Set xmlAuthorAttribute = .xmlBooJ.tElement. getAttribU:teNode ("Author!.) 

J l JScript 
/* get the Author attrilip.te for the Book el.ement . re·f-erenced by the 

xmlBookElement variaBYe */ 
yar xmlAUthorAttribute ,;_xmlBo_ok~lement. getAtt;J:;.:i!l:iuteNode ( ''Author") ; 

Alternatively, we can access an attribute through the XMLDOMNamedNodeMap for the 
element: 

' VBScript 
Diin .xmlNamedNodeMap, xml;~uthorAt tribute 
' get the Author attribute for the Book element referenced by the 
J xmlBookElement variaq~e 
Set xmlNamedNodeMap = xfu1~ookElement.attributes 
Set xmlAuthorAttribute = 5anlNamedNodeMap. ge,tName~te_m ( "Author•) 

the Book 

We can also create an attribute using its parent element's setAttribute method: 

• VBScript 
' create an Author attribute for the Book element ~.ferenoed by the 
1 xmlBookElement vaiiable_ 

xmlBo_okElement. setAtt:~ili~e '!Author", ''Ke'll'i:n Wi].lci:al!ls • 

the 

The XMLDOMAttribute object is derived from the: XMLDOMNode object. In addition to 
the name and value properties described below, see the methods, and properties 
defined for the XMLDOMNode object for additional functionality available through the 
XMLDOMAttribute object. 

Methods Properties 

appendChild* attributes* nodeTypedValue* 

c l oneNode* baseName* nodeTypeString* 

hasChildNodes* childNodes* node Value* 

insertBefore* data Type* ownerDocument* 

removeChild* definition* parentNode* 
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Methods 

replaceChild* 

selectNodes* 

selectSingleNode* 

transformNod.e* 

transformNod.eToObject* 

Properties 

firstChild* 

lastChild* 

name 

names pace URI* 

nextSibling* 

nodeName* 

nodeType* 

*See section on XMLDOMNode methods and properties. 

Additional Methods 

parsed* 

prefix* 

previous Sibling* 

specified* 

text* 

value 

xml* 

There are no additional methods defined for the XMLDOMAttribute objecl 

Additional Pr·operties 
The XMLDOMAtbribute object has two properties which are not inherited from 
XMLDOMNode: namte and value. 

name 

The read-only nam.e property returns a string containing the name of the attribute. 

String • XMLDOMAttribute.name 

For example, the following code checks the name of the first attribute of an element, 
and if it is equal to "Author", stores the value in the variable strAuthor. 

for the ~.!Bc;?O~lement element. 

value 
The value property gives the value of the attribute. 

Variant • XMLDOMAttribute.value 
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If the attribute has more than one child node, this; will be the value after parsing all 
entity references and concatenating the text. For ~!xample, suppose we have an entity 
&wrox; defined as: 

<!ENTITY wrox "Wrox Press Limited"> 

If this is used within the Copyright attribute of an element such as: 

<Book Copyrighte"Copyright 2000 lewrox; " > ... </Book> 

Then the value property of this attribute will return: 

"Copyright 2000 Wrox Press Limited" 

XMLDOMCDATASection 
The XMLDOMCPATASection object represents an escaped block of text in the XML 
document; this text is ignored by the XML parserr and may therefore contain 
characters which are otherwise illegal in XML, without needing each character to be 
escaped individually. They are therefore used to enclose sections of text which include 
many illegal characters. 

The objects may be fotmd in the child node lists in the node tree corresponding to their 
positions in the original document. For example, i:n the following document: 

19ampleJCML> 
<I [CDATA [<Book Autilioi:=-"Xevin Williams ''>·</Book,..rJ > 

.s/SamelexML> 

The SampleXML XMLDOMElement node would have one XMLDOMCDATASection 
node in its child node list, with the value <Book Author=" Kevin 
Williams" ></Book>. 

XMLDOMCDATASection nodes may be accessed hy finding them in the 
XMLDOMNodeLi s t returned by the chil dNode s property of any node type that is 
allowed to contain escaped text blocks. For example, to get a reference to the CDATA 
section above, we would use: 

xmlSampleXMLElement.childNodes . i tern(O) 

The XMLDOMCDATASection object is derived from the XMLDOMCharacterData 
object, that itself is derived from the XMLDOMNode object. In addition to the 
splitText method of the XMLDOMCDATASection object, see the methods and 
properties defined for the XMLDOMCharacterDat:a and XMLDOMNode objects for 
additional functionality available through the XMLDOMCDATASection object. 

M ethods Properties 

appendChild* 

appendDatat 

attribute:s * ownerDocument * 
baseName* parentNode* 

cloneNode* • childNodes* parsed* 

Table Continued on Following Page 
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Methods 

deleteDatat 

hasChildNodes* 

insertBefore* 

insertDatat 

removeChild* 

replaceChild* 

replaceDatat 

selectNodes* 

selectSingleNode* 

split Text 

substringDatat 

transformNode* 

transformNodeToObject* 

Properties 

datat 

data Type* 

definition* 

firstChild* 

lastChild* 

lengtht 

namespaceURI* 

nextSibling* 

nodeName* 

nodeType* 

nodeTypedValue* 

nodeTypeString* 

node Value* 

prefix* 

previousSibling* 

specified* 

text* 

xml* 

*See section on XMLDOMNode methods and properties. 
+See section on xr.1:LDOr·1CharacterData meth.ods and properties. 

We can embed an Emtire XML document in a CDATA section and then create a new 
node tree from tha·t: 

684 

' VBScript 
the XML embed<ieo i:n the xml.CatalogXML 

Else 
' the docu•ment ~parsed. ..... act 'accordingly 

End If 

II JScript 

II 
II 

t he XML embedded ~in the xmlcatalogXML 

I 
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Additional Methods 

splltText 

The split Text method splits the specified node into two nodes, breaking the data 
content apart at the offset location. It then creates an adjacent sibling node of the 
same type and inser ts it at the appropriate location in the node tree. 

xmlNewCDATASection = XMLDOMCDATASection.splitText(cffset) 

Parameter Data Type Description 

offset Long Position at which node is split into two siblings 

For example, if we take the XML element given above: 

We can split this into two separate CDATA sections using the spli tText method: 

The <SampleXML> 
element now contains 
two CDATA sections: 

<7xml version="l.O" ?> 
- <SampleXML> 

<![COAT A[ <Book Aut:hllr•"Kevin Willi8111:!1"> ]]> 
<I[CDATA[ </Book> Jl> . 

</SampleXML> 

Additional Properties 
There are no additional properties associated with the XMLDOMCDATASection object. 

XMLDOMCharacterData 
The XMLDOMCharacterData object is not used directly by the Microsoft XML 
libraries. Instead, it is used as a common ancestor to other objects representing 
character data, namely XMLDOMCDataSection, XMLDOMComment, and XMLDOMText. 
Whenever a method or property of an object in th1e DOM returns one of these three 
types of objects, that object will support the methods and properties listed below. 
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The XMLDOMCharacterData object is derived from the XMLDOMNode object. In 
addition to the methods and properties described below, see the properties, methods, 
and events defined for the XMLDOMNode object for additional functionality available 

· through the XMLDOMCharacterData object . 

Methods 

appendChild* 

appendData 

cloneNode* 

deleteData 

hasChildNodes * 

insertBefore;~ 

insertData 

removeChild* 

replaceChild;~ 

replaceData 

selectNodes* 

selectSingleNode* 

substringData 

transformNode* 

transformNodeToObject* 

Properties 

attributes* 

baseName* 

childNodes* 

data 

data Type* 

definition* 

firstChild* 

lastChild* 

length 

namespaceURI* 

nextSibling* 

nodeName* 

node Type* 

nodeTypedValue* 

nodeTypeString* 

* See section on XMI:.DOMNode methods and properties. 

Additional ME~thods 

node Value* 

ownerDocument * 

parentNode* 

parsed* 

prefix* 
I 

previousSibling* 

specified* 

text* 

xml* 

There are five methods which are not inherited from the XMLDOMNode object: 
appendData, deleteData, insertData, replaceData, and substringData. 

append Data 
The appendData nnethod appends the string in the data parameter to the end of the 
data currently contained in this node. 

XNLDOMCharacte,rData. appendData (dat a l 

En_e_t_e_r----D--a-ta_T __ yp __ e _____ D_e_s-cn-·p __ ti_o_n--------~ String The data to be 
appended. 
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xmlAuthorText. appendData (", 1<evin") 
End If 

author 1 s whb1.e 

K!!vin"); 

deleteData 

The deleteData method deletes the substring of the data currently contained in this 
node beginning at the offset position (with zero indicating the first character in the 
string) and extending for count characters. U this extends beyond the end of the data 
currently in the node, the method deletes the data to the end of the string. 

Xf.U.DOMCharacterData. deleteData (offset, count) 

Parameter Data Type 

offset Long 

count Long 

For example: 

I I -JScript 

lnsertData 

Description 

The position of the data to be deleted, i.e. 
characters from the start of the string 

The number of characters of data to be deleted 

in xmlAuthorTe:xt E9 J;;~ov.e tne author• s first 

. TJ en 

in xmlAuthor'I'ext firstc 

The insertData method inserts the text specified in the data parameter into the data 
currently contained in this node at the offset po1sition (with zero indicating the first 
character in the string). 

XMLDOMCharacnerData.insertData(offset, data) 
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Parameter Data Type 

offset Long 

data String 

replaceData 

Description 

The position where the data is to be added, i.e. 
characters from the start of the string. 

The data to be added. . 

The replaceData method deletes the substring of the data currently contained in this 
node beginning at the offset position (with zero indicating the first character in the 
string) and extending for count characters. It then inserts the text specified ill the 
data parameter iillto the data currently contained in this node at the offset position. 

XMLDOMCharacterData.repl aceData(offset, count , data) 

Parameter· 

offset 

count 

data 

For example: 

substrlngbata 

Data Type 

Long 

Long 

String 

Description 

The position of the data to be replaced, i,e. 
characters from the start of the string. 

The number of characters of data to be replaced. 

The data to be added. 

The substringData method returns the portion of the data currently contained in 
this node beginning at the offset position (with zero indicating the first character in 
the string) and extending for count characters. 

String = XMLDOMCharacterData.substringData(offset, count) 
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Parameter Data Type 

offset Long 

Description 

The position of the data to be returned, i.e. 
characters from the start of the string. 

count Long The number of characters of data to be returned. 

For example: 

' VBScript 
' check to see if this book was written by a person named Kevin 
Dim blnWrittenByKevin 
blnWr>ittenByKevin = Fal:!Je 
If xrill:AuthorText.substririgData(O, 5) "Ke'lf..in" Then 

bln~;-:i,t.l:enByKevin ; True 
End. :r~ 

II JScript 
II checK to see if this book was written QY a person named Kevin 
var blnWrittenByKevin; 
bln~rittenByKevinWilliams = false; 
if (xmlAutnorText. substrj.ngData ( o, 5) == •Kevin" l 

blnWrittenByKevin ~ !true; 

Additional Properties 
As well as the properties inherited from XMLDOMNode, the XMLDOMCharacterData 

object exposes rv\10 properties of its own: data aTl•d lertgth. 

data 
The data property sets or returns a string representing the data contained in this 
node. 

XMLOOMCharacterData.data = String 
String = Xl'lLDOMCharacterData. data 

' VBSc~i~t _ 
' set~ t::he xmlAuthorText:..! node's value to l,!n~:nown 
xmlA~t!J.g~Text.data = "Unknown" 

II J_scdpt 
II set tpe xmlAuthorText node's value to Unknown 
xmlAu_!;horText . data = "Unknown" ; 

length 
The read-only length property returns the number of characters in the data contained 
in this node. 

Long = XMLDOMCharacterOata.length 

' VBSc-r-ipt 
' get~ the length of the XrnlAuthorText node's 
Dim intAuthorLength 
intAu_thorLength .,• xmlAutho.rText .length ~ 

a variable 

I I ·Jsc~ipt . · ~ 
I I get the le"ngth of the xmlAuthorText node' ' s text and st:~r_ e it. in a variable 
var intAuthorLength ~ xmlAuthorText.leng~; 
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XMLDOM<:omment 
The XMLOOMComm•ent object represents a conunent in the original XML document. The 
objects may be found in the child node lists in the node tree corresponding to their 
position in the original document. For example, in the following document: 

Two XMLDOMComrnent nodes would appear in the node tree: one with the text "This 
is the first comment", as the first child of the XMLDOMDocument object, and the 
second with the text "This is the second comment", as the first child of the 
XMLDOMElement ~object corresponding to the <Book> element. 

XMLDOMComment :nodes may be accessed by finding them in the XMLbOMNodeList 
returned by the chi ldNodes property of any node type that is allowed to contam 
co:rnments. For example, the first comment in the XML document above could be 
referenced using: 

xmlDooument.. c!hildNodes. item (0 I 

The XMLOOMComm•:mt object is derived from the XMLOOMCharacterData object, that 
itself is derived from the XMLDOMNode object. There are no methods or properties 
unique to the XMLDOMComment object, so please see the methods and properties 
defi.ned for tl-te JU'-tLDOMCharacterData a_rld XMLDOMNode objects for the 
functionality avail:able through the XM:LDOMComment object. 

Methods 

appendChild* 

appendOatat 

cloneNode* 

deleteDatat 

has Chi ldNode,s * 
insertBefore,~* 

insertDatat 

removeChild* 

replaceChildl* 

replaceD~tat 

selectNodes* 

selectSingle:Node* 

s'UbstringDatat 

transformNod.e* 

transformNod.eToObject* 

Properties 

attributes* 

baseName* 

childNodes* 

datat 

data Type* 

definition* 

firstChild* 

lastChild* 

lengtht 

names pace URI* 

nextSibling* 

nodeName* 

nodeType* 

nodeTypedValue* 

nodeTypeString* 

* See section on XMILDOMNode methods and properties. 

node Value* 

ownerDocument* 

parentNode* 

parsed* 

prefix* 

previousSibling* 

specified* 

text* 

xml* 

t See section on Xt-lLDOMCharacterData methods and properties. · 
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The following code retrieves all comment nodes for a <Book> element and 
concatenates them together into one string: 

• vBScript 
Dim i ,:- s trAllComments 
strAllCollllllents = "" 
For ~"'= 0 To XI111BookElement.cliil'dNodes·.length· ., l 

• Checlt if this chi'ld. node is a comment ( COHMENTJlODE = a} 
If··xmlBookElement.c~.ildNodes(i) .nodeTYP-e = NODE_COMM:ENT Then 

strAllComments = strAllComments & • • & 
xmlBookElement.childNodes (i).data 

E!ld If 
Next 

I I JS,c.ript 
'var i, strAilComments; 

strAli'<;;omments = ""; ~-·-
for <! = 0; i < xmlBookElement.childNodes·.1ength; i-t+) ( 

17 Check if this child node is a comment (CO~IMENT_NODE =.= 8) 
:if .(xmlBookElement. childNodes ( i) . nodeType == 8) { 

strAllComments += ·• • + xmlBookEleinent.childNodes (i,) .. dat.a; 

XMLDOMDocument 
The XMLDOMDocument object represents an entire XML document. This is therefore 
the topmost node of the XML DOM tree. It will always be the first object yo~ script 
references- typically by either creating a new instance and building the node tree from 
scratch, or using the load or loadXML methods to initialize the node tree. 

A new XMLDOMDocument object may be obtained by using the appropriate object 
creation function to create an instance of XMLDOMDocument: 

' VBScript 
Dim xrnlDocument 
rSet• ~J.Docurnent = Server .. CreateObj ect ( "M~~x;:_osoft. XMLDOH) 

II JScdpt 
var =J erver.CreateObject( : Hicrosoft.XJ.ILDO:fo/1'); 

The XMLDOMDocumen t object is derived from the XMLDOMNode object. In addition to 
the 15 methods, 10 properties, and three events of the XMLDOMDocument object 
detailed below, see the properties, methods, and events defined for the XMLDOMNode 
object for additional functionality available throug;h the XMLDOMDocument object. 
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Methods 

abort 

appendChi ld"~• 

cloneNode* 

createAttribute 

createCDATASection 

createComment 

createDocumentFragment 

createElement 

createEntityReference 

createNode 

createProceBsing 
Instruction 

createTextNode 

getElementsByTagName 

hasChildNodE~s * 

insertBeforE~* 

load 

loadXML 

nodeFromiD 

removeChild* 

replaceChild* 

save 

selectNodes"~• 

selectSinglE~Node* 

transformNode* 

transformNodeToObject* 

Properties 

a sync 

attributes* 

baseName* 

childNodes* 

data Type* 

definition* 

doc type 

documentElement 

first Child* 

implementation 

lastChild* 

namespaceURI* 

nextSibling* 

nodeName* 

nodeType* 

nodeTypedValue* 

nodeTypeString* 

nodeValue* 

ownerDocument* 

parentNode* 

parsed* 

parseError 

preserveWhite 
Space 

previousSibling* 

readyState 

resolveExternals 

specified* 

text* 

url 

validateOnParse 

xml* 

* See section on XHLDOMNode methods and properties. 
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ondataavailable 
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Additional Methods 

abort 

The abort method aborts the current load and parse operation if there is one in 
progress. Any portion of the XML node tree that lhas been built is discarded. 

XMLDOMOocument.aborc ( ) 

createAttrlbute 

The createAttribute method creates anew Xli1LDOMAttribute object with the 
given name. 

XMLOOMAtt:ribute a XMLOOMOocument. create At t :ribut:e (name) 

Parameter Data Type Description 

name String The name of th1a attribute to be created. 

This returns the new XMLDOMAttribute object. Note that the attribute will still need 
to be added to the child attribute list of the element to which it corresponds. If you 
need to create a namespace-qualified attribute, use the createNode method instead, 
The value of the attribute may be set by calling thte setAttribute method on the 
newobiect. 

I 

For example, the following code creates an Author attribute in the 
xmlCatalogDocument document on the xmlBo<:>kElement element: 

• VBScript 
;Dim xmlAuthorAt:.tribute 
Set xm1.AuthorAtt:.ribute _= xmlCatalogOocumenl:. creat~Attribute ( •Author• l 
xmlAuthorAttribute. valu~ = "Kevin Williams" 
:xmlBookElement .. s_etAttriou!;.eNode (?qnlAuthorAI:~tribute.). 

createCDATASectlon 

The createCDATASection method creates a new XMLDOMCDATASection object 
with the given data. · 

XMLDOMCDATASection = XMLDOMDocument.createC:OATASection(data) 

Parameter Data Type 

data String 

Description 

The data to be inserted into the new 
XMLDOMCDATASection object. 
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The new XMLDOMCDATASection object is returned. Note that the 
XMLDOMCDATASe•:Jtion object will still need to be added to the node tree in the 
appropriate locati+On. 

' VBScript 
1 Create a OlATASection chi~d node in the xmlRawCodeElement element 
Dim xmlRawC~ieCDATA 
Set xmlRawCodeCDATA = xm1CatalogDocument.crea~eCDATASection("<BOOk><l~or~•) 
xmlRawCodeElemeot.appendChild xmlRawCodeCOATA 

II JScript 
II Create a !:OATAS~ction child node in the xm~~aWCodeElement element 
var xmlRawCodeCDATA; 
xmlRawCodeCOJ!\TA =· xmlCatalogDocument. createCDATASection ( "<Book><iBook>; •~f ; 
xml·RawCodeElo~~ent. appendChild (xmlRawCodeCDATA) ,;. - ·' 

createComment 

The createComment method creates a new XMLDOMComment object with the given 
text. 

XMLOOMCommenc ~ XMLOOMDocument .createComment(data) 

Parameter Data Type 

data String 

Description 

The data to be inserted into the newly-created 
XMLDOMComment object. 

This method returns the new XMLDOMComment object. Note that the XMLDOMComment 
object will still need to be added to the node tree in the appropriate location. 

createDocumentFragment 

The createDocumentFragment method creates a new, empty 
XMLDOMDocumenlt:Fragment object. 

XMLOOMDocumentFragment = XMLDOMDocument.createDocumentFragment(name) 

Parameter Data Type 

name String 

Description 

The name of the XMLDOMDocumentFragment 
object to be created. 

This method returns the new XMLDOMDocumentFragment object. Note that the 
XMLDOMDocumenlt:Fragment object will still need to be added to the node tree in the 
appropriate locati•on once it has been popula ted. 

create Element 

The create Element method creates a new XMLDOMElement object with the given 
tag name. 

XMLOOMElement ~ XMLDOMDocument.createElement(tag_name ) 
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Parameter Data Type . Description 

tag _,name String The name of the element to be created. 

1his method returns the new XMLDOMElemen t object. Note that the XMLDOMElement 
object will still need to be added to the node tree in the appropriate location. If you 
need to create a namespace-qualified element, use the createNode method instead. 

createEntltyReference 
The createEnt i tyRefe renee method creates a new XMLDOMEn tit yRe f erence 
object with the given name. 

XMLDOMEntityReferenoe = XMLDOMDocument.cre<lteEntityReference(name) 

Parameter Data Type 

name String 

Descriptio11t 

The name of XMLDOMEntityReference object 
to be created. 

1his method returns the new XMLDOMEntityReference object. Note that the 
XMLDOMEntityReference object will still need t:o be added to the node tree in the . 
appropriate location. · 

create Node 

The createNode method creates a new XMLDOMNfode object with the given type, 
name, and namespace URI. The possible types are enumerated in the 
XMLDOMNodeType enumeration. If the specified name contains a namespace prefix, 
that namespace prefix will be associated with the provided URI; otherwise, it will be 
treated as the default namespace. 

XMLDOMNode • XMLDOMDocument. createNode (type:, name, namespaceVRI) 

Parameter 

type 

name 

name space 
URI 

Data Type 

Long 

String 

String 

Description 

The type of X~-1LDOMNode object to be created. For 
possible values, see the node Type property of the 
XMLDOMNode object. 

The name of the node to be created. 

The definition. for the node's namespace. 

This method returns the new XMLDOMNode object. For nodes that do not have names, 
the name parameter should be passed as an empty string. Note that the XMLDOMNode 
object will still need to be added to the node tree in the appropriate location. 
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For example: 

' VBScript 
xmlBookElem~nt element 

= xmlCatalogDocumen~.createNode (Nooe_ELEMENT, 
:.xflnk:simple•, _ 

"http://www.w1.org/1999/xlinx•J 
xmlBookBlement. appeng_qti-ld.(xmlXLinkSimpleElement) 

II JScript 
II Create an 
var xmlXLinkSimp~eBlement; 

xmlBoo_!tElement element. 

xmlXLink.Sirnp leEl_ement = xmlCatalogDocument. cr.eateN_ode. (NODE_ELEMENT. 
'"xJfn K:: simple", , 
'"http: (/www. w3. org/1999/.-X'liiiR•;J'I; · 

XmlBook..Elernent. app~ndChild (JCl1llXLinkSimpleEiernen_t) ; 
I 

This adds an <xlink: simple> element as the final child node of the <Book> 
element: 

dxml version="l.O" ?> 
- <Catcolog> ' 

-<Boob 
<Title>ASP Programm er's Reference</Title> 

- <!:>ections> 
<Section>ASP Intrinsic Objects</Section> 
<Section>Scripting Objects</Section> 
<Section>ASP Components</Section> 
<Section>ActiveX D11ta Objects</Section> 
<Section>Extending ASP</Section> 
<Section>Perlormilnce 11nd Securit y</Section> 
<Section>Miscellaneous Reference</Section> ' 

</Sections> · 
<Hiink:simple xm.lns.: xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink" /> 

</Boob 
</Catalog> 

createProcesslnglnstructlon 

The createProc:essinginstruction method creates a new 
XMLDOMProcess inginstruction object with the given target and data. 
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XMLDOMProcess:i.nginstruction = 
XMLDOMDocument.createProcessinginstruction(target, datal 

Parameter 

target 

data 

Data Type 

String 

String 

Description 

The name of the application which will·process the 
instruction 

The data to be passed to the external application 
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This method returns the new XMLDOMProcessinginstruction object. Note that the 
XMLDOMProcessinginstru<;:tion object will sitill need to be added to the node tree 
in the appropriate location. 

createTextNode 

The createTextNode method creates a new XMJLDOMText object with the given text 
data. 

XMLOOMTextNode 3 XMLOOHDocument. c reateText:Node {data) 

Parameter Data Type 

data String 

Description 

The data the new XMLDOMText object will 
contain. 

This method returns the new XMLDOMText object. Note that the XMLDOMText object 
will still need to be added to the node tree in the appropriate location. 

getEiementsByTagName 

The getElementsByTagName method returns run XMLDOMNodeList object 
containing all the elements in the document with the specified tagname, in the order 
in which they appear in the original document. If no elements in the document have 
the specified tag_name, an empty XMLDOMNodeL.i s t is retumed. 

XMLDOMNodeLis t: ~ XMLDOMDocument. getElementliiByTagName { tag_namel 

Parameter Data Type Description 

tag_name String The name of the elements to search for. 

' VBSoript: 
' Select al!il the Book ~ements in the docunnent 

;Dim xmlBookNodeList 
[S"~t xlJl].BookNodet;is~ "! ~ml(G~_inl.l:_g'gD_.Qcum_el\t .~m:.tJ!!!l~M~@~agN_a~Qg ( 11 Book••) 

load 

The load method loads the XML document at the specified URL and parses it. 

Boolean • XMLDOMOocument.load(filename) 

Parameter Data Type Description 

filename Variant The full URL or physical path of the XML file to 
be loaded into the document. 
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This method returns true if the docwnent was loaded successfully, or false 
otherwise. If the URL cannot be resolved or does not contain an XML document, this 
method returns an error. Calling this method clears the current node tree for the 
docwnent. If paming errors are encountered when parsing the docwnent, they are 
indicated in the parseError property of the XMLDOMDocument object. 

' VBScript 
Dim xmlCatalogOocume.;!t· 
Set xmlCata~ogDocument = Server.CreateObject(Microsoft.XMLDOM) 
~lCatal.ogD()cument:.J.AAd "http: //myserver/books .xml ~ 

·II JScript 
var xmlCataRogDocu~t = Server. CreateObj ectf ''Microsoft. XMLDOM") ; 
xmlCatalogD()cum_en.t;. . .!_oad•<·:::littp: /c/.myserver /books .. Xl!li" l ; 

JoadXML , 
The load.XML method loads the XML document contained in the xmlString 
parameter and parses it. 

Boolean • ~{UDQMDocument . loadXML (xmlString) 

Parameter Data Type Description 

xmlString String The XML document to be loaded. 

The method retums true if the XML string was loaded successfully, or false 
otherwise. Calling this method clears the current node tree for the document. 

nodeFrom/D 

The nodeFromiD method returns the XMLOOMNode object for the element in the 
document with an ID attribute that matches the idStringparameter. If no node 
matches the provided ID, this method returns NULL. 

XMLDOMNode "XMLDOMDocument.nodeFromiD(idString) 

Parameter Data Type 

idString String 

Description 

The value of the ID attribute to be sought in the 
document. 

For this method to work, the node being sought must have an attribute defined as type 
ID in the DTD. F•::>r example, if we have a <Book> element with a unique identifying 
attribute called BookiD, this attribute might be defined in the DTD as: 

<!ATTLIST Book BookiD ID #REQUIRED> 

We can then use ·this attribute to provide a unique identifier for each <Book> element: 

<Book Book.ID;"ASP3ProgRef"> 
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And we can easily retrieve this node (without needing to know its position in the XML 
document) using the nodeFromiD method: 

• 1/BScript 
Dim xrnl~ookEle~ent 
Set ~lBookElement E Xful<::atal99Docurnent. n<lde!?~O..l9!PA '!MP3ProgRef") 

II JScr;_pt 
var xmlBookElement ~ l9DJ.£atalogDocument. n<>deFrOl!)_U) ("ASP3ProgRef"); 

save 
The save method saves the XML for the current document to the target specified in 
the objTarget parameter. 

XMLOOMDocument.save{o.bjTarget) 

Parameter 

objTarget 

Data 
Type 

Variant 

Description 

If obj Target is a string, it represents a local 
filename to which the XML is to be written. If the file 
already exists, it is replaced. In a multi-user 
scenario, this ~~ould result in the file being 
overwritten amd data lost, unless precautions are 
taken to ensur•e that the file is given a unique name 
each time it is :saved. 

If objTarget is the Response object, the XML is 
sent back as the response to the calling client. 

If obj Target is an XMLDOMDocument object, the 
entire object is cloned and recreated in the new 
XMLDOMDocument object's node tree. Note that this 
actually persists the original document as text and 
then reparses it to create the new object's node tree, 
making this a good way to verify the persistability 
of your document. 

If obj Target is any other COM object that 
provides an !Stream, IPersistStream, or 
IPersistStreaminit interface, the XML will be 
passed to that iinterface and the object will act on the 
XML accordingly. 

We can use the save method to send an XML dot:ument to the browser by specifying 
the Response object as the target: 

• 'VBScript 
~im xrnlCatalogDocumept 
Set xmlcatalogDocument:o_ -m server. Creat:eO.bj ect ( •IMi=osofe. XKLDOM") 
xmlCatalogDo~ument.asypc = false 
xrnlCatalogDocument .loa"a: "ht9?: I /servername lxml:/bOo'ks. xrnl" 
.xmlCatalogDocument ·-~ .. Bg!H~pnse 
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Additional F•roperties 

async 
The a sync property is a boolean flag that indicates whether asynchronous operation is 
per.rrrltted. · 

XMLDOMDocumE!llt. async "' Boolean 
Boolean= XULDOMDocument.async 

I 

When set to true (the default), control Will return immediately to your script after 
calling the load ot loadXML methods. If you want to use the XMLDOMDocument 
object asynchronously, you should set an event handler for the 
onreadystatechange event (see the onreadystatechange property below) 
before loading your doctiment. 

doc type 
The doctype property is a read-only property that returns the 
XMLDOMDocumen tType object that contarns in.fonitati.on about the Document Type 
Definition associated with the document. If there is no DTD for the document, or the 
document is not XML, this property returns NULL. 

XMLDOMDocumnntType = XMLDOMDocument.doctype 

documentEiem~mt 

Th~ document.:&ae~ent property sets or returns the XMLDOMElement node 
representing the outermost element of the document. Every XML document may have 
only one element' immediately below the document root (although it may have other 
nodes, suCh as coinments or processing inStructions). 

XMLDOMDocument.documentElement = XMLDOMElement 
XMLDOMElemerlt o XMLDOMDocument.documentEl ement 

For example: 
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Implementation 
The read-only implementation property returns the XMLDOMimplementation 
object that contains information about the versiom of the XML parser used to create or 
parse this document. 

XMLOOMimplernentation = XMLOOMDocument.illiPlementation 

patseError 
The read-only parseError property returns an "1<MLDOMParseError object 
describing the status of the last parse performed by this instance of the XML DOM. 
You should always check the parseError prope:rty of a document after calling the 
load or load.XML methods to ensure that the document has been parsed correctly. A 
list of errors raised by the MSXML parse can be fClund in Appendix M. 

XMLOOMParseError = XMLDOMDocument . parseErr•:>r 

For example: 

' VBScript 
' Check to see if the document parsed SUCCI:!Ssfullly 
:tf xmldocument .p~s'eError:. errorCode <> 0 Tl:len 

• the parse fiiledi "" .take some corrective acti.g~ 
~Else 

prese.rveWhlteSpace 
The preserveWhi teSpace property is a Boolean flag indicating whether whitespace 
should be preserved in the values of the text and xml properties for nodes in this 
document. If this flag is set to true, whites pace ·will always be preserved as if there 
were an xml: space= "preserve" attribute on e·very element in the document. If the 
flag is set to false, whitespace will only be preserved for nodes where the 
xml: space= .. preserve n attribute is present. Tile default is false. 

XMLOOMDocument.. preserveWhiteSpace = Boolean 
Boolean .. XMLOOMDocument. preserveWhi teSpacE! 

' 
TIIis property is unlikely to have any effect when !:>ending an XML document to the 
browser. 

readyState 
The read-only readyState property returns a long integer that describes the status of 
the load or load.XML method. 

Long = XMLDOMDocument..readyState 
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The possible vahues are: 

0 0 ("uni tialized"), i.e. the object has been created but the load method has 
not yet been executed. 

0 1 ("loading"), Le. the document is loading, but has not yet entered the 
parsing step. 

0 2 ("loaded"), i.e. the document has been loaded and is being parsed. 

0 3 (" int•aractive"), i.e. the document has been partially parsed, and a read
only vetsion of the object model is available: 

0 4 (" com19lete "),i.e. the document has been completely parsed, successfully 
or unsuc:cessfully. 

For example: 

' VBScript 
Function checkCataLogDocumentState() 

for the Catalog 

Comp1.ete 

End If 

e.vent for the Catalog· 

Complete 

1; 

0 ; 

} 

) 

resolveExterna.ts 
The resol veEx ternals property is a boolean flag indicating whether external 
definitions (resolvable namespaces, DTD external subsets, and external entity 
references) should be resolved at parse time. The default value is true. 

uri 

XMLDO~IDocum.ent.resolveExternals = Boolean 
Boolean = XMLDOMDocument.resolveExternals 

The read-only u:rl property returns a string containing the URL of the document that 
was last successfully loaded using the load method. If no document has been loaded 
with this method, this property returns NULL. 

String = XMLDOMDocument.url 
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valldateOnParse 

The validateOnParse property is a Boolean fl.ag indicating whether the parser 
should validate the document against a DTD or s1chema if one is present. If this flag is 
false, the parser will ignore a provided DTD or S(:hema and only parse for well
formedness. The default value is true. 

XMLOOMDocument.validateOnParse z Boolean 
Boolean • XMLDOMDocument.validateOnParse 

Events 
The event handlers for the XML DOM are defined in VBScript and JScript by setting 
the value of a write-only property with the same name as the event to the name of the 
callback procedure used to respond to the event. Note that in VBScript a Type 
mismatch error will be raised if this event handler isn't a function which returns an 
object. 

ondataavallable 

The ondataavailable event is fired whenever a new chunk of data has been 
successfully loaded from a remote source. It could be used to indicate the status. of a 
large document load to the user. 

Function checkCatalogDataAvailab~e() 
' handle the ondat~available event for the Catalog document 
Set checkCatalogDataAvailable ,. xmlCata.logDoc-gment 

End Function 

II JScript 
I I set up an event handler for the ondataa.vailabl.e event 
'xrnlCatalogDocument. ondataavailable a check.Cal;_alogDataAvailable; 

event. fox; 
} 

onreadysta techange 

The onreadystatechange event is fired whenever the value of the readyState 
property for the object changes. When used in conjunction with the a sync property, 
this allows your script to continue executing while waiting for an XML document to be 
loaded. 

' VBScript 
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ontransformnode 
The ontransfox:mnode event is fired each time a node in a source document is about 
to be transformed using a node in a stylesheet. This event could be used to report the 
status of a long transformation to the user. 

If JScript 
II set up an event h~ndler for the ontransformnbd~ event 
xmlCatalogDc·cument.,oA,1;l?ansformnode = checkCat<~,l'qgTr~ns form!o!ode; 

XMLDOMIDocument2 
The XMLDOMDocument2 object extends the XMLDOMDocument object with additional 
functionality. It does not replace the original XMLDOMDocument object for reasons of 
backward compatibility. It supports schema caching and additional validation 
features, as well as providing support for XPath. 

A new XMLDOMDocument2 object may be obtained by using the appropriate object 
creation function to create an instance of XMLDOMDocument2: 
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' VBS=ipt 
Dim xmlDocurnen_t:-2 
Set xmlDocu~~nt2 s.Serv~.CreateObject(MSXM&2.~MDocumen_t) 

II JScript 
'va,r xmlDocuJtent2; -
f?a!I1Doo\,\men.t2 "' SElt"l.e~ .~ei!te0bj ect ( 11MSXJ~U2, DO~!!)Q.C!AJ!Ient ") ; 

The XMLDOMDocument2 is by default apartment-threaded, but it is also 
available in a free-threaded version. This version exposes exactly the same 
methods and J'7roperties, and can be instantiated using the Prog ID 
"MSXML2. FreetbreadedDOMDocument "·As a general rule, it is 
probably a good idea to avoid using free-threaded objects in ASP. 
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The XMLDOMDocument2 object extends the functionality of the XMLDOMDocument 
object. In addition to the 4 methods and 2 properties of the XMLDOMDocument object 
detailed below, see the properties, methods, and events defined for the 
XMLDOMDocument object for additional functionality available through the 
XMLDOMDocument2 object. 

Methods Properties Events 

abort+ asynct ondataavailablet 

appendChild* at tributes 1: onreadystatechanget 

cloneNode* baseName* ontrans formnodet 

createAttribute+ childNodes~· 

createCDATASectiont dataType* 

createCommentt definition~ 

createDocumentFragmentt doctypet 

createElementt documentBlementt 

createEntityReferencet firstChild* 

createNodet implementation+ 

createProcessing l astChild* 
Instruction+ namespaces 

createTextNodet namespaceURI* 

getBlementsByTagNamet nextSibling* 

getProperty nodeName* 

hasChildNodes* nodeType* 

insertBefore* nodeTypedValue* 

load+ nodeTypeString* 

l oadXMLt nodeVal ue* 

nodeFromiDt ' ownerDocument* 

removeChild* parentNode* 

replaceChild* parsed* 

save+ parseErrort 

selectNodesf preserveWhitE!Space+ 

selectSingleNode* previousSibling* 

setProperty , readyStatet 

Table Continued on Following Page 
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Methods 

transformNode* 

transformNodi!ToObj ect * 

validate 

Properties 

resolveExternalst 

schemas 

specified* 

text• 

urlt 

validateOnParset 

xml* 

" See section on XMLDOMNode methods and properties. 

Events 

t See section on X:MLDOMDocument methods properties and events. 1 

t The XMLDOMDoc:ument2 object redefines this method. 

Additional N1ethods 

getProperty 

The get Propert:y method is used to obtain the value of a named property for the 
document. In version 2.6, the only supported property is "Select ionLanguage" 
whicl'l may have 1the value ·~xPath 11 or uxsLPattarn 11

• The value of ti"js property 
governs the way •=Jueries passed to selectNode and se l ectSingleNode are 
interpreted for nodes in this document. 

String • XMLOOMDocument2.getProperty(name) 

Parameter Data Type Description 

name String The name of the property to be returned by this call. 

selectNodes 

The seleotNode~s method is used to retrieve a set of nodes from the document. For 
the XMLDOMDocument2 object, an XMLDOMSelection object is returned. The 
parameter still represents the XSLT or XSL pattern query (based on the value of the 
SelectionLanguage property- see setProperty and get Property) that will be 
used to create the result. 

XMLDOMSelect.ion = XMLDOMDocument2. selectNodes (strExpr) 

Parameter Data Type 

strExpr String 

Description 

The XSL pattern or XPath expression string used to 
execute the query . . 

For example, to find all the <Chapter> elements in the document: 

' VBScript 
Dim xmlSelec:tionChap-te:~;lllements 
xmlSel:ect:.iot.1ChapterElements '" xmlCatalogDocument2 .-seJe ctNodes ("I /Chapt,er~J 
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/1 JScript 
II find all the Chapter :elemet~ts in the nc>de 
var .xmlS,electionChapterl!)lements; , 
xmlSelect:ionChapterElem~nts • xmlCatalogDc>cument2. selectNodes (!•y/Chapter" J ; 

set Property 

The setProperty method is used to set the value of a named property for the 
document. In version 2.6, the only supported property is 11 SelectionLanguage "i it 
may have the value XPath or XSLPattern. The value of this property governs the 
way queries passed to selectNode and select.SingleNode are interpreted for 
nodes in this document. 

XMLDOl~Document2 . setE>roperty (name, value) 

Parameter 

name 

value 

D ata Type 

String 

Stiing 

Description 

The name of tthe property that is to be set. 

The value to which the property is to be set. 

For example, to set the selection language to XPat:h: 

' VBScript 
xmlCatalogOocument2 , set Property ("Selection Language",. "XPath") 

I I JScript 
xmlCatalogDocument2. set Property (•Sele,ction'Language-•, '1XPath•) ;. 

validate 

The validate method pel'forms runtime validation of a document using the currently 
loaded DTD, schema, or schema collection. It returns error information indicating 
what error, if any, was encountered while validating the document. 

Integer = XMLDOMDocument2.validate 

Additional Properties 

namespaces 

The namespaces property returns an XMLDOMSchemaCollection object that 
contains a list of the namespaces used in the document. This property is read-only. 

XMLDOMSchemaCollection = XMLDOMDocument2.namespaces 

schemas 

The schemas property sets or returns an XMLDOMSchemaCollection object that 
contains a list of the precached schemas to be used in the validation of a document 
loaded with the load or loadXML methods. 

XMLDOMSchemaGollection = XMLDOMDocument2.sc:hemas 
XMLOOMDocument2. sohemas = XMLDOMSchemaColle:ction 
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XMLDOM Document Fragment 
The XMLDOM'DocumentFragment object does not correspond directly to any part of an 
XML document p•er se. Instead, it represents a well-formed fragment of a node tree, and 
may be used to construct a portion of an XML document before attaching it to the main 
document. When the XMLDOMDocumentFragment node is attached to the main 
document's node tree, all of the child nodes of the fragment are attached in its place. 

A new XMLDOMDc:>cumentFragment object for a document may be obtained by calling 
the createDocumentFragment method on the XMLDOMDocument object for that 
document. 

The XMLDOMDocumentF'ragment object is derived from the XMLDOMNode object. The 
XMLDOMDocumentFragment object exposes no additional methods or properties, so 
see the XMLDOMNc:>de section for the functionality available through pus object. 

Methods Properties 

appendChild* attributes* nodeTypedValue* 

cloneNode* baseName* nodeTypeString* 

hasChildNod.es* child.Nodes* nodeValue* 

insert Before* data Type* ownerDocument* 

remoYeChild* definition* par ent Node* 

replaceChild* firstChild* parsed* 

selectNodes* lastChild* prefix* 

selectSingleNode* namespaceURI* previoussibling* 

transformNode* nextSibling* specified* 

transformNodeToObject* nodeName* text* 

nodeType* xml* 

*See section on XMLDOMNode methods and properties. 

XMLDOM!DocumentType 
The XMLDOMDocumentType object contains information about the document type 
definition (DTD) associated with a particular document. If there is no DTD associated 
with a document .. no XMLDOMDocumentType object will be available. 

The XMLDOMDocumentType object for a particular document may be obtained 
through the doct:ype property of the XMLDOMDocument object for that document. For 
example, if we ha.ve an XML document with an internal DTD such as: 
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<?xml versicin~"~.O!'.?> 

< 1 OOCTYPE Cattalog [ 
<IELEMBN'l: Catalog (Book+)> 

<IBLEMEN1' Book (PUhl~sher, Sections)> 
<! ELEMBN'l' Puhlishe:t:; (#PCDA'l'A) > 

<I BLEMBN1' SectiQ_I:l§_ ~~ction+J > 
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We can get a reference to the XMLDOMDocument'lrype using the code: 

The XMLDOMDocumentType object is derived from the XMLDOMNode object. In 
addition to the three properties detailed below, see the methods and properties 
defined for the XMLDOMNode object for additiona:t functionality available through the 
XMLDOMDocumen t Type object. 

Methods 

appendChil d * 
cloneNode* 

hasChildNodes* 

insertBefore* 

removeChild* 
replaoeChild* 

selectNodes* 

selectSingleNode* 

transformNode* 

transformNodeToObject* 

Properties 

attribut•es* 
baseName·>~

chi ldNod•es * 

dataType·"' 
definition* 

~ntities 

firstChi1d* 

lastChild* 

name 
namespac~eURI* 

nextSibl:ing* 

nodeName'~ 

nodeType•~ 

* See section on XMLDOMNode methods and proper ties. 

nodeTypedValue* 
nodeTypeString* 

node Value* 

notations 

ownerDocument* 

parentNode*_ 

parsed*. 
prefix* 

previousSibling* 

specified*. 

text* 

xml* 
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Additional rVIethods 
There are no additional methods associated with the XMLDOMDocumentType object. 

Additional Properties 

entitles 
The read·only entities property returns an XMLDOMNamedNodeMap object 
containing a list of all the entities, both internal and external, that are declared in the 
document's DTD. 

XMLNamedNodeMap ; XMLDOMDocumentType.entities 

For example: 

' VBScript 
Dim xrnlCatalogEntities, xmlCatalogDoctype 
Set xmlCatalogDoctype ; xmlCatalogDocument.doctype 
Set xmlCatalogBnti~ies = xmlCatalogDoctype.en~ities _ 

/I JScript 
var xmlCatalogDoctype = xmlcatalogOocument.doctyger 
var xmlCatalogEntiti~s = xmlCatalogDoctype.~ntities; 

For the XML document above, the returned XMLDOMNamedNodeMap will contain just 
one item: the entity &wrox; . · 

name 
The read·only name property returns the name of the document type. This will be the 
same as the tag of the root element of the document tree (in the example given above, 
this will be "Catalog"). 

Stri ng = XMLDOMDocumentType.name 

notations 
The read·only notations property returns an XMLNamedNodeMap object containing 
a list of all the notations declared in the document's DTD. 

XMLNamedNodeMap = XMLOOMDocumentType.notations 

XMLDOMlEiement 
The XMLDOMElement object represents an element in the XML document. For 
example, in this document: 

<Book> 
<Chaptte~>Chaptien ~</Chapter> 

</Book> 

There would be two XMLDOMElement elements: one for the <Book> element and one 
for the <Chapter> element. 

A new XMLDOMElement object may be created for a document by calling the 
create Element method on the XMLDOMDocument object for that document. Existing 
XMLDOMElement objects may be obtained by calling the getElementsByTagName 
method on any document or element: 
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Alternatively, we can look in the cbild.Nodes l:ist directly: 

The XMLDOMElement object is derived from the XMLDOMNode object. In addition to the 
methods and properties described below, please see the properties, methods, and 
events defined for the XMLDOMNode object for additional functionality available 
through the XMLDOMElement object. 

Methods Properties 

annenrlChilrl* -.-.--------- select-liTodes * attributes* nnn,::.'T'\rnt=o ··----.zl:"-
String* 

cloneNode* selectSingleNode* baseName* node Value* 

getAttribute setAttribute childNodes* · ownerDocument 
* 

getAttributeNode setAttributeNode data Type* parentNode* 

getElementsBy transformNode* definition* parsed* 
TagName 

hasChildNodes * transformNodeTo firstChild* prefix* 
Object* 

insertBefore* lastChild* previous 
Sibling* 

normalize name space specified* 
URI* 

removeAttribute nextSibling* tagName 

removeAttribute nodeName* text• 
Node 

removeChild* nodeType* :xml* 

replaceChild* nodeTyped 
Value* 

*See section on XMLDOMNode methods and properties. 
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Additional l\f1ethods 

getAttrlbute 

The getAt tibut:e method returns a string containing the value of the attribute with 
the specified name for this element. If the attribute is not present but has a default 
value in the document's DID, that value is returned; otherwise, this method returns 
the empty string. 

Variant • XJ<ILDOMElement. getAttribute (name) 

Parameter Data Type Description 

name String Name of the string at tribute whose value is sought. 

For example, if we have a <Book> element with an author attribute1 

<Book Author•"Kevin Williams " > 

We can retrieve the value from this attribute using the following code: 

1 VBScript 
Dim strAuthor 
strAuthor • xmlBO,.QkE:)..eJilent,get.l\,ttribute ( "~uth.QJ:'') 

I i JScript ·~ _ 
;~~:ar_st_rAut;:hor : xml'i!oo)SElement .getAttd.bute.(J Au_!:;_hor'') ; 

getAttrlbuteNode 

The getAttributeNode method returns an XMLDOMAttribute object representing 
the attribute with the specified name for this element. If the attribute does not exist for 
this element, this method returns NULL. 

XMLD0~1Att.ribute = XMLDOMElement. get:AttributeNode (name) 

Parameter Data Type Description 

name String Name of the attribute node to retrieve. 

We could modify the previous example to retrieve a reference to the attribute node 
rather than to the value of the attribute: 

' VBScript 
Dim xmlAuthol:Attribute 
Set xmlAuthorAttr:i_but; . '="- xmlBookElement .getAt~ributeNode ( "Auth?r") 

II \:JScript 
-var xmlAuth<lrAt):~iqti_t;,_e _ = xmlBookElement ._getAt;ctQ.bute'NodeJ( "Authov") ; 

getEiementsBy1ragName 

The getElement:sByTagName method returns an XMLDOMNodeList object 
containing a list of all the elements in this element's descendant tree with the specified 
tag_name, in the order they appear in the original document. If no elements in this 
element's descendant tree have the specified tag_name, an empty XMLDOMNodeList 
is returned. 
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XMLDOMNodeList a XMLDOMElement.getElementsByTagName{tag_name) 

Parameter Data Type 

tag_name String 

Description 

The name of the elements which will be 
retrieved. 

For example, to retrieve all the <Chapter> descendants of a <Book> element into a 
node list: 

1'1 JScdpt 
yar xmlChapterNodel;.ist~ Jglll_Book.Element. getEl~~nt;sB;V'agName li\Chaptel''' l ; 

normalize 

The normalize method normalizes the descendant nodes of this element into a form 
where no two text nodes are adjacent. If adjacent text node siblings exist in the 
descendant nodes, they are combined into one node and the extra node is removed 
from the node tree. 

XMLDOMElement.normalize 

removeAttrlbute 

The removeAt tribute method removes the atltribute with the specified name from 
this element's attribute list. If the attribute has a default value in the document's DTD, 
the attribute is instead replaced with one containing the default value for it defined in 
theDTD. -

XMLDOMElement.removeAttribute(name) 

Parameter Data Type Description 

name String Name of atb·ibute to be removed or changed. 

removeAttrlbuteNode 

The removeAt tributeNode method removes the specified attribute from this 
element's attribute list. If the attribute has a default value in the document's DTD, the 
attribute is instead replaced with one containing the default value for it defined in the 
DTD. This method returns the removed XMLDOM;D.ttribute object. 

XJ;ILDOMNode • XMLDOMElement . removeAttributnNode(attr_node) 

Parameter Data Type 

attr_node XMLDOMAttribute object 

Description 

The attribute node removed 
from the element. 
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setAttribute 

The setAt tribute method sets the value of the attribute with the provided name to 
the specified value. lf the attribute does not already exist for this element, it is created. 

XMLDOMElement . setAtt ribute(name, value ) 

Parameter Data Type Description 

name String 

Variant 

Name of attribute whose value is to be set. 

value Value of attribute. 

For example, to Bet the value of an existing Author attribute to "Kevin Williams", 
or to create a new attribute with that value, we would write: 

setAttrlbuteNotrle 

The setAttributeNode method adds the attribute provided to the elernent.1f an 
attribute with th1e same name already exists for this element, it is replaced with the 
- ...... ~. ~ .... ~t.. .... a. ...... '"rl .... : ... _,...,.\.,.,...A A;&&~,..,.. t..-..- .... ,....f..'J\._.._._..: ""-"·+--- : ...... 4-h.-:ltoj.. ~" .... n....,,.........,t- f.ha 
J.U:;:VV 4'-UJ.LIU\.t: • ..l..llU) J.JlC::UlVU U.U~c:;.L.:) .J..l.V.l.ll ~C\...r1L. '-"L ..L.J ... Il.A.'--'C U.l U\Q.\. J.t.. .L'CU . .I.J. ,ll_, UlC 

XMLDOMAttriblute object. 

XMLDOMAttribute ~ XMLDOMElement.setAttributeNode(attr_node) 

Parameter 

attr_node 

Data Type 

XMLDOMAttribute 
object 

Additional l,roperties 

tagName 

Description 

Attribute node to be added to element. 

The read-only tagNa~e property returns a string containing the element's name. 

String= XMLDOMEl ement . tagName 

XMLDOM!Entity 
The XMLDOMEnt it y object represents a parsed or unparsed entity in the XML 
document. The Microsoft XML DOM expands all external entities (except for binary 
ones) before returning the node tree. For example, in the following fragment of a DTD: 
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The xmlBook entity would be represented by a XMLDOMEnt i ty object. Note ,that this 
object only represents the entity definition; it does not represent the references to this 
entity within the XML documenti these can be a•ccessed through the 
XMLDOMEnt i tyReference object. 

We can reference this entity using theentitie1s propertY of the 
XMLDOMDocumentType object: 

The XM.LDOMEn tit y object is derived from the X.MLDOMNode object. In addition to the 
notationName, publicid, and systemid properties, please see the properties, 
methods, and events defined for the XMLDOMNode object for additional functionality 
available through the XMLDOMEn tit y object. · r. · 

Methods 

appendChild* 

cloneNode* 

hasChildNodes* 

insert Before* 

removeChild* 

replaceChild* 

selectNodes* 

selectSingleNode* 

transformNode* 

transformNodeToObject* 

Propertie1; 

attributes* 

baseName* 

childNodes* 

dataTyp~~* 

definition* 

firstCh:i.ld* 

last Child* 
,J' 

namespaceURI* 

nextS{bling* 

nodeNamE~* 

node Type* 

nodeTypedValue* 

nodeTypeString* 

nodeValue* . 

riotationName 

ownerDocument* 

parentNode* 

parsed* 

prefix* 

previous Sibling* 

publicid 

specified* 

systemid 

text* 

xml* 

' *See sectiononXMLDOMNodem.ethods and properties. 

Additional Methods 
·There are no additional methods associated with the·xMLDOMEnti ty object. 
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notation Name 

The read-only nt>tat i onName property returns a string containing the notation name 
for this entity. This is the name following the NDATA declaration, if there is one. For 
parsed entities, this property returns an empty string. 

St ring = XN:LDOMEn t i ty.notationName 

publlcld 
The read-only publ icid property returns a string containing the public identifier for 
this entity. This i.s the string following the PUBLIC declaration, if one exists. H the 
public identifier is not specified, this property returns an empty string. 

' 
String % xr~,LDOMEntity . publicld 

systemld 

1fle read-only systemi d property returns a string containing th~ system identifier for 
this entity. This i.s the string following the SYSTEM declaration, if one exists. If the 
system identifier is not specified, this property returns an empty string. 

St ring % XMLDOMEntity.systeml d 

XMLDOMIEntityReference 
The XMLDOMEnt i tyReference object represents an entity reference within an XML 
document. 

For example, suppose we have an element such as the following containing an entity 
reference: 

The <Title> el•~menthas two child nodes: the first is a text node containing the string 
"ASP ", and the second is an entity reference with the name 11 ProgRef ".Since this is 
the second child node, we can get a reference to it using 
xml TitleElem+ent. childNodes ( 1). 

If the entity information about the entity being referenced is available, the 
XMLDOMEn tit y:Re f erence object's child tree will reflect the internal structure of that 
entity. For examjple, if the ProgRef entity is defined as: 

< !EN'riT:i' ProgRef ''Programmex: '~s Reference" > 

The entity reference will have a single child node: a text node containing the expanded 
text, "Programmer's Reference". 

The XMLDOMEnt it yRef erence object is derived from the xMLDOMNode object. It 
exposes no new methods, properties or events, so see the XMLDOMNode object for the 
functionality ava1ilable through the XMLDOMEntityReference object. 
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M ethods . Prop ertiE:s 

appendChild* attribuctes* nodeTypedValue* 

cloneNode* baseName* nodeTypeString* 

hasChildNodes* childNcodes* node Value* 

insertBefore* dataType* ownerDocument* 

removeChild* definition* parentNode* 

replaceChild* firstCh.ild* parsed* 

selectNodes* lastChild* prefix* 

selectSingleNode* namespa.ceURI* previ ousSi bling* 

transformNode* nextSibling* specified* 

transformNodeToObject* nodeNam.e* text* 

node Type* xml* 

• See section on XMLDOMNode methods and properties. 

XMLDOMimplementation 
The XMLDOMimplemeiltat ion object allows h'it: developer to query msAml . dll to 
determine what features it supports. This may be used to discover whether newer 
features are available from the version of the parser being used. 

The XMLDOMimplementation object for a particular document may be accessed via 
the implementation property of the XMLDOMDocument object for that document. 

Methods 
hasFeature 

Methods l 
hasFeature J 

The hasFea ture method returns a boolean indicating whether the specified feature is 
supported by the current version of msxml . dll. For msxml . dll, valid features are 
"XML", "DOM'', and "MS-OOM". At the time of writing, only version 1.0 of the DOM is 
supported by msxml . dll. 

Boolean a XMLDOMimplementation.hasFeature (feature, version) 

Parameter 

feature 

versiqn 

Data Type 

String 

String 

Description 

Specified feature 

Version of that feature to check 
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The following example use the hasFeature method to check whether the current 
parser supports MSXML version 2~6 methods: 

Properties 
There are no properties associated with the XMLDOMimplementation object. 

XMLDOM NamedNodeMap 
The XMLDOMNamm1Node.Map collection contains an unordered set of nodes. They may 
be referenced by their name as well as by an ordinal position, although the ordinal 
position does not imply anything else about the node (it's simply a· 'convenience for 
iterating through the set). An XMLDOMNamed.NodeMap is used to represent the 
collection of attributes for an element node, and may be accessed through the 
attributes property of an element node. 

Methods 

getNameditem 

getQualifieditem 

item 

nextNode 

Methods 

getNamedltem 

removeNameditem 

removeQualifieditem 

reset 

setNameditem 

Properties 

length 

The getNamedit:em method returns the XMLDOMNode object for the node in the 
collection with the specified name. If the node with the specified name is not in the 
collectjon of nodE!S, this method returns NULL. 
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For example: 

getQuallfiedltem 

The getQual if i editem method returns the XHLDOMNode object for the attribute in 
the collection with the specified attribute name and namespace prefix. Note that, even 
though the second param~ter is called namespace_uri, it actually corresponds to the 
namespace prefix. If an attribute matching the specified base name and namespace 
prefix is not in the collection ·of nodes, this meth01d returns NULL. 

XMLDOMNode = XMt.DOMNamedNodeMap.getQualifi.editem(base_name, namespace_uri) 

Data Type 

base_name String 

name space_ uri String 

Item 

Description 

The name of the item excluding the 
namespace prefix. 

The namespace prefix of the item. 

The item method returns the XMLDOMNode at the position indicated by the index 
parameter. The XMLDOMNamedNodeMap collection is zero-based, so the index 
parameter must be between 0 and length - 1. If the index is out of range, this 
method returns NULL. 

XMLDOMNode =· XMLDOMNamedNodeMap. item(inde)C:) 

Parameter Data Type Description 

index Long Position of XMLDOMNode object. 

For example, to get the first attribute for a <Book> element: 
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nextNode 
The nextNode method returns the next node in the list front the current iterator 
position. When the XMLDOMNamedNodeMap object is created, the iterator starts before 
the first node in the list, so all of the nodes may be iterated through-by repeatedly 
calling nextNode until it returns a NULL, indicating that there are no more nodes in 
the list beyond the iterator position. Note again that the iterator is a convenience only 
and does not imply any sort of order to the nodes in the named node map. 

Xl4LDOMNode '= XMLDOMNamedNodeMap. nextNode () 

removeNamedlttein 
The removeNam,edi tern method removes the node witl1 the specified name from the 
collection. It returns an XMLDOMNode object representing the removed node. If the 
node with the given name does not exist in the collection, this method returns NULL. 

XMLDOMNode •= XMLDOMNamedNodel>lap. removeNamedrtem (name) 

Parameter Data Type Description 

name String Name of item to be removed. 

removeQuallflel11tem 
The removeQualifieditem method removes the XMLDOMNode object with the 
specified attribute name and namespace prefix from the collection. Note that, even 
though the second parameter is called namespace_urf, it actually corresponds to the 
namespace prefix. The removed XMLDOMNode object is returned. If an attribute 
matching the specified base name and namespace prefix is not in the collection of 
nodes, this method returns NULL. 

XMLDOMNode " XMLDOMNamedNodeMap.removeQualifieditem(base_name, namespace_uri) 

Parameter 

base_name 

namespace_u ri 

reset 

Data Type 

String 

String 

Description 

Name of XMLDOMNode object. 

Namespace of XMLDOMNode object 

The reset method resets the position of the iterator on the collection to before the first 
node in the list. 

XMLDONNamedNodeMap. reset () 
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setNamedltem 

The se tNamedi t em method adds the specified XMLDOMNode object to the collection. If 
the collection already contains an attribute node with the same name as the new node, 
it is replaced. If the node being added is not an attribute, s e tNameditem returns an 
error. 

XMLDOMNode • XMLDOMNamedNodeMap.setNameditem (new_item) 

Parameter Data Type Descripti•on 

new_item XMLDOMNode Name of XMLDOMNode to be set 

For example, to add an Author attribute with the value "Kevin Williams" to a 
<Book> element: 

• VBScript 
• get the attribute list for the Book ele~ent 
Dim xmlBookAttributes, XmlAuthorAttribute 
Set xmlAuthorAttribute = .xmlCatalogDocument. =eateAttribute ("Author'' ) 
xmlAuthorAttribute.value = "Kevin Williams" 
Set xmlBookAttributes = xmlBookElement.attributes 
1 set the Author attribute 
Set xmlAuthorAttribute ~.xmlBookAttributes.se~am~ditem(xm~uthorAttribute) 

·I I JScx:ipt 
"" 

~11 pet tbe attribute l~g~4fcr the Bcok alement 
var xmlBookAttributes, ~l:AU:thorAttri:bute; 

xmlAuthorAttribute = xrnrcatalogoocument. createAttribute ( ••}l;uthor"); 
xmlAuthorAttribute.value = "Kevin Williams"; 
xmlBookAttributes = ~lBookElement.attributes; 
II set the Author ~ttr~-~e 
xmlAuthorAttribute = ~~§Q~~~ributes.se~amedite~(xm1AuthorAttribute); 

Properties 

length 

The read-only length property returns the number of XMLDOMNode objects in the 
collection. 

Long • XMLDOMNamedNodeMap.lengtb 

XMLDOMNode 
The XMLDOMNode object is the base object for all of the different node types expressed 
in the DOM node tree: It includes many generic methods that may be used to 
manipulate the various nodes without regard to tlhe type of node represented by the 
object. Also, the XMLDOMNode object must be used to create objects with namespaces, 
as the specific node implementation objects do not provide this functionality. 
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Methods 

appendChild 

cloneNode 

hasChildNodes 

insertBefo:re 

removechild 

replaceChild 

selectNodes 

selectSingleNode 

transformN•:lde 

transformNodeToObject 

Methods 

appendChlld 

Properties 

attributes 

baseName 

childNodes 

data Type 

definition 

first Child 

lastChild 

namespaceURI 

nextSibling 

nodeName 

nodeType 

nodeTypedValue 

nodeTypeString 

node Value 

ownerDocument 

parentNode 

parsed 

prefix 

previousSibiing 

specified 

text 

xml 

The appendChi ld method appends the newChildnoae i:o the end of ihe child list for 
this node. It returns a reference to the newChild node. 

XMLOOMNode ~ XMLDOMNode . appendChild(new_child) 

Parameter Data Type 

new_child XMLDOMNode object 

Description 

New child node to be appended to 
child list. 

The append Child method must be called to add an element to the node tree after it 
has been created. with the XMLDOMDocument's createElement method: 
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c/oneNode 

The cloneNode method makes an exact copy of the current node and returns it. If the 
deep flag is set to true, it also recursively copies all of the child nodes in this node's 
subtree; otherwise, the new node will only have the attributes of the original, and its 
child node list will be blank. 

XMLDOMNode • XMLDOMNode.cloneNode(deep) 

Parameter Data Type Description 

deep Boolean Flag which indicates whether child nodes are to be 
copied 

For example, to clone a node, including all its deBcendant nodes: 

' VBScript 
' clone the Book node.and all of its subt1:ee 

Dim xmlBookElement2 
~et xmlBookElement2 = _XmlBookElement.cloneNode(True) 

I I JScript 
II clone the Book node and all of its subt:ree 
var xmlBookElement2; 
.xfulBookElement2 c xmlBookE1:ement. cloneNodE! ( 1) ; 

Note that this creates a new, independent node, not a new refe:renee to the exisi::i.ng 
node (so changing the text in one of these elements will not change the text in the 
other). 

hasChlldNodes 

The hasChildNodes method returns a Boolean value indicating whether this node 
has children. It will always return false for node types that cannot have children. 

Boolean • XMLDOMNode.hasChildNodes() 

We should call this method before iterating through an element's children (for 
example, when parsing a document recursively): 

• :vsscript 
' Check to see if the ~ook element has any children 
If xmlBookElement.hasCh1~dNodes Then 

• there are children ~ process them 
Else 

' there are no ch~ldren - continue 
End If 

.1'1 JScript 

.lT Chei:::k to see if the :Book element has 
'if (xmlBookElement. has~iidNodes ()) { 

1/ there are chilaren - ·process them 
}-< else { · 

II there are no chilgren- continue 
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lnsertBefore 

The insertBefore method inserts the child specified by the new_child parameter 
into the child lislt of this node, to the left of the node specified by the ref_ child 
parameter. lf the! ref_~hild parameter is NULL, the new_child node is added at the 
end of the parameter list. 

XMLDOMNode • ~{QDQMNode. insertBe£ore (new_child, ref_chi ldl 

Parameter 

new_child 

ref_ child 

Data Type 

XMLDOMNode object 

Variant 

Description 

Child node to be inserted. 

The node before which the new child is 
to be inserted. 

I 

It returns the new_childnode. Note that if a document fragment node is added using 
this method, ins'tead of the document fragment node being inserted, all of the root
level elements oJ the fragment will be inserted at the same location. If the insertion 
being attempted contravenes any of the rules of the DOM (for exampleJ that attributes 
may not be the children of other attributes), this method will return an error code. 

' VBScript 
' create a 

removeChlld 

The removeChi.ld method removes the specified child node from the child list of the 
current node and returns a reference to that child node. Note that even though the 
child node has been "disconnected" from the rest of the document, it will still exist, 
along with any nodes that make up its subtree; reattaching the node somewhere else in 
the tree will also• reattach all of the subnodes. If the specified child node cannot be 
removed from the tree, this method will return an error code. 

XMLDOMNode a XMLDOMNode.removeChild(old_child) 

Parameter Data Type Description 

old_child XMLDOMNode object Child to be removed from child list 
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For example, to remove the first child of an element: 

' get.. -the first subnode·· of the Book element 
Dim ~F!rstElement 

/'/. JScript 
II get t~e first element in the ~ook element 
var xmlFirstElement; 
xmlFirstBl~ment : xm1Boo~1ement.firstChi~d; 
I I :r~mgve it 

.xmll!Q.ok);!~e_!llent. removej::~,Yd(xmlFirstElemem;l; 

rep/aceChlld 
The replaceChi ld method allow us to replace the child node of the current node 
specified by the old_child parameter with the node specified by the new_child 
parameter. If a document fragment is added using this method, instead of the 
document fragment node being used to replace the old child node, the document 
fragment node's children will be inserted at the same location. If the replacement 
cannot be made, or the replacement would contravene any of the rules of the DOM, 
this method will return an error. 

XMLDOMNode • XMLDOMNode. replaceChild ( new_<:hild, old...child) 

Parameter Data 'Type Description 

new_child 

old_child 

XMLDOMNode object 

XMLDOMNode object 

The! new node which will replace the old 

Old. child node to be replaced 

For example: 

chapter 

•Xml.ChapterE1emen~~ -L 

selectNodes 
The selectNodes method applies the XSL pattern query specified by the 
pat t ern_s tring parameter using this node as f:he context node, and returns an 
XMLDOMNodeList containing the list of nodes selected by the query. If no nodes 
match the pattern. query, an empty XMLDOMNode:List is returned. 

XMLDOMNode : XMLDOMNode.selectNodes(patter~tring) 
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Parameter Data Type Description 

pattern_string String Query to be executed on the subtree 

For example, to select all <Book> elements with an Author attribute set to "Kevi n 
Williams": 

• VBScript 
Dim xmlBoo~3lements 
Set xmlBoo~~lements = xmlCatalogDocument.selec~odes 

("//Book(@Author='Kevin Wiiliams•]•) 

'/I JScript ~ 
var xmlBookJ::lemelits =:~ xmlCatalogDocument. se~iec~odes 

\ • !'!Bocik [@Author= • Kevi'n. Nl'ili.ams • l •) ; 

se/ectSing/eNocte 

The selectSin9leNode method applies the XSL pattern query specified by the 
patternString parameter using this node as the context node, and returns an 
XMLDOMNode that corresponds to the first node that matches the query. If no nodes 
match the query, this method returns NULL. 

XMLDOMNode '" XMLDOMNode. selectSingleNode (pattern_string) 

Parameter Data Type Description 

pattern_string String Query to be executed on the subtree 

For example, to find the first <Chapter> element at any level in the document: 

• VBScript 
Dim xmlChapt:erElement 
xmlChapterElement a.._~lCatalogDocument. selec!:'SiJ!gJ.eNode t "I /Chapter• ) 

.11 JScript 
var = xmlCat:alogpoc~!lt.. serectSingleNode ( " I /Ch"!l.p!:_er" l ; 

transformNode 

The transforrnNode method applies the XSL stylesheet or fragment specified in the 
stylesheet: parameter to the current node and returns a string containing the output 
of that transformation. The stylesheet may be specified either as an XMLDOMDocurnent 
object that refere~nces an entire stylesheet, or an XMLOOMNode object that references a 
fragment of a stylesheet. 
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Data Type 
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Description 
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The following code transforms an XML document, storing the result as a string, and 
then sends this XML string to the browser. Transforming an XML document on the 
server in this way avoids problems caused by browsers which don't support XML 
and/or XSL. 

' VliScript 
Dim xmlDocument, 

xmlDocument. asynccfalst?; 
xslDocument.async=false · 

stTx,ML ~ xmlDocument.trans 
Reaponse.Write st~XML 

/ / JScript 

transformNodeToOb}ect 
The transformNodeToObj ect method applies the XSL stylesheet or fragment 
specified in the stylesheet parameter to the current node. If the 
output_objeot parameter is an XMLDOMDocument object, the document is 
constructed with the results of the transformation; if the output_obj ect 
parameter is a stream, the results of the transformation are written to that 
s tream. 

Variant • XMLDOMNode.transformNodeToObject(stylesheet, output_object) 

Parameter 

stylesbeet 

output:_obj ect 

Data Type 

XMLDOMNode 
stylesheet 

Variant 

Description 

Styleshet~t to be applied to subtree. 

If the ou tput_obj ect parameter is an 
XMLDOMDocument object, the document is 
constructed with the results of the 
transformation. 

If the ou tput_object parameter is a 
stream, the results of the transformation are 
written to that stream. 
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This code does tlhe same as the previous example, but this time the transformed XML 
is stored in an X!YlLDOMDocument object rather than a string, so if we want, we could 
perform additional operations'on the XML before sending it to the client: 

' VBScript 
Dim XfulDocQment, xs~Document, xmlNewDocument 
Set XmJ.D9cu.ment : Server. Create0bject ( "~1icroso_ft.. XMLDOM•l 
Set xs.lDocu.ment = S_erver. CreateObject (''Microsoft. XMLDOM") 

xmlDocuinent .. async=.false 
xslDocument . . async=false 

Set xmlNewi:Iocument = Server. Creat:eObj eot ( "l~icrosoft. XMLDOM"1 
xmlDocument .. transformNodeToObject xslDocument.documentElem;Ot, xmlNewDocument 
Response. Write xmlNewDocument. xml- · 

f./ J§S,ript 
var xrri:;tDooument, xsj.D.ocun1ent, 1 x.J~ewDocument; · 
xmlDoqument: a Serve_r ;C:reate0bjefdl;:J ''Microsoft ,)CMLDOM"); 
xslDocument: "' Serve%'. CreateObj ect.( "Microsoft : OCMLDOM" l ; 

xmlDocument:. a sync : 'false; 

xmlNewDocument • Server. CreateObj ect ( • Microsoft. XMLDOI-1" l ; 
xmlpo·cument: . transformNodeToObj ect (xslDocument .·4ocumentBlement, 

_ xmlNewDocument.) ; 
Response. Wl:ite (xmlNewDocument. xml )· ) 

Properties 

attributes 
The read-only attributes property returns an XMLNamedNodeMap containing an 
unordered list of the attributes for this node. Note that this will only be meaningful for 
nodes whose ncodeType is NODE_ELEMENT, NODE_ENTITY, orNODE_NOTATION; all 
other nodeTypes will return NULL. For entity and notation nodes, the attributes must 
be either PUBLIC, SYSTEM, or NDATA. 

XMLDOMNamecillodeMap = XMLDOMNode .attributes 

base Name 

The read-only baseName property returns the string containing the base name of the 
node. For non-.namespace-qualified nodes, this will always be the name of the node; 
for namespace-qualified nodes, this will be the portion of the name following the colon 

i.e., if the node's name is abc: def, baseName will return de f. 

String = Xt4LDOMNode. baseName 
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child Nodes 
The read-only childNodes property returns an .XMLDOMNodeList containing an 
ordered list of the children of this node. If the node does not have children, or is not 
permitted to have children because of its type (fo:r example, a NODE_ COMMENT node), 
an XMLDOMNodeList is still-returned with a leng;th of zero. 

XMLDOMNodeList = XMLDOMNode . childNodes 

We can use this property to parse an XML document recursively. The following 
example defines a function fnRecurse () which takes a node object and an integer as 
parameters. The integer defines the number of sp.aces which will be printed out before 
the node's name and value, according to its depth. in the node tree. After storing the 
requisite number of non-breaking spaces in a string, the function adds the name and 
value of the node. We then iterate through its ch.i.ld.Nodes and call the same function 
on each of these, before retumln.g the resulting sbi.ng. The rest of the script simply 
loads an XML document, calls our fnRecurse function on it, and finally writes this 
string into the contents of a <SPAN> element. 

<RTML> 

<% 
Dim xmlDocurnent 
.Set< .~rnlDocumen-'F~server .~eateObj ec.t, ( "Microuof·t; .. iXMLDOM") 
xm~Docurnent.~~Yfic•faise 
xmlDocurnent .load ''http" //myserver/jqtjl/bookn. xm'i" 
s~XML ~ £nRecurse(xmlDocument, 0) 

To intSpaces 
strXI<IL '= strXML ~ "&nbsp1" 

<Next 
.:lb.· stl?XML .. strXML & ol:>iJ!Iode. nodeName & 

ot;'jNode.noQ,~alue & "<B~>" 
Elim intChildren 
~ncChildreR .. obj~ode~childNod~~~ength 
Dim intChil~Count 
For ~ntthi4'deount • 6 To intchlldr~n - ~ 

Dim objehild 

t• '&: L 

Set objehild•objNOde.childNdqes(intChild€oune) 
strXML I"" strXML &. fnReourse (oopjChild, intSpaces+2) 

fnRedurse~ strXML 
'Efu:dFunction 
%> 
<SPAN S'n'I.iB=-"fgn!:-family: courier">~%-- strXML t>.:/SPAN?.: 

..s/..H'l'Mia.., 

Or in }Script: 

<'Is " -
v~r xmlDocument:-=Server .-Cz::eateObj ec;t l"_Micros•:>f.t .XMLDOMI•) r 
xmlDocument. asyhc•false-; 
xmlDocument .'10a~ ( • http : f-(nryserver /.xmL/boolts . xml" ) ; 
s~~XML • fnReq_urse(xmlDo~~t, ~)7 
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function f'nnecurse(objNode, in~aces) 

t> 

strXML+•objNod~. nOdeName+": ·~ob)Node. nodeValue+ • <BR>"; 
va:c intChildren,.objNode.childNo_des.length; 
fo ,(var j•O; j,<~n.tChi!l.dren; j H) { 

;var objChUd=ob;jNode.chHaNoaes [j] ,f 

's.\fr>'XMl:.+•fnRecjil:'se (·obj <llhi!ld, ·intSpaces;+2) ; 

ret'SD st:r:lO-ti>; 

c:SPAN STY:LE•w 1' font -t ami9. y: 
c:/H'l'MI.l> _ 

The result is a display 
of the document's 
node tree, with the 
name and value of 
each node: 

xml: version•" l. 0" 
Catalog: null 

Book: null 
Title: null 

Ntext: ASP Progr11awer's Reference 
Sections: null 

Section: null 
#text: ASP Intrinsic Objects 

Section: null 
#text: Scripting Objects 

Sacti::::n: null 
#text: ASP Components 

Section: null 
#text: ActiveX Data Objects 

Section: null 
#text: Extending ASP 

Section: null 
#text: Perform11nce 11nd Security 

Section: null 
#text: Miscell11neous Reference 

data Type 
The data Type property sets or returns the string description of the data type for this 
node. For attribute and element nodes, this will be the string representation of the data 
type specifier included in the schema, or NULL if no data type was defined for the 
element or attribute. For entity references, this value will only be non-NULL if the 
entity referenced! has exactly one top-level element; otherwise, it will return NULL. 
Attempts to assign the data type for an entity reference will be ignored. 1bis property 
will always return NULL if the XML document is not associated with a schema. 

XMLDOMNode.dataType = String 
Variant = XMLOOMNode.dataType 

definition 
The read-only definition property returns an XMLDOMNode that is the definition of 
this node in the JDTD or schema. 

XMLDOMNode a XMLDOMNode.definition 
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If the node is an entity reference, the value retum~~d will be the node in the DOCTYPE 
node's entity collection that co~responds to the referenced entity. If the node is an 
unparsed entity, the value returned will be the node in the DOCTYPE node's notation 
collection that corresponds to the entity. If the node is an attribute, and an XML-Data 
schema is being used, the node corresponding to the At t ributeType declaration in 
the schema will be returned. If the node is an element and an XML-Data schema is 
being used, the node corresponding to the Element Type declaration in the schema 
will be returned. All other node types return NULI, for this property. 

flrstChlld 
The read-only firstChild property returns the XMLDOMNode that is the first child 
node of this node. If this node has no children, or the node type is not allowed to have 
children1 this property retums NULL. · 

XMLOOMNode '" XMLDOMNode. firstChild 

lastChlld 
The read-only last Child property returns the Xl>.fLDOMNode that is the last child 
node of this node. If this node has no children, or the node type is not allowed to have 
children, this property returns NULL. 

XMLDOMNode = XMLDOMNode.lastChild 

namespaceiJRI 
The read-only namespaceURI property returns the string corresponding to the URI of 
the namespace containing this node. If there is no namespace declared for the node, 
this property returns an empty string. 

String " XMLDO!-!Node. namespaceURI 

nextSibllng 
The read-only nextSibling property returns an XMLDOMNode that is the next sibling 
node of this node (that is, the next child node in thE~ ordered child list of this node's 
parent). If the node does not have siblings following it, or the node is not allowed to 
have siblings (document nodes, document fragment nodes, and attribute nodes), this 
property returns NULL. 

XMLDOMNode = XMLDOMNode.nextSibling 

node Name 

The read-only nodeName property returns a string containing the fully-qualified name 
of the node. This string will include the namespace prefix for the node name if it is 
present. For nodes that do not have names, a const<mt string will always be returned; 
for example, a text node will always have a nodeName of It text. 

String = XMLDOMNode.nodeName 
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The standard values for nodeName are: 

Node Type 

Text node 

CDATA section 

Comment 

Document 

Document fragment 

node Type 

Node Name 

"#text" 

"#cdata-section" 

"#comment" 

"#document" 

"#document-fragment " 

The read-only nodeType property returns a value in the DOMNodeType enumeration 
indicating the type of node. See the description of the DOMNodeTypr enumeration 
later in the text for more details on the possible values for the node Type property. 

DOMNodeType • XMLDO~mode.nodeType 

The possible values for nodeType are': 

Name Value 

NODB_INVALID 0 

NODB_BLEMBI'iiT 1 

NODB_ATTRIEtUTE 2 

NODE_ TEXT 3 

NODE_CDATA_,SECTION 4 

NODB_ENTITY~REFERENCE 5 

NODE_ENTITY 6 

NODE_PROCESSING_ 7 
INSTRUCTION 

NODE_ COMMENT 8 

NODE_DOCUMENT 9 

NODE_DOCUMHNT_TYPE 10 

NODE_DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT 11 

NODE_NOTATJ:ON 12 
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D efinition 

The node is not a valid XML node. 

This node represents an element. 

This node represents an attribute of an 
element. 

This node represents the text content of a 
tag. 

This node represents a CDATA section (an 
escaped, unparsed block of text). 

This node represents a reference to an 
entity. 

This node represents an expanded entity. 

This node represents a processing 
instruction. 

This node represents a comment. 

This node represen ts a document. Note 
that it must have exactly one element child 
node, representing the root element in the 
document. 

This node represents the document type 
declaration. 

This node represents a document 
fragment. 

This node represents a notation. 
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If you want to use the constants rather than the numerical values, you will need to add 
a reference to the type library to your page, using a METADATA directive: 

< l -- ME;!''""ioATA T.YP.B= 11Typeiib" 
PI-LB="C: \WinNT\Syst_em32\msxm12 .dll" - p 

If using the earlier version of MSXML, you will r,reed to make the reference to 
msxml. dll rather than msxml2. dll. 

nodeTypedValue 
The nodeTypedVal ue property sets or returns the typed value for the node. For 
instance, if an attribute is declared to be of type fla.at in a document's schema, this 
value will be a variant containing a floating-point iinteger value. Note that this works 
for text values in elements as well; if the containing element is typed, reading this 
property on the text node will return a value in the type of the containing element. 

XI~LOOMNode, nodeTypedValue = Variant 
variant = XMLDOMNode.nodeTypedValue 

node TypeStrlng 
The read-only nodeTypeString property returns. a string value for the node type. 

String = XMLDOMNode.nodeTypeString 

Possible values are: "attribute", "cdatasection 11 
1 "comment", "document", 

"documentfragment","documenttype","element","entity", 
"entityreference", "notation", "processinginstruction", and "text"· 

node Value 
The node Value property sets or .(eturns the string value for a node. If you want to 
work with the typed value of the node instead, use nodeTypedVal ue. 

XHLDOMNode.nodeValue c Variant 
Variant ~ XHLDOMNode.nodeValue 

Note that the node Value of an element node will always return NULL; the value of 
any text content of the element is contained in a child text node. 

owner Document 
The read-only ownerDocument property returns the XMLDOMDocument object that 
corresponds to the document that contains this nod e. If the node has been removed 
from its document, this property will return the document that last contained this 
node. 

XMLDOMDocument ; XMLOOMNode.ownerDocument 

parentNode 
The read-only parentNode property returns the XNLDOMNode object for the parent 
node of this node. If the node does not have a parentt (attribute nodes, document 
nodes, and document fragment nodes), this property returns NULL. 

XMLDOMNode a XMLOOMNode.parentNode 
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parsed 
The read-only parsed property returns a Boolean indicating whether the node has 
been completely parsed yet or not. This property is useful for asynchronous operation, 
to determine whether the parser has finished parsing a node. 

Boolean = XMLDOMNode.parsed 

prefix 
The read-only p:t'efix property returns a string containing the namespace prefix for 
the node; that is, if the node's name is abc: def, this property returns abc. If no 
namespace is declared for the node, or if the node's name may not contain a 
namespace, this property returns an empty string. 

String = ~ILDOI<!Node .prefix 

prevlousSiblln~r 

The read-only p:reviousSibling property returns an XMLDOMNode that is the 
previous sibling node of this node (that is, the previous child node in the ordered child 
list of this node's parent). If the node does not have siblings preceding it, or the node is 
not allowed to have siblings (document nodes, document fragment nodes, and 
attribute nodes), this property returns NULL. 

XML.DOMNode ,. XMLDOl.fNode .pr eviousSibling 

specified 
The read-only specified property returns a Boolean indicating whether the value for 
this node was specified, or was assigned by a default definition in a DTD or schema. 
This value will only be false for attribute nodes that take their values from defaUlts 
in the DTD or schema; for all other node types, the value returned will always be 
true. 

Boolean = X!ofLDOMNode.specified 

text 
The text prope~ty sets or returns the text for a node. 

XMLDOMNode . text =String 
String = X~1LDOMNode. text 

This actually corresponds to the concatenated text of all the children of this node as 
well as this nod,~, in document order, with whitespace normalized according to the 
current whitesp.ace settings. For example, for a document like this: 

The text propeerty would return the string 11 ASP Programmer's Reference 
Intrinsic Objects Scripting Objects ASP Components 11 • 
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xml 
The read-only xml property returns a string that contains the XML representation of 
this node and all its descendants. This property should be used when a document has 
been manipulated in script using the DOM and th•:! modified version now needs to be 
sent to the client or persisted to a file. 

String "' XMLDOMNode. xml 

XMLDOMNodeList 
The XMLDOMNodeList object is a collection containing an ordered list of XMLDOMNode 
objects. It is returned when requesting the children of a node, or when executing an 
XSL pattern query against an XML document. For example: 

' VBScript 
Dim xmlNodeList;:. 
1Set::. ~1Noo;ieL~s1;. = xmlBooka]..ement. chil,9l'fodes 

I I JScript 
var xmlNodeList • xmlBooKElement.ch~tdNodes; 

Normal ASP collection coding techniques (such as a VBScript For ... Next loop or a 
JScript Enumerator) may be used to access the individual members of this collection: 

' VBScript 

II JScript. 
v:ar enmNodeList = new Bnumerator{xml1!oo1tElenJent.childNodes.); 
for ( i I enmN_iaeilist. atBnd.() ; ef!mNodeiiist. me~ e!J~xt {) ) { 

iar> :ltJ\lNode x enmNode:List .item Oil 
Response.Write{xmlNodemodeName + ": " + xmlNode.t::ext + "<BR>"); 

Methods Properties 

item length 

nextNode 

reset 

Methods 

Item 
The i tern method returns the XMLDOMNode at the position indicated by the index 
parameter. The XMLDOMNodeList collection is zero-based, so the index parameter 
must be between 0 and length - 1. If the index is out of range, this method returns 
NULL. 

XMLDOMNode = XMLDOf1NodeList.item(index) 
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Parameter Data Type Description 

index Long The position of the node in the nodelist. 

nextNode 
The nextNode method returns the next node in the list from the current iterator 
position. When the XMLDOMNodeList object is created, the iterator starts before the 
first node in the list, so all of the nodes may be iterated through by repeatedly calling 
nextNode until it returns a NULL, indicating that there are no more nodes in the list 
beyond the iterator position. The iterator position can be reset to the start using the 
reset method. 

XMLDOMNode • XMLDO~odeList.nextNode() 

reset 

The reset metlhod resets the position of the iterator on the collection to before the first 
node in the list. 

XMLDOMNode:List . reset{) 

Properties 

length 

The read-only 1 ength property returns the number of XMLDOMNode objects in the 
collection. 

Long "' XML'DOMNodeList .length 

XMLDOMNotation 
The XMLDOMNol:ation object represents a notation declaration in the document's DTD 
or schema. Notations are used to associate certain special attributes with external 
applications wl:lich are used to process data which carmot be handled by the XML 
parser (such as images). For example, for the following notation declaration: 

. 
<ll'IO'I'~ION jpeg EU~H!IC ''www.jpeg.o,rg"> 

There would be: one XMLDOMNotation object in the XMLDOMDocumentType 
associated with the document. 

The XMLDOMNo·tation objects for a document may be accessed by accessing the 
notations property of the XM.LDOMDocumentType object associated with the 
document. 

The XMLDOMNotation object is derived from theXMLDOMNode object. In addition to 
the publicid and systemid properties of this object, see the methods and 
properties, methods defined for the XMLDOMNode object for additional functionality 
available through the XMLDOMNotation object. 
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Methods 

appendChild* 

cloneNode* 

hasChildNodes* 

insertBefore* 

removeChild* 

replaceChild* 

selectNodes* 

selectSingleNode* 

transformNode* 

transformNodeToObject* 

Properties 

attributes* 

baseName'~ 

childNodes* 

dataType1• 

definition* 

firstChild* 

lastChild* 

namespace!URI * 
nextSibli.ng* 

nodeName* 

node Type* 

nodeTyped.Val ue* 

• See section on XMLDOMNode methods and properties. 

Additional Methods 

nodeTypeString* 

node Value* 

ownerDocument* 

parentNode* 

parsed* 

prefix* 

previousSibling* 

publicid 

specified* 

systemid 

text* 

xml* 

There are r1o additional methods associated 'vith the XMLDOt4Notation object. 

Additional Properties 

publlcld 
The read-only public r d property returns a string containing the public identifier for 
this enti ty (e.g., for the example above, this wouldl return "www. jpeg .org"). If the 
public identifier is not specified, this property returns an empty string. 

Variant • ~~LPOMNotation.publicid 

systemld 

TI1e read-only systemid property returns a string containing the system identifier for 
this entity. II the system identifier is not specified, this property returns an empty 
string. 

Variant c XMLDOMNotation.systemid 

XMLDOMParseError 
The XMLDOMParseError object contains information about parsing errors 
encountered by the XMLDOMDocument object whiJle attempting to parse an XML 
document We can get a reference to this object usling the parseErrorproperty of the 
XMLDOMDocument object: . 

' VBScript 
Se!;.._xmlParseEJ:~or ~ xml!CataipgDoc_u!llent :pars.eE~:fO'r 
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I I JScript' . 
var xmlParse:Error = xmlCatalogDocument .parseError; 

The XMLDOMParseError object may be tested after loading an XML document to see 
if errors were encountered while attempting to parse the document. A list of the 
possible parse errors can be fow1d in Appendix M. 

Properties 

errorCode 

filepos 

line 

linepos 

reason 

srcText 

url 

The following sample displays all the properties of the XMLDOMParseError object: 

' VBScript 
Dim xmlParst~Brror 
Set .xmlParst~Brror .:: xmlCatalqgDocument .parseError 
If xmlParseBrro:.r. errorCode <> ' 0 Then 

strErr.or; "' "<H2>Error " &. :l;'mlParseErro~ .. errorCode 1e "</H2.>" 
strErr9r £ strErr:or & xm~P~rseError.reason & 11 <'BR>" 
strErrQr strError & xmlPar~eError.url 
strError strError & •. line • & xmlParseError.line 
strError strErroz, & ",position 11 &•xtnlParseError.filepos &; 11 :<BR>" 
strError = st;rError & Server:.lfTMLEncode (xmlParseError. srcText) & '' <BR>''' 
'Respo~e. Write st.rError ' · "$. :. -

End If 

II JScript 
var xmlParp!:!Error = xmlCat.alogpocument ·Pl!rseError; 
1 f (xmlJ?a·rs•~Error .-ex:rorCode .! =:~'o) { 

strError . a "<H2>jrror II + xnilParseError.rev-rorCode ~ "</H2> 11i[ 

strError +"' xmlP~seError. reason + "<BR> ''; 
strError +# xmlParseError.~l; 
strError +• 11 , line • + xmlParseError.line; 
strErr_o_~ += "• position 11 + xml.ParseBI1rpr.fil:epqs_ +- ":<BR>""J 
strErZ,olj '~-= Server.-HTMLEnco"'d«?>(xmlParseError. srcText) + I' <BR>·'"; 
Response.write(strError); 

This produces a 
simple generic 
error page: 
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Error-1072896659 

End tag 'Setion' does not match the start Ia& 'Section'. 
JileJ/Icfmetpubfwwwrootlxml%20domlbook.xrnl,line 11, position 391: 
<Section:> Performance and Sec~</Setion> 
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Methods .. 
There are no methods associated with the XMLDOMParseError object. 

Properties 

errore ode 

The read-only error Code property returns the error code of the last parse error 
encmmtered, in decimaL 

Long c XMLDOMParseError.errorCode 

fllepos 

The read-only filepos property returns the absolute file position (offset in characters 
expressed as a long integer) where the reported error occurred. 

Long • XMLDOMParseError.filepos 

line 

The read-only 1 ine property returns the line number (expressed as a long integer) 
where the reported error occurred. 

Long , XMLDOMParseError. l i ne 

If nepos 

The read-only linepos property returns the offse!t in the current line (expressed as a 
long integer) where the reported error occurred. 

Long c XMLDOMParseError. 1 inepos 

reason 

The read-only reason property returns a string containing a description of the error. 

String e XMLDOMParseError.reason 

srcText 

The read-only srcText property returns a string containing the entire line on which 
the error occurred. 

String = XMLDOMParseError.srcText 

uri 
The read-only url property returns a string containing the URL of the file being 
parsed when the error was encountered. H the document is being built in memory, this 
property will return NULL . 

String = XMLD?MParseError.url 
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XMLDOM Processingl nstruction 
The XMLDOMProcessinginstruction object corresponds to a processing 
instruction declared in the document. Processing instructions are data passed directly 
to the application which will process the XML document. For example, in the 
following document fragment: 

<Book> 
<?Indexer IGNORE_BOOK ?> 

_.:/Book> · 

The <Book> element would have one XMLDOMProcessinginstruction object in its 
list of child node:s. We could therefore get a reference to this 
XMLDOMProcessinginstruction object using: 

' VBScri~t 
Dim xmli!I 
set xmlPI ; xmlBook:Element. chi.ldNodes ( o J 

I I JScrlpt 
var xmlPI; xmlBookElement.childNodes(O ) ; 

The XMLDOMProcessinginstruction object is derived from the XMLDOMNode 
object. In addition to the data and target properties described below, please see the 
properties, metlwds, and events defined for the XMLDOMNode object for additional 
functionality available through the XMLDOMProcessinginstruction object. 

Methods 

appendChild* 

cloneNode* 

hasChildNodes* 

insertBefore* 

removeChild* 

replaceChild* 

selectNodes* 

selectSingleNode* 

transformNode* 

transformNodeToObject* 

Properties 

attributes* 

baseName* 

childNodes* 

data 

data Type* 

definition* 

firstChild* 

last Child* 

n'amespaceURI* 

nextSibling* 

nodeName* 

node Type* 

• See section on XMLDOMNode methods and properties. 

Additionai iMethods 
There are no additional methods associated with the 
XMLDOMProces.s inginstruct ion object. 
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nodeTypeString* 

node Value* 

nodeTypedValue* 

ownerDocument* 

parentNode* 

parsed* 

prefix* 

previous Sibling* 

specified* 

target 

text* 

xml* 
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Additional Properties 

data 
The read-only data property sets or returns the string representing the content of the 
processing instruction with the exception of the target. 

XMLDOMProcessinginstruction.data ~ String 
String a XMLDOMProcessinginstruction.data 

target 
The read-only target property returns the string containing the target of the 
processing instruction. 

String ; XMLDOMProcessinginstruction. targe:t 

In the example above, the target would be "Indexer". 

XMLDOMSchemaCollection 
The XMLDOMSchemaCollection object provides a way to store namespace and 
schema information as a collection. This object allows us to manage the schemas and 
namespaces associated with an XML document a;nd to access the nodes in a schema. 

An XMLDOMSchemaCollection object may be obtained by reading the name spaces 
and schemas properties of XMLDOMDocument2. For example, if we have an XML 
document like this: 

<?xml version= 1'1.0"?> 
<Catalog ?Q)Ilns~ "x- schema-~: schema. xml ">~ 

<Book,> 
<Sect:ions> 

<Section>ASP Intrinsic Obj ec;:ts<(S•ection> 
<Section>Scripting Objects</Section> 
<Section>ASP ~onents</Section> 
~~ction>Ac;tiv~ Data Objects,$/Se.:t':i.on> 
<Section>Extend.i,nffi:ASP<./.Se£ t:i:on> 
<"s'ecb ion >Mi scelianeous Ref e:r::'Em·ce< l Sect ion>, 

</Sections> 
</Book~ 

</Catalog> 

The schema for this might be as follows: 

•<Schema name="bookschema" xmlns .. "urn~schemas-microsoft-com:xml-gata" 
~lns: dt• •urn : scnemas-microsoft-corn: datatypes • > 

<ElementType name;•-seg_tion" cont_ent=•textOnly•· 
model="closed" dt: type="stl:ing11 /> 

<Element~e name~••seetions" con€e!}ts"eltOnly" 
model = If q;_lo_sedJ• > 
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content='' el tOnlyJ! 
mOde;!;="closed"> 

<element type=-"Bbok" minOccurs~•1• maxe>e;<;;urs"""*" I> 
<IElementType>-

<IScbema> 

I> 

I> 

To access the XM:LDOMSchemaCollection for this document, we would use: 

:t VBScript 
!oim XIT\lSche·mas 
Set xmlSchemas ;:. ·~m1,_~_atalogDocument. name_sJ2aceS. 

II JScript 
var xmlSchemas~ ~CatalogDocument.namespace~; 

Methods Properties 

add length 

addCollection 

get 

namespaceURI 

remove 

Methods 

add 
The add method is used to add a new schema to the collection. The first parameter is 
the definition' of the namespace to be associated with the schema. The second 
parameter is the schema to be loaded. If the parameter is a string, it is treated as the 
URL of a schemat. If the parameter is an XMLDOMDocument object, that object is loaded 
as if it were a schema and added to the collection. If the parameter is NULL, any 
schema for the namespace specified is removed from the collection. 
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Xl4LDO~ISchemaCollection. add (namespaceURI, schema) 

Parameter 

name space 
URI 

schema 

Data 
Type 

String 

Object 

Description 

The namespace definition to be associated with the 
schema 

The schema to be loaded into the collection, or NULL 
if the schema corresponding to the specified 
namespace is to be removed 
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For example: 

II Jscript 
II ~d4 the schema in the- xm~CatalogSchema · document to the 
II ~CatalogSchemaColl~ction 
xm1Ca);alogScbemaCollection. add ("http: I /wwvt .. wrox. com/Catalog", 
xm~CatalogScbema); ' 

addCollectlon 

The addCollection method is used to add all of the schemas from another existing 
XMLDOMSchemaCollection to the current XMLDOMSchemaCollection.lf there are 
namespace collisions, the schemas in the existing XMLDOMSchemaCollection are 
replaced by the ones in the new XM.LDOMSchemaCollection with the same 
names pace. 

XMLDOMSchemaCollection.addCollection(obj~ILDOMSchemaCollection) 

Parameter Data Type Description 

objXMLDOMSchema 
Collection 

XMLDOMSchema 
Collection 

Collection of schemas to be added 
to the current collection. 

get 

The get method is used to obtain the XMLDOMNode for the <Schema> element for the 
cached schema in the collection with the specified namespaceURI. 

XMLDOMNode • XMLOOMSchemaCollection.get(namespaceURI) 

Parameter 

namespaceURI 

Data Type 

String 

Description 

The names pace for which the 
schema is to be returned. 

For example, to access the <Schema> element of the schema given above, we would 
use: 

r v'Bsc·r~~t 
Dim·xm1schemaNode 
Set -xritlScbemaNode = xmlS.Chemas. get ( "x- sche1ila: schema. xml") .-:...------~--1 

I I JScript-
var.. X11_11ScbemaNode "' xm1.Schemas. get l"x-- s.C!ie111a: schema. xml") ; 

We can then access the other nodes in the schema through this. For example, we could 
access the first <EJ.ementType> element as xmlSchemaNode. firstChild. 
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namespaceURI 

The namespacetJRI method is used to retrieve the namespace at the specified index in 
the collection. Wormation about any associated schema can then be discovered by 
using the get me:thod on the returned namespaceURI. 

String • XMI.DOMSchemaCollection . name space URI (index) 

Parameter 

index 

D ata Type 

Long 

Description 

Index of the namespace in the collection to be 
returned. 

In the example Xl\1L document and associated schema given above, 
xmlSchemas . na.mespacetJRI ( 0) would return "x- schema: schyma. xml". 

remove 

The remove method is used to remove the specified namespace from the collection. 

XMLDOMSchema.Collection. remove (namespaceURI l 

Parameter 

namespaceURI 

Properties 

length 

Data Type 

String 

Description 

The namespace to be removed from th.e 
collection. -

The length property returns the number of namespaces currently in the collection. 
Thls property is read-only. 

Integer • Xl"ILDOMSchemaCollection .length 

XMLDOMSelection 
The XMLDOMSelE~ction object represents the list of nodes that match a particular XSL 
pattern or XPath expression. XPath expressions are discussed in-depth in the next 
chapter. 

An XMLDOMSchelmaCollection object is obtained by calling the selectNodes 
method of XMLDOMDocument2. For example, given the following XML document: 
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<?cxml version• "l.. 0"\'> 
. "Catalog> 

<Book> 
<Sections> 

cSection Author~"A1~x Homer">ASP Intrinsic Objegts</Section> 
<Section Aubhor= ':Jtlex Homer">Scripting Ob)ec.ts</ Section> 
<Section Autlior;o"~ex Homer•>ASP Components_</ Section> 
<Section Author;•Brian Francis">Activex D~ta Objectsci Section> 
<Section Author=•Various">Extending AS2-</Sect:'J.on> 
<Section Author="Wrox" >Miscellaneous .Ref;?r~cec/Section> 

</Sections> -
</Book> 

·,::}. ~ tal:og > 

We could retrieve an XMLDOMSelect i on containing all of the <Sect ion> elements 
where the Author attribute is set to "Alex Hornell:-" using: 

' VBScript 
_Dim Xml.CatalogDocument, 
•set XtillCatalogDocumen& = Se_rver. CreateObj ect ( ··~ts:KML2,.DOMDocument" ) 
XmTCatalogDocument. as~c = false 
xmleatalogDocument. load ( "htt;p: / / servel;Ilame/:Kllll/books . .xin_J.") 
Sej:. ~Selection " xmlCatalogDocument. selec·t:Nodes:{" / l Seoti on [aAuthora • Alex 

Methods 

clone 

Methods 

clone 

matches 

getProperty 

item 

nextNode 

peekNode 

removeAll 

removeNext 

reset 

Properties 

context 

expr 

len9th 

Jl.OJller.!:J "! 

The clone method creates an exact copy of the current XMLDOMSelect ion object 
with the same position and context. 

~1LDOMSelection • XMLDOMSelection.cl one () 
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matches 

The matches method checks to see if the XMLDOMNode object passed in is part of the 
result set in the XMLDOMSelect ion object. 

XMLDOr.fNode " XMLDOMSelection.matches(objXMLOOMNode) 

Parameter Data Type 

objXMLDOMNode XMLDOMNode 

Description 

The node to be checked against the 
XMLDOMSelection . 

getProperty 

The getProperty method is used to look up a property of the XM.LDOMSelection 
object. For version 2.6 of MSXML, the only valid value for this property is 
"SelectionLanguage";itwill be either "XSLPattern" or "XPath", based on the 
selection method used to create the XMLOOMSelection object. 

Variant • XHLOOMSelection.getProperty(name) 

.... . rarameter 

name 

Daia Type 

String 

Deseripiion 

'TI1e name of the property to look up the value of. 
Currently, this can only be 
"SelectionLanguage ". 

Item 

The item method is used to access individual nodes in the XMLDOMSelection 
collection. 

XMLOOMNode •• XNLDOMSelection. i tern (index) 

Parameter Data Type 

index Long 

Description 

The ordinal position of the node in the 
selection which will be retrieved. 

nextNode 

The nextNode method is used to retrieve the next node in the XMLDOMSelection 
collection. Callin;g this method increments the i terator for the collection, so that calling 
it repeatedly will retrieve all elements in the collection. 

XMLOOMNode •• XMLOOMSelection . next Node () 
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peekNode 
The peekNode method is used to retrieve the next node in the XMLDOMSelection 
collection. Calling this method does not increment the iterator for the collection, so that 
calling it repeatedly will continue to retrieve the node just beyond the current iterator 
position. 

XMLDOMNode • XMLDOMSelection.peekNode ( J 

removeAII 
The removeAll method is used to remove all of the nodes in the XMLDOMSelection 
object from the document. 

XMLOOMSelection . removeAll() 

removeNext 
The removeNext method is used to remove the ne:xt node in the XMLDOMSelection 
collection from the document. 

XMLDOMSelection.removeNext () 

reset 
The reset method is used to reset the position of the iterator on the 
XMLDOMSelection object to the beginning of the list. 

XMLDOMSelection.reset() 

Properties 

context 
The context property sets or returns the node for which the results in the 
XMLDOMSelection object apply. Setting this prop1~rty reinitializes the object for the 
specified node. 

J<l4LDOI•INode .. Xf.U.DOMSelection. context 
XMLDOMSelection.context c XMLDOMNode 

expr 
The expr property sets or returns the XSL pattern or XPath expression for which the 
results in the XMLDOMSelection object apply. In the example above, expr would 
return "//Section [®Author=' Alex Homer') ".Setting this property reinitializes 
the object using the specified query string. 

String : XMLDOMSelection . expr 
XMLDOMSelection.expr = String 

length 
The length property returns the number of nodes in the XMLDOMSelection object. 
This property is read-only. 

Long = XMLDOMSelection.length 
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XMLDOMText 
The XMLDOMTeXlt object represents a text node which is used ta contain the parsed 
character data contained in an XML elemerit or attribu,te: element arid attribute nodes 
do not themselvE!S contain any text; their content is always contained in a child text 
node. 

We can access a text node using the normal XMLDOMNode object properties, so if we 
have an XML element: 

<Title>ASP Programmer's Reference</'l'itle> 

We can get a refe·rence to the text node using: 

We can also access the text node's content as a string using the element's text 
property. 

'This object is dedved from the XMLDOMCharacterData object, that itself is derived 
from the XMLDOt-:lNode object. In addition to the spl i tText method of the 
XMLDOMText object, see the methods and properties defined for the 
VUTTV'\1\A'/'"'flo.~-~-+·--n"'!!\ ... = OW"\~ VMT.T"\f"'IM\.T,..,Ao nh.;ol""f>c f"...- o;a;l...l;+inn!311 fw1nf"'hn.n~l1hr 
.n.~o•a.L.UJV...L•J.'-.lJ.Q.L.Q.\..-\,.C.L.L.IQ'-" -c:::l. (;U.LU- ~~-~.a..UU'-'&•u"f-V\oA'IOOO VVjlwto..\.0 .&V.L '-4.,_..'-4.411.&V,Al"&. .a.""'"'"'-1..1·'-'"'"'-'•U·•:r 

available through the XMLDOMText object 

Methods Properties 

appendChild* attributes* ownerDocument* 

appendDatat baseName* parentNode* 

cloneNode* childNodes* parsed* 

deleteDatat datat prefix* 

hasChildNodes* data Type* previousSibling* 

insertBefoz:e* definition* specified* 

insertDatat firstChild* text* 

removeChild* lastChild* .xml* 

replaceChild* lengtht 

replaceDataL t namespaceURI* 

selectNodeE:* next Sibling* 

selectSingleNode* nodeName* 

split Text nodeType* 

substringDaLta t nodeTypedValue* 

transformNode* nodeTypeString* 

transformNodeToObject* nodeValue* 

" See section on XMLDOMNode methods and properties. 
t See section on XMLDOMCharacterData methods and properties. 
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Additional Methods 

splltText 
The split Text method splits the specified node into two nodes, breaking the data 
content apart at the offset location. It then creates an adjacent sibling node of the 
same type and inserts it at the appropriate location at the node tree. The nodes can be 
rejoined using the element's normalize method. 

XMLDOMText s XMLOOMText.splitText(offset) 

Parameter , Data Type Description 

offset Long Position in text: node where it is to be split. 

Additional Properties 
There are no additional properties associated with the XMLDOMText object. 

XMLHttpRequest 
The XMLHt tpReques t object is used to transmit X:ML documents over HTTP. 1t is 
used primarily on the client side to access information that is available through the 
Request a.'1.d Response objects on the server, so we won't look at it in too much 
detail here. A typical application of this object might be to transmit an XML document 
from a client to a server application of some kind, which processes the XML document 
and returns another XML document to the client. It can be instantiated using the Prog 
ID "Microsoft. XM.LHTTP". 

Methods Properties Events 

abort 

getAllResponseHeaders 

getResponseHeader 

readyState 

responseBody 

responseStreatn 

responseText 

responseXML 

onreadystatechange 

open 

send 

setRequestHeader 

Methods 

abort 

status 

statusText 

The abort method cancels the current request. This returns the object to an 
uninitialized state,,and the open method must be called again before continuing. 

XMLHttpRequest.abort( ) 
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getAIIResponseHeaders 
The getAllResponseHeaders method returns the header information sent in 
response to a call to the send method. The information is returned as a sequence of 
name-value pairs, separated by ca;rriage-returnlinefeed pairs. 

String = XMI,HttpRequest .getAllResponseHeaders () 

getResponseHe.adet 
The ge tResponseHeader method returns the value of the header with the specified 
name from the headers sent in response to a call to the send method. 

String = XMI.HttpRequest. getResponseHeader (header) 

Parameter Data Type Description 

header String The name of the header to be retrieved. 

For example, to get the "last-modified" header: 

open 

The open method initializes a request, and sets information regarding that request. 
The method parameter is the HTTP method to be used for the request: GET, POST, and 
so on. The url patrameter is the URL of the request. The async flag is used to set 
synchronous or asynchronous operation for the request (the default is asynchronous). 
The user and password parameters are used to specify securityinforma.tion for the 
requested object. Note that the actual request does not take place until the send 
method is called. 

XMLHttpRequest.open(method, url, [async], (user], [password]) 

Parameter Data Type Description 

method String The HTTP method, e.g. GET, POST etc. 

url String URL of the request. 

a sync Variant Optional. Determines whether synchronous or 
asynchronous operation will be used. 

user Variant Optional security information. 

password Variant Optional security information. 
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For example: 

•catalog .>:!!!1" >-• 

send 

The send method issues the request to the URL selected in the call to the open 
method. From VBScript, you can pass it a string containing the request information, an 
array of unsigned bytes, or an XMLDOMDocwnent o•bject. For strings and arrays of 
unsigned bytes, use setRequestHeader to assigt1l the content type and character set. 

~1LHttpRequest.send(var_header) 

Parameter Data Type 

var_header Variant 

setRequestHeader 

Description 

String of request information, array of unsigned 
bytes, or an XMLDOMDocwnent object. 

The setRequestHeader method sets a value for at header on a request, and should be 
called if necessary after calling the open method but before calling the send method. 
The two parameters are the name of the header andl its value, respectively. If another 
header has already been set with the same name, it is replaced. 

XMLHttpRequest.setRequestBeader(bstr_header, bstr_value) 

Parameter 

bstr_header 

bstr_value 

Properties 

readyState 

Data Type 

String 

String 

Description 

The HTTP request header to be set. 

The value Ito be set on the request header. 

The read-only readyState property returns a long integer that describes the status of 
the request. 

Long = XMLHttpRequest.readyState 
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The possible values are: 

a 0 ("uninitialized"), i.e. the object has been created but the load method 
has not yet been executed. 

a 1 ("loading"), i.e. the reply is loading, but has not yet entered the parsing 
step. 

a 2 ("loaded 11 ), i.e. the reply has been loaded and is being parsed. 

0 3 ("interactive"), i.e. the reply has been partially parsed and a read-only 
version tOf the object model is available. 

0 4 ("complete''), i.e. the reply has been completely parsed, successfully or 
unsuccessfully. 

responseBody 
The read-only r•esponseBody property returns an array of unsigned bytes containing 
the raw respons•~ from the server. Note that this may contain encoded data depending 
on what the server transmitted. 

Variant : X~LHttpRequest.responseBody 

responseStream 
Tho ,.&l!:tt"t-nn 1Tt ..,..;:=r.cYV'\'1""11 Qo.C+- Yo~m n1"n'ho--rkt TDh trnc: ~ c:.f-r13::arn r\h1e:u"'+ 1'"~1""\TDC!:onf--ino- +ho ....... ...,_~ .... -- ....., ... 'I..AJ .... __ 1:'_., ... ___ """ ____ ._., J"'"''"'Y""" ... "'J- Jt.. ....... -... ... ,v - -..... ---... ..... -....-,-...... ... --r~ ........ -.._ ............ 0 . ........... 

raw response from the server. Note that this may contain encoded data depending on 
what the server itrans~tted. 

response Text 
The read-only rt:!sponseText property returns a string representing the response 
from the server. The object attempts to decode the response as a Unicode string1 so this 
field may contain meaningless information if the response is a BLOB or some other 
non-text response. 

String = XMLHttpRequest . re£pohseText 

responseXML 
The read-only rt~sponseXMLproperty returns an XMLDOMDocument-representing the 
returned document as parsed by the Microsoft parser. This property will only be 
populated if the MlME type of the response is correctly set to "text/xml ".Note that 
the returned document is not validated against its DTD or schema (if one is present) by 
the parser before being returned .. 

XMLDOMDocument : XMLHttpRequest . responseXML 

status 
The read-only s1:atus property returns a long integer containing the HTTP status 
code received in response to a request. 

Long ~ XMLHttpRequest . status 
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status Text 

The read-only statusText property returns a string containing the HTIP response 
line status received in response to a request. 

String a XMLHttpRequest.statusText 

Events 

onreadystatechange 

The onreadystatechange event is fired whenever the value of the readyState 
property for the object changes. When used in conjtmction with the async property, 
this allows your script to continue executing while waiting for an XML HTTP request 
to return. Event handlers are defined in VBScript and ]Script by setting the value of a 
write-only property with the same name as the event to the name of the callback 
procedure used to respond to the event. See below J:or an example of this. 

XMLHttpRequest.onreadystatechange ~ String 

event 

I I JScript 
I I set up an event hangler for the onreadyst.~tecbange event 
-xmlCatalogHttpRequest.onre~dystatechange • checkCatalpgReadyStateChange; 

function checkCatalogReadyStateChange() { 
II handle the onreadystatechange event fo:c: the Catalog document 

1 

XSLProcessor 
The XSLProcessor object is used to perform trans:formations using compiled 
stylesheets. 

~ -T~s object is only available in version 2.6 of MSxML. 

An XSLProcessor object may be obtained by calling the createProcessor 
method of the XSLTemplate object: 

J ~Sc.iipt 
'Dim xslTemplat.e, xslProcessm::. 
Set xslTemplat.e : Server, €t:eate0b.ject ( "MSXML:~ .XSLTelllP'late") 
q_e.!_ xslProcessor = xsl'l'~1]!21.ate. create'Processor -

II JScript 
:l[ar xslTemplate • Server.CreateObject("MSXML:l.XSLTeli!P'late•); 
var xslProcessor a xs.l'l'E!!!!Pl~~. cr.~ateProcessor () ; 
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The following code shows an example of using these nvo objects. We must first load 
our XML document and stylesheet as normal, except that we must use the free
threaded version of the XMLDOMDocument2 object, or an error will be generated (due 
to the use of mixed threading models). We then instantiate our XSLTernplate object 
and set its sty1esheet property to our XSL document and create theXSLProcessor 
object. Now we just need to set its input property {the XML node object which will be 
transformed, ii11 this case our xrnlCatalogDocument) and output property (the 
object to which the transformed XML will be senti here, we send it directly to the 
browser). Finally we call theXSLProcessor object's transform method to perform 
the actual transformation. 

The VBScript v1ersion of this code is: 
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addObject 

addPararoeter 

reset 

setStartMode 

transform 

Properties 

input 

output 

readyState 

startMode 

startModeURI 

stylesheet 

ownerTernplate 
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Methods 

addObject 

The addObj ect method is used to pass objects to a stylesheet. Numbers are converted 
to doubles, other values are converted to strings, artd objects return an error. 

XSLProcessor. addObj ect (obj 1 [name apace URI] ) 

Parameter 

obj 

namespaceURI 

For example: 

' 1 'VBSc:rfpt:. 

Data Type 

Object 

String 

Description 

The objeclt to be passed to the stylesheet. 

Optional. The namespace URI of the object to 
be passed to the stylesheet. 

' Pass cataro$ information as parameters t'o •the J?T~l..CatalogProcessQE objecc 
xmlCatalQgPr_ocesaor. addObje~ct ( ••catalog•• 1 "ht·tp: I /'tfW';l·.yox. comiCat_alog" }' 

II JScript 
II Pass catalog informati~n as parameters to the xmlCatalogProcessor object 
1011lC<! talogPr_ocessor . addOb~.ect, ( "catalog"·J "htjtp: I Y,www(Jwro?C. pam/ Op,~)Log" ), ; 

addParameter 

The addParameter method is used to pass values to a stylesheet that may be 
referenced by using the <:X:sl: param> element. 

XSLProcessor.addParameter(baseName, paramete1~. (namespa ceURI]) 

Parameter Data Type Description 

baseName String The base name 10f the parameter to be passed to 
the stylesheet. 

parameter String The value of the parameter to be passed to the 
stylesheet. 

namespace 
URI 

String . Optional. The namespace URI of the parameter. 

reset 
The reset method is used to abort any processing currently being performed by the 
XSLProcessor object and discard any results. 

XSLProcessor.reset() 

setStartMode 
The setStartMode.method is used to set the proce:ssing mode to be used by the 
XSLProcessor object. This will only apply those templates in the stylesheet that 
match the mode provided. 

XSLProcessor.setstartMode (mode, [namespaceURI] ) 
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Parameter 

mode 

namespace 
URI 

Data Type 

String 

String 

Description 

The mode in which the template is to be 
processed. 

Optional. The namespace of the mode in which 
the template is to be processed. 

For example: 

' VBScript 
' See the c:atalog p'i;ocessor to operate in Publ·ic mode 
XllllGg!;?-l og}i~roces_sp£. setStartMod§. •public • 

II Set the catal~processor to operate in PuQlic mode 
Xl!llca~logProcessor ~§e!:StartMod_~ ( •public•) ; 

transform 

The trans form method starts or resumes a transformation operation using the 
XSLProcessor object. It returns false if the transformation did not complete 
successfully, or 'true if it did. 

Boolean = J!:SLProcessor. transform() 

Properties 

Input 

The input property specifies the node at the top of the node tree to be transformed. 
Setting this property resets the state of the XSLProcessor object. 

XMLDOMNode = XSLProcessor.input 
XSLProcessor. input = XI1LD011Node 

output 

The output property specifies a target for the XSLProcessor object to write its 
output to. This rnay be any object that supports the IStream or IPersistStrearn 
interface (such <11S the ADO Stream object or the Response object); it may also be an 
XMLDOMDocume,nt object. If this property is read from, it returns a string that is the 
incrementally-buffered output of the transformation process; successive reads to this 
property will return successive portions of the transformation result. 

XSLProcess<>r.output =variant 
Variant = l<SLProcessor . output 

ownerTemplat1~ 

The ownerTemplate property returns the XSLTemplate object for the template that 
was used to create this XSLProcessor object. 

XCMLDOMXSL~remplate = XSLProcessor .ownerTemplate 
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readyState 

The read-only readyState property returns a long integer that describes the status of 
the current transformation. 

Long • XSLProcessor.readyState 

The possible values are: 

0 0 ("READYSTATE_ONINITIALIZED") i.e. the object has been created but the 
required properties has not yet been set. 

0 1 ("READYSTATE_LOADED") i.e. all properHes have been set but the 
transform method has not yet been called. 

0 2 (" READYSTATE_INTERACTIVE") i.e. the transformation has begun but not 
completed. 

D 3 ("READYSTATE_COMPLETE") i.e. the transformation has completed and all 
the resultant output is available. 

startMode 

The s tartMode property returns the basename part of the starting mode for the 
processor. The default start mode is an empty string; (i.e., no mode). This property is 
read-only- to set the start mode, invoke the setStartMode method. 

String • XSLProcessor.startMode 

startModeURI 

The startModeURI property returns the URI of thE? namespace part of the starting 
mode for the processor. The default start mode is an empty string (i.e., no mode). This 
property is read-only- to set the start mode, invoke the setStartMode method. 

String = XSLProcessor.startModeURI 

stylesheet 

The stylesheet property sets or retunlS the XMLDOMNode object representing the 
stylesheet that is to be used by the processor. 

XMLDOMNode : XSLProcessor.stylesheet 
XSLProcessor.stylesheet : XMLDOMNode 

XSLTemplate 
The XSLTemplate object is used to cache compiled XSL templates. 

This object is only availal?le in version 2.6 of MSXML. 

An XSLTemplate object may be instantiated using the Server. CreateObj ect 
function with a Prog ID of "MSXML2 . XSLTemplate" : 

' VBScri_pt 
Dim xslTemplate 
Set xsl'l'emplate = Server. Creal:-eObj ect ~ "MSXML:!. XSLTemplate") 
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II JScri pt 
tvar xsl'l'ems;Ha te. :: :?e;ve;- .1Create0bj~ect ( "MSX111!.2:..._ ~~!~Template " ) ; 

Methods Properties 

createProcessor stylesheet 

Methods 

create Processor 

The createProcessor method is used to create a new XSLProcessor object that 
may be used to transform documents using the cached stylesheet. 

.XSLPr ocessor = XSLTemplate.createProcessor(} 

Properties 

stylesheet 

The stylesheet property sets or returns the XMLDOMNode object representing the 
stylesheet to be used when creating processors from this template. Setting this 
property will replace the currently cached stylesheet. 

XMLDOMNode = XSLProcessor.stylesheet 
XSLProcessor.stylesheet = XMLOOMNode 

Summary 
In this rather long chapter, we've had a look at the objects of Microsoft's 
implementation of the XML DOM and their methods and properties. These objects 
allow us to manipulate an XML document before it is sent to the client, and also to 
transform it through an XSL stylesheet. Because of the amount of material we've had to 
cover, we've had. to be very concise. We don't expect this chapter to help you learn 
XML from scratch, but once you've mastered the basics, we think you'll find that this 
reference will be more and more useful. 
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